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Cloudy with
thunderstorms
Tonight: Mostly cloudy with
thunderstorms likely. Low in
the lower 60s. Chance of rain
60 percent. South wind 10 to
20 mph.

During regular session Thursday
night, the council reversed two earlier decisions, passing a 2.5 percent
increase on the city's insurance
premium tax and tabling a zoning
ordinance which includes a controversial provision on mobile
homes.
The council, which had heard
public opposition to the increase

during its May 12 meeting,
approved the hike following a second recommendation in favor of
the increase from the finance/
personnel committee.
Opposition of the eariler proposal centered on a provision that
would have allowed the city to tax
rust-year life insurance premiums,
a measure that was not included in
the approved hike.
The increase, expected to raise
approximately $150,000 in 1991

and $200,000 in 1992, is needed to
maintain the city's financial buffer
which would fall dangerously low
without additional revenue, according to Finance Officer Don Lett.
The council met today at 12:15
to approve the second reading of
the ordinance.
In another reversal, the council
tabled and will apparently let die a
new zoning ordinance which
includes a provision that lets city
mobile home owners replace their

In recognition
WASHINGTON — The Bush administration is hailing a new agreement to normalize trade relations with the Soviet Union for the first
time in nearly a half-century, but the proposal is expected to encounter
stiff opposition in Congress.
WASHINGTON — Hundreds of brands of insect repellents, including some types of OFF and Cutter's, are being withdrawn from stores
because a long-used ingredient to repel biting flies gave tumors to lab
rats and withered their ovaries.
WASHINGTON — Those yellow and black federal labels that give
the octane rating on gas pumps should be torn off because of cheating
by gas stations and lax enforcement, the American Automobile Association says.
CAPE CANAVERAL, Fla. — When Discovery glides to Earth
after its mission to set loose the Hubble Space Telescope, the shuttle
will be testing new brakes that could pave the way for Kennedy Space
Center landings.
BOSTON — An army of census counters has hit the streets to rill in
the blanks on some 37 million American households whose residents
have yet to be counted.

SPORTS
ALBANY, N.Y. — The America's Cup can stay with the San Diego
Yacht Club, according to the New York Court of Appeals, the final
arbiter of Cup disputes. The 5-2 decision apparently ends a legal battle
for yacht racing's most coveted prize, which the SDYC won using a
catamaran against New Zealand's monohull.
NEW YORK — The defending champion San Francisco 49ers will
open the 1990s where they finished the 1980s — the Louisiana Superdome — as the NFL begins a revised schedule that gives every team a
week off during the regular season.

By DAVID RAMEY

James Garrison, retired Murray-Calloway County Hospital Board member, praises Hospital Administrator Stuart Poston, at right, for his 18 years of service to the hospital and community during a meeting of
the board in his honor Thursday night in Aurora. Poston, one of the longest-serving hospital administrators in the state, has been largely responsible for the growth and success of the hospital which was built in
1964. Pictured from left are Garrison, his wife. Edith, and Poston.
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The expected changes from the
new education reform legislation
continued hanging over the monthly" meeting of the Murray City
School board Thursday night
Assistant superintendent Doralyn
Lanier briefed the board on a
recent in-service meeting in Frankfort, and talked about the changes
coming in in-service.
"There's going to be a lot of
changes in in-service over the next
two years," Lanier said. "Over the
next two years, all of our in-service
sessions have to fall into one-ofseven areas."
And that could mean some
changes in what is approved for inservice credit, she said.
"The most difficult problem
were going to have is in reeducating teachers what in-service
is all about," Lanier said.
The amount of money the system
(Cont'd on page 2)

'Earth Day Every Day' program set for park
The old city park will receive a
facelift as teams of students and
townspeople join in a clean-up
effort during a special Earth Day
Every Day environmental awareness event in Murray Saturday,
April 28.
Sponsored by the Murray State
University chapter of the Public
Relations Student Society of
America, the clean up will include
such activities as raking, trimming,

painting, planting and picking up
trash.
In addition, several organizations
will set up demonstrations and
hand out guidelines for trash separation and recycling and other suggestions for improving the environment, according to Michelle
McKirhcy, president of PRSSA.
"We have received an enthusiastic response from a number of
community organizations who have

FINANCE
WASHINGTON — The
United States and the Soviet
Union reached basic agreement
on an economic pact that would
normalize trade relations
between the two superpowers
for the first time in nearly a half
century.
U.S. Deputy Trade Representative Julius Katz said Thursday
he expected the agreement
would be ready for signing at
the May 30-June 3 summit
between President Bush and
Soviet President Mikhail S.
Gorbachev.

(Cont'd on page 2)
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STATE
LEXINGTON — Some people with anorexia nervosa and bulimia
may have zinc deficiencies, giving hope they can be treated for the
eating disorders, a University of Kentucky medical study released
today said.
HODGENVILLE — A 15-year-old Louisville girl told authorities
she was held against her will for three weeks, chained to a tree and
raped repeatedly before killing her captor, Kentucky State Police said.
FRANKFORT — Incoming President John Wolfe Jr. needs more
time to assess the situation at Kentucky Stale University and the implications of a report containing sweeping recommendations before deciding on any action, officials say.

old homes with new ones.
The council, which voted 7-5 to
amend the recommended ordinance
to allow replacement mobile homes
during its April 12 meeting, disagreed on several aspects of the
provision including its possible
iiterpretations and enforcement.
The amended ordinance, which
moves to update the city's 1983
zoning ordinance, changes the

Lanier informs
school board of
changes ahead
for in-service
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Council reverses two earlier decisions
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Old railroad car
enthusiasts plan
2nd spring meet
for this weekend
The Bluegrass Speeders are gearing up for their second annual
Kentucky-west Tennessee spring
meet this weekend.
The Speeders, based in Paducah,
are a group of railroad buffs that
have collected and refurbished old
railroad maintenance cars arid run
the old Nashville-Chattanooga and
St. Louis tracks.
The little motor cars were once a
common sight for railroads, but
have become obsolete on most
major lines. Now, area collectors
have turned the piece of railroad
history into a hobby.
"A lot of us are buying and
refurbishing and preserving motor
cars and the larger derrick cars,"
said George Beasley. spokesman fo
the Speeders.
This yeu's two-day meeting of
the motor cars is in conjunction
with the "World's Biggest Fish
Fry" in Paris, Tenn. Motor cars
will travel along the Nashville
Chattanooga and St. Louis tracks,
(Cont'd on page 2)

volunteered to lend a hand," Wiggly, Storey's, Owens Market,
McKirchy said. To date, the
Wal Mart, Sammons' Bakery, IGA
Optimist Club, 4-H Club, the Boy and Mr. Gatti's have also been
Scouts, the Civitan Club, Rotary, responsive, contributing food and
Lions, the Moose Lodge, the supplies for the event, she added.
Women's Club, the Student ChristIn addition to doing clean-up
ian Center and the MSU chapter of work, groups and individuals are
the American Society of Safety also being encouraged to plant
Engineers have agreed to partici- trees in the park.
pate. Other groups are still being
"We're following the lead of
contacted, McKrichy said.
Area businesses including Piggly (Cont'd on
page 2)

Parade of Athletes

Special Olympics athletes and ‘olunteers from Kevil participate in the Parade of Athletes during the opening ceremonies of the Area 1 Special Olympics at Roy Stewart Stadium today. Events continue today
through the afternoon.
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Hard work, determination
pays off for Murray actress
selected for USC school
By KRIS FAZI
Murray

Ledger

al

Times Staff

Writer

Beginning at age 7, Leigh Allyn
Baker did not get to go trick-ortreating for three years in a row.
She was too busy working on her
dream - to become an actress.
The 18-year-old Murrayan said
she acted in a community children's theater which performed in
the planetarium at Land Between
the Lakes every Halloween night.
Baker, a senior at Murray High
School, is still working on her
dream; she was one of 14 women
in the United States selected to
attend the bachelor of fine arts
department at the University of
Southern California this fall.
One of 1,000 people who auditioned in Chicago for the school,
she said the four-year program is a
conservatory; students focus on one
area extensively.
"I'll be focusing on drama," she
said. "I'll also get dance and vocal
training."
Baker said she will somehow fit
in time to take other courses, citing
the importance of an education.
She has had enough practice "fitting in" time for activities. An honor roll student, Baker is a member
of the French Club, Future Homemakers of America, Future Business Leaders of America, journalism department (movie reviewer, of
course) and president of the Young
Actor's Guild. She has also won
more than 50 awards, many of
them national, as a member of
Murray High's speech team, one of

the best in the nation.
But Baker's real love is acting.
"Since I was five or six years
old, I would see a movie and want
to be whatever the person was,"
she said. "One day I'd want to be a
nurse, then the next day a doctor,
then a fireman, then I'd want to be
someone else. I found out what I
wanted to do was what they were
doing in the movies; then I could
be everything."
Since then, Baker has performed
in countless plays - dramas, musicals and comedies. Her most recent
role was Abigail Williams in "The
Crucible," performed by the community theater at Playhouse in the
Park last month.
"That was the toughest role I
ever had," she said. "I had to let
the audience know I was lying (she
accused innocent Christians of
being witches, causing them to be
hanged) yet appear to be telling the
truth to the people onstage. I also
had an affair with a 40-year-old
man. It was hard to play, but I
loved the part"
Although she was offered scholarships from several universities,
including the prestigious California
Institute of the Arts, Baker chose
the University of Southern California because it is on the West Coast
and it is a demanding program.
"I don't want to halfway do anything, and they really discipline
you there," she said. "They won't
even give scholarships to first-year
students because you have to prove
yourself first.
"I want to go out West because
that's where more film is done and

ashamed but I get the feeling (from
the council) that maybe I should."
Schroader said she was denied a
(Cont'd from page 1)
replacement
mobile home under the
intent of the original measure
old
ordinance
two years ago.
which was to gradually weed-out
Councilman Danny Hudspeth has
all mobile homes within the city argued that he and other residents
not located in an approved mobile were told in 1983 that replacement
home park, according to City mobile homes would be allowed
Attorney Don Overbey.
under the zoning ordinance. Not
At least one city resident, how- allowing residents to replace their
ever, took offense with the city's mobile homes would result
in a
appraisal of mobile homes and told hardship for some residents, Hudsthe council that "residents should peth said.
have the right to upgrade their
The council decided to table the
dwellings," according to Joann
ordinance and possibly consider
Schroader.
recommendations from the plan"People who choose to live in
ning commission regarding changes
mobile homes do it because they
and rewording of the measure.
choose to," Schroader said. "I live
In other business, the council:
in a mobile home and I don't feel • heard the general fund report
for period ending March 31, 1990.
Don Lett reported city finances on
or slightly below budgeted figures
;.0f?
-)JP LIFE
and said he expected a surplus of
approximately $450,000 at the end
of the fiscal year.
American Heart
•
received and approved a recomAssociation
mended version of the city's ComTh,s space PrOY,13eCI as a pute,c.serzroce
prehensive Plan.

City council...

Leigh Allyn Baker

(Cont'd from page 1)
now owned by the Kentucky and
West Tennessee Railway Inc.
Motor car owners will register at
7 a.m. Saturday at the KWT depot
on Rison Street in Paris and depart
for Hardin at 9 a.m. The group will
stop in Hazel to visit the town's
numerous antique shops.
Alter returning to Paris, the
group will depart by bus at 5:30
p.m. Saturday for a banquet in
Murray, as well as a night photo
session at the Murray depot.
On Sunday, the motor cars will
leave Pans at 8 a.m. for Bruceton,
Tenn., and a picnic. Bruceton
boasts an old N.C.&St.L. roundhouse and is served by the CSX
Transportation railroad, which has
a service yard in Bruceton.
Beasley said motor cars were
used to haul small crews for rail
inspection and light maintenance
and were powered by small gas
engines.
He estimated that 85 percent of
the motor car buffs are former railroad employees. The average cost
of a motor car before restoration is
$850.
Motor cars travel 300 feet apart
as a group and are equipped with
flares and red flags. Drivers
observe railroad safety rules.
"We do consider this a familyoriented thing for wives, girlfriends
and children," he said. "But we
don't want to promote anything
that would jeopardize safety. That
has to come firsi"

mats where the (acting) style is
more laid back and natural," she
said."
Baker, who considers acting a
gift, said the more challenging
roles are those that portray normal
people.
"It's so easy to go to an
extreme," she said. "So many people want to overdo a part. You just
pretend to be someone else."
After she is settled on campus at
USC, Baker plans to get an agent
and find acting work, which is part
of the learning experience.
Baker's parents, Mike and Vickie, support her decision to study
acting, but not all of Baker's
friends do.
"Everyone says, 'It's impossible:
you're chasing a dream,— she said.
"It is not impossible."
Baker's friends are partially correct; she is chasing a dream. But it
is a dream she is confident will
come true.
(Cont'd from page 1)
"I almost feel like I'm taking the
will recieve from the new educaeasy way out because I'm just
tion plan is still up in the air,
doing what is easy for me," she
according to Paul Jones,
said, "and it's fun."
superintendent.
"We don't know how much
money we're going to get," Jones
said. "And I don't know if no one
knows how much we're going to
get."

Lanier informs...

MSU Chamber
Orchestra set
for last concert

Members of the audience will
get a close-up view of orchestral
performance at the last concert of
the year by the Murray State University Chamber Orchestra on Sunday afternoon, April 29.
They will be seated on stage
with the orchestra for the program
to begin at 3:30 p.m. in Lovett
Auditorium on the campus. Conducting will be Dr. Jordan Tang,
visiting artist.
A music scholarship benefit, the
concert is open to the public.
Admission is a $5 donation for
adults and $2 donation for students.
Another highlight will be the
world premiere performance of
"Mysterium 3" by Dr. John Steffa
of the Murray State music faculty.
The piece is scored for synthesizer
and orchestra.

Jones expects to know more after
a regional Kentucky Department of
Education meeting next month.
The system will finish the school
year with a cash balance of
$386,000, which included a
$72,000 dip into cash reserves,
according to estimates from Jim
Gallemore, board treasurer.
The estimate is a preliminary
figure and could change, but the
system expects to save almost
$100,000 from what was originally
budgeted.
"We've saved $98,000 in the
cash balance, and we're pleased
with that," Gallemore said.
In other action, the board
approved four federal grant applications, retain Don Overby as general counsel for the coming fiscal
year, approved an overnight trip
request for the foreign language
department, and hired Sherry Shutt
and Patricia Alford as substitute
teachers.

ATTENTION

Roe vs. Wade attorney
stresses leadership skills
By KRIS FAZI
Murray

Ledger

Writer

Prase

Writer

FRANKFORT, Ky. — Parts of
condemned property not used for
development do not have to be
offered back to the original owner,
the Court of Appeals ruled Friday.
A divided three-judge panel
ruled that to force such an arrangement would be too much of a burden on the state.
But dissenting Judge Charles
Lester said no burden is too great
because the taking of private property by the state is an extraordinary
exercise of power.
The case dates back nearly a
decade to when the Transportation
Cabinet was acquiring property for
an interchange at Interstate 65 in
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dington told the women she would
be willing to challenge the Texas
statute; but to bring forth a case,
there must be a genuine controversy - they needed a plaintiff.
Soon, a male lawyer who refused
to take "Jane Roe's" case, which
challenged the statute, referred her
to Weddington and her colleague,
Linda Coffee. Her case was appealed to the Supreme Court, who
decided to take it.
"I got the letter saying they were
going to take Roe v. Wade (Wade
was the district attorney of Dallas)
and I panicked, then calmed myself
down and started getting ready for
the case," she said.
Weddington, 27 years old at the
time with her first contested case,
had groups file amicus curia, or
friend of the court briefs, dealing
with medical, environmental and
other aspects which pregnancy
affects. One contention she made
against the statute in her own brief
to the court, besides a right to privacy, was that Texas laws did not
treat a fetus as a person in any way
except in referring to abortion.
Even though she won the case,
Weddington is concerned about the
abortion issue in court today.
"I think states are going to get
more power in deciding abortion
issues and it will become a political issue," she said.
She mentioned recent challenges
to Roe v. Wade such as the 1989
Webster v. Reproductive Health
Services case, which was speculated as one that would overturn
Roe, but did not. Guam recently
passed a law which states abortion
is a crime, and a female attorney
there was arrested for giving names
of clinics where abortions could be
obtained. The charges against her
have since been dropped, probably,
Weddington said, because of freedom of speech rights, which would
weaken a case for the statute in
court if the woman had been
prosecuted.
Weddington said another problem is three Supreme Court justices
are left who voted in favor of Roe
17 years ago, and they are more
than 80 years old now. The other
four have been replaced by justices
who are more likely to favor overturning Roe v. Wade.
Weddington, who served three
years as general counsel to the
Department of Agriculture and
adviser on women's affairs in the
Carter administration, now practices law, lectures at college campuses on leadership skills and
teaches at the University of Texas.

Court of Appeals rules
on condemned land issue
By MARK R. CHELLGREN

Until April 30th,
Peppers Chrysler will be selling
ALL NEW CARS
for

Prces

Times Staff

Sarah Weddington, a Texas
attorney best known for her successful defense of the 1973
Supreme Court case which legalized abortion, told an audience at
Murray State University Thursday
night she felt very strongly about
leadership at the college level.
Leadership?
Although she did discuss the
famous Roe v. Wade case and
other abortion-related laws, she
stressed the importance of honing
leadership skills in her speech to
students at the Claris Center
theater.
"Practice leadership," she said.
"You get better with practice
because you learn by your
mistakes.
"We talk to young people about
the need for them to decide what
they are going to be," she said. "I
don't think you can do thai But I
think what you can do is use the
opportunity of education to prepare
for some of the different things that
may happen and the opportunities
that come along."
Weddington, the first woman to
serve in the Texas legislature, said
her activities in high school, college and law school helped her
"develop confidence for standing
up for what I believe in."
She then talked about her life
before and after Roe v. Wade.
Weddington, who graduated the
University of Texas School of Law
in 1967, said Texas was not ready
for women as lawyers at that time.
"I could not get a law job so I
was doing research on ethical standards for lawyers." she said, "I had
the time to volunteer to do Roe v.
Wade. They (her male colleagues)
went off and made money, but
made history."
Weddington was asked by a
group of women in Austin, Texas if
they would be prosecuted for referring women who wanted abortions
to states where they were legal.
The Texas statute at the time stated
a pregnant woman's life had to be
in danger because of the pregnancy
before she could have an abortion.
Weddington researched their
question and found cases which
later served as precedents for her
case in Roe v. Wade. One was
Griswold v. Connecticut in 1965,
which challenged a law stating it
was a crime to use birth control;
the Supreme Court struck it down,
declaring the use of contraception
an implied right to privacy. Wed-

Associated
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(Cont'd from page 1)
environmental organizations who
are urging people to plant hardwood seedlings to help reduce the
carbon dioxide in the atmosphere,"
McKirchy said. "The trees will
provide Murray residents in the
future with both cleaner air and a
park with lots of shade."
The effort has the full support of
the city. Mayor Bill Cherry has
signed a proclamation designating
April 28 as Earth Day Every DayClean up of the Park, and the parks
division will supply rakes and other
equipment Volunteers are asked to
bring what tools they can, however,
to be sure there will be enough for
everyone, McKirchy said.
All residents are welcome to join
the teams of workers on Saturday
at any time between 10 a.m. and 3
p.m., she said.
For further information, call
McKirchy at 759-9506 or Sheila
Clough Crifasi at 762-4487.

•

Jefferson County with what would
become 1-265.
The state condemned 15.862
acres owned by Mary A. Miles.
The state eventually used about
three-fourths of the property.
About five years after the original
eminent domain action, the state
traded the remaining Miles property to Evangel Tabernacle in
exchange for property needed for
further highway expansion.
Miles asked to repurchase her
former property that was not used.
The court noted that condemned
property not used for development
may be repurchased by the originalowner. But the law does not cover
pieces of property, Judge Tom
Emberton said.
"Practically speaking, to hold
otherwise would place a heavy burden on the cabinet to anticipate its
land needs with an oppressively
high degree of specificity so as to
leave no remnant, however small,"
Emberton said.
Further, the state would have to
devise a formula for calculating
repurchase prices for fragments of
property.
"This is a burdensome result,
which we do not believe the Legislattire intended," Emberton said.
But Lester said there is an obligation to return unused property to
its original owner.
"Be it remembered that this was
Mary Miles' property in the first
place and her only request is that
she have it returned to her for
which she will reimburse the
state," Lester said. "She merely
asks for what it took from her and
did not use."
In another case, the court took
the unusual step of ordering a specific zoning change in Lexington
on a piece of property adjacent to a
regional shopping mall.
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Many thanks

Residents explain how they protect environment
Editor's note: This article is one in
the series called "Hazardous
Household Waste: What you can
do," produced by the League of
Women Voters of MurrayCalloway County as a part of the
Earth Day effort in our community.
By KATHY COHEN
Guest Writ et

In this series we have suggested
ideas to make your home safer and
healthier. We thought it would be
interesting to find out what local
residents in Murray and Calloway
County are doing to be more environmentally responsible. So we
asked a number of people, "What
do you do at your house to help
protect the environment?" Among
the responses we received were
these:
Doris Cella: "Perhaps because I
was raised on a farm I am more
conscious of the land and of the
need to protect what we have. In
our home we recycle papers and
cans, give magazines to art teachers, re-use plastic and aluminum
wrap and compost all kitchen
refuse. We also use no systemic
poisons in our garden and rarely
use insecticides. We buy white
tissue and toilet paper to avoid
chemical dyes, buy in bulk to save
on the number of containers we
bring home and try to wash clothes
at night to reduce use of electricity.
We save soap scraps, mix them
with water in a jar and use them
for hand washing. Coffee and tea
water are used to water plants.
Finally, we re-use whatever we can
- putting new heels on shoes
instead of buying new shoes and
mending clothes to make them last
longer."
John and Vickie Griffin: The
Griffin family recycles all aluminum, selling it nearby in Hazel.
They planned their passive solar
home to be environmentally sound,
insulating very tightly and landscaping to save energy. In addition,
John notes, "We make sure the car
is tuned regularly so that it runs as
efficiently as possible." The Griffins, like others, are looking for a
way to recycle glass and tin.
Adam Larson: Adam is a student
in Lee Pinkston's third grade class
at Carter Center. He is participating
in an aluminum "Can Drive,"
which has been underway for about
two months. The school will sell
the cans and use the money for
playground equipment and other
improvements. Adam says that collecting the cans is a lot of fun. (At
the time he was interviewed, his
class was leading in the number of
cans so far collected - more than
6,000.)"We are doing this so there
will be less trash in the world,"
Adam said.
Linda Patterson: Linda, a teacher
at Calloway Middle School, is carrying her environmental awareness
beyond her home and into the
homes of her students and their
friends and families. Part of Linda's job is to oversee the school's
recycling center. This remarkable
program has been in existence for
several years, and is run largely by
the Recycling and Conservation
Enrichment classes at Calloway
Middle. Money raised from recycling goes to school and communitfprojects. Last year, for example,
Ne,edline received a donation of
$100 from the center. "The students process all the cans - they
crush, bundle and weigh them - and
they prepare all newspapers for the
recycler," Linda told us. Magazines
are also reused, being given to art,
science and history classes. The
center, located in a building near
Calloway Middle School, is open
from 9-2 Mondays-Thursdays. The
public is welcome to bring its aluminum cans or newspapers during
those hours. Newspapers should be

put in grocery bags (which will
also be recycled). "The students are
learning," said Mrs. Patterson,
"that we made this mess, but we
can also clean it up!"
Shawn Maxwell: As Director of
the Humane Society Animal Shelter, Mrs. Maxwell has many suggestions to help pet owners avoid
harmful products. "My first and
most important suggestion," she
says, "is read labels!" Many people
do not realize that dog products
should not be used on cats; that
adult animal products can kill
young animals; that many products
must be diluted before application
on animals. Many pet products
contain dangerous chemicals or
dyes and if possible, alternatives to
these should be sought. Here are a
few suggestions:
Use a preventive approach: Keep
your animal healthy, keep its shots
up-to-date, give it regular exercise,
grooming and give it a healthy,
balanced diet.
To fight fleas - For a safer environment, use natural products
whenever possible. Brewer's yeast
added to the diet discourages fleas
from settling in. Also, a little vinegar added to drinking water helps
keep fleas away. Shawn also uses
an herbal dip made Of the oil of a
cut up lemon and/or orange steeped
in hot water, cooled and then
sponged on the pet. An herbal
spray is also effective. To make it,
mix in a 1-pint sprayer/mixer 25-30
drops of pennyroyal oil, 20-25
drops of citronella oil, 15-20 drops
of eucalyptus oil and 1 pint of
water. Squirt tihs around neck and
ears and other spots, avoiding the
eyes. Use every 2-5 days. If you
must purchase a flea product, Mrs.
Maxwell recommends one containing pyrethrins (made from chrysanthemums), such as Adams Flea
mist.(A word of warning: flea collars, sprays, dips, foggers and
insect strips usually contain
dangerous chemicals which
adversely affect the environment in
their manufacture, use and disposal. Flea collars, for instance, emit
toxics all the time, and these chemicals may be dangerous for pets
and for the humans who come into
contact wtih them.)
For cleaning up "accidents"--A
mixture of vinegar and water will
neutralize urine and other floors;
baking soda and water is also I t
and nothing really beats good old
soap and water.
Finally, Mrs. Maxwell warns,
investigate any chemicals you are

using, whether they are termite
treatments (avoid Chlordane), ant
and roach killers (use borax) or
flea fighters (avoid sevin dust
which contains a noted carcinogen,
carbaryl). Be chemically aware, use
common sense and use natural products wherever possible.
Our friends and neighbors are
indeed actively concerned about
keeping our community safe and
healthy. Those contacted feel that
one person or one family can do a
lot to help clean up the environment. In addition to wanting to
protect the air and water we all
need for survival, they have discovered what is good for Mother
Earth is also good for the family
budgei They say that beginning
small is better than not beginning
at all. There is general agreement
that setting an example for children
is an important parental task. The
weekly trip to the recycler's may
be one of the most important
memories a child takes into
adulthood.
We hope that these articles have
suggested something new to you something you can do for the environment that will fit into your lifestyle, so that you can expand our
community involvement in Earth
Day and beyond!

,

Steve Sexton, president of the Murray Lions Club, presents a plaque of appreciation to the family of the
late 0. B. Boone for their support to the club. Mr. Boone was a Lions Club member who donated space in
his cleaning stores for storage of the bulbs and brooms which the Lions Club sells each year. From left are
David Hill, Lions Club member and owner of Hill Electric, where the bulbs and brooms will be stored this
year; Sexton, Dorothy, Tony, Marga..et and Shirley Boone.

USDE enters coal study agreement with UK
WASHINGTON (AP) — The
U.S. Department of Energy has
entered into a three-year cooperative agreement with the University
of Kentucky for research into coal
liquefaction, U.S. Sen. Mitch
McConnell announced Thursday.

The Energy Department will
spend $9,014,790 on the project;
UK $4,305,690, McConnell, R-Ky.,
said in a news release.
"When a coal liquefaction
industry is developed, the econom-
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ic impact for major coal-producing
states could be enormous,"
McConnell said. "For example, if
only 20 percent of the nation's liquid fuel were produced by liquefaction, the amount of coal mined in
this country would be doubled."

EXPO

SAL
30% OFF
ALL WOMEN'S SUITS

25% OFF
ALL COORDINATES

25% OFF
ALL WOMEN'S DRESS SHOES

Wilkinson again
to hand out coins
at Derby festival
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Commemorative coins bearing the
likeness of Gov. Wallace Wilkinson and his wife, Martha, will be
handed out again this year to their
Kentucky Derby guests.
"They were a hit. Everyone
loved the coins, especially the people from out of state," said Don
Nanny, whose Quality Recovery
Systems made the coins.
Nanny said he was minting 300
coins and was donating them to the
Wilkinsons —just as he did for the
1989 Derby.
Doug Alexander, Wilkinson's
press secretary, said "We'd like
for our guests to go back with a
little bit of Kentucky in their
suitcases."
The coins, made of 1 ounce of
pure silver and electroplated in
gold, will be the same this year
except for the date. The silver is
worth $5, but Nanny said the coins
could become more valuable as
collectors' items.

RANGER BOATS

25% OFF
ALL MISSES' SHORTS

25% OFF
ALL MISSES' KNIT TOPS

25% OFF
ALL WOMEN'S DRESSES

25% OFF
ALL VINYL HANDBAGS $12 & UP

30% OFF

ALL FASHION JEWELRY

25% OFF
ALL SWIMWEAR

25% OFF
WORTHINGTON SEPARATES

SPRING FASHION SHOW
See the best spring looks in
our fashion extravaganza.
Door Prizes
Saturday, April 28 — 2 p.m.
Dress Department

1990 Ranger 364V Commanche & 361 (For '400 More)
•1990 Ranger Trail Trailer Color Match & Spare .SP. Deck Stripe
Option Included .Z.R. Polyflake Hull Option Included .4-Blade
Stainless Prop .3 Batteries 1-105 2-180 Amps • 1 -Hummingbird
In-Dash Depth Finder • Speedometer • Tachometer •Trim Gauge
-Water Pressure Gauge •Motor Guide 41 lb Foot Controlled Troll
Motor • Auto Bilge Pump - Loaded & Water Ready'

16,500
1990 Ranger 375 Apache Fish & Ski or 370 Bass Boat
• 41 lb Motor Guide Troll Motor • New 1989V2150 Mag II Motor &

Sale merchandise on this page available ,n ladies apparel tines only Sale
does not include merchandise designated as Smart Value rtems sporting
goods active apparel catalog or previously reduced merchandise
ad 6000 o01•004 pr0e•• only
04.1000,000 P••.0, .91:000/00.ng
r•o• NW* 01.04000 rn1000 a, 0•9001•0 prK•9

Stainless Prop • 3-Batteries & All Gauges
Also, New Ranger Boats With Your Choice of Yamaha
Outboards Fully Rigged by Ranger Boat Co.

92iNeS

Abernathy's Motorcycle & Marine service

1704 W Main St., Union City, Tn.

s 0•

901-885-1792

Sale Prices

effective
through
Saturday, April 28.
Office Phone 759-1400
Catalog Phone 1-800-222-6161

JCPenney
Chestnut Hills Shopping Center
Murray, KY 42071

Salon Hours:
Mon.-Fri. 9-8
Store Hours:
9-6
Sat.
Mon.-Sat. 9-9
Sun. 12:30-5:30 Sun. 1-5
759-9811
1060 JCP.nney Co.00:0001, ny
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Despicable? No, brutal? No way

By Tom K. Wilson

I'm proud of my town!
Back in 1973, when I was 13 years young, the Grit was a popular newspaper around our home. It was hawked on the streets of my hometown of
Bardwell (KY) by a man named Ulrick McGary. I'd toss him 35 cents and
eagerly read "America's Weekly Newspaper" when Ulrick would ask in a
quiet tone, "Wanna buy a Grit?"
Back then, Grit ran a weekly feature called "I'm Proud Of My Town!"
It was written by a young boy or girl about why they like their hometown,
Their freckled faces and new permanent teeth were displayed in a small
picture of the author accompanying the article.
It didn't take me long to decide 1 want;the glory and acclaim that would
surely be mine if I had the grit and determination to write a publishable
opus about my little town. I sent two efforts to the paper. Neither were
printed, so I didn't get the $5 they promised to those lucky enough to
have their essays printed. That was a lotta cash to me then, why a fella
could buy 41 Marvel comic books with that much dough down on Front
Street at Drysdale's Drug Store! My brother would have turned purple
with rage and green with envy when I proudly carried that thick batch of
Spiderman, Fantastic Four, Captain America, Dr. Strange, Black Panther,
and Daredevil comics out to the workshop and locked them in an old tool
box. But, alas, my 30 cents weekly allowance was not supplemented by a
$5 check in the mail from Grit.
All this is on my mind because of a letter I got from Mother the other
day. It contained a copy of one of my "I'm Proud Of My Town!" articles.
Now I'm glad Mother finds it hard to throw stuff away. It went like this:
I'm Proud Of My Town!
I am proud of my town of Bardwell, Kentucky (pop. 1050), because of
the excellent teachers that the town has produced. Through hard work and
dedication they have provided the basic education for many people who
have made names for themselves in different fields.
The Bardwell Lions Club works year round on projects such as participating and contributing to the local telethon for crippled children. They
also work constantly in other projects such as the annual Lions Club
county fair and the local park and playground for the children, now being
constructed. They are also willing to take on most any worthwhile community project.
On Sunday morning the four churches of Bardwell have attendance that
shows the people have a sound heritage of religion. These churches, with
the help of the fair but firm law officers, contribute to the fact that the
streets of Bardwell are safe to walk on at any time.
There is an old saying that I like about my hometown that says, "If you
ever wear out a pair of shoes in Bardwell, you will never leave."
• • •
Yes. I was proud of Bardwell 17 years ago, and I'm still proud of my
hometown, as well as the rest of West Kentucky. To avoid the rat race
(which the rats sometimes seem to be winning) of big-city life, many of
us stay or move back to this area. Peace and quiet, friendliness, a low
crime rate, and simplicity are always in demand for some of us, and this
area is a gold mine in those respects. I've traveled a bit and lived away
for a while, but to me, you can't beat the Jackson Purchase.

Today In History

,

Brutal. That is a strong word.
My dictionary says it means: "Like
a brute; cruel and unfeeling; savage, violent, ruthless."
Despicable. Another strong
word, from despise: "To look down
on with contempt and scorn; to
regard with dislike or repugnance."
So if we say someone is brutal
and despicable, we're not talking
about snatching a hubcap, burping
on an elevator, or even lighting up
in the presence of a non-smoker on
Earth Day.
These words should be reserved
for really low-down, rotten, vile
creatures or behavior. Thugs, terrorists, sex fiends, child abusers,
letter-bomb senders, and — speaking as a Chicagoan — baseball
teams from New York.
One can imagine a judge looking
down at some beady-eyed, unrepentent lout and saying, "For your
brutal, despicable behavior, I sentence you to be taken to the nearest
tree limb and..."
What has brought on my interest
in the two strong words?
The other day, Jay Miller, head
of the Illinois ACLU, used them.
He said: "This is the most brutal,
despicable method to fight this
problem."
And what problem was he talking about?
Drugs, which we all know
scramble the brains of countless
Amerians.

ROYKO
SAYS
By Mike
Royko
And the "method" that he says is
"the most brutal, despicable" way
to fight the drug problem?
Would you care to guess? Maybe
chopping off the fingers or hands
of drug dealers? Plucking out their
eyes? An automatic death penalty
for dealers? Or flinging all known
drug users into cold, damp, ratinfested cells to sweat and tremble
along until they have shaken their
addition?
Wrong. What prompted Miller's
revulsion was an annoncement by
two high schools in a blue-collar
suburb that they would use specially trained dogs to sniff around the
schools for drugs. The dogs will
sniff students, lockers and students'
cars.
Since the schools have 4,500 students, the dogs aren't expected to
sniff each and every kid. But the
idea is that just the possibility of
being sniffed and caught will discourage students from carrying
durgs or stashing them in their
lockers or cars.
Now, I think that most of us
have, at one time or another, been
sniffed by a dog. It is the nature of

Ten years ago: The 6I-day takeover of the Dominican Republic's
Embassy in Bogota, Colombia, by M-19 guerrillas ended peacefully.
Five years ago: President Reagan used his weekly radio address to say
he was looking forward to his visit to Europe without mentioning his
plans to visit the military cemetery at Bitburg, a decision which had
sparked controversy.
One year ago: More than 150,000 students and workers calling for
democracy marched, cheered and sang through central Beijing.
Today's birthdays: "Woody Woodpecker" creator Walter Lantz is 90.
Actor Jack Klugman is 68. Civil rights activist Coretta Scott King is 63.
Actress Anouk Aimee is 58. Actress Sandy Dennis is 53. CBS News Correspondent Phil Jones is 53. Actress Judy Carne is 51. Opera singer Judith
Blegen is 49. Pop singer Sheena Easton is 31.
Thought for today: "There is nothing in the universe that I fear but that
I shall not know all my duty, or shall fail to do it." — Mary Lyon,
American educator (1797-1849).
— By The Aerociated Preis
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In fact, if it were up to me, I'd
use two sets of dogs. One would be
strictly for sniffing. The others,
preferably pit bulls, would be used
to admonish the drug carriers.
Now I'm certain that I haven't
made Mr. Miller's day.
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LOOKING BACK
By JO BURKEEN

LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Here are Thursday's winning
numbers in the Kentucky Lottery's Kentucky Cash game:
6-0-0.
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I know this will upset Miller, but
I'd like to see dogs sniffing around
every high school in Chicago and
suburbs. It's common knowledge
that some students are zonked by
lunch hour. And that others run
lucrative drug operations in the
schools. So what does Mr. Miller
consider a greater threat to society
— a dog's wet nose at a locker or
some fast-buck kid dealing crack in
the washroom?

14.

mthe

All other subscribers $59.50.

As for students' privacy rights,
once they get to school their rights
are limited. They don't own the
schools or pay for their operation.
They don't own the lockers or the
school parking lots.
The schools are owned by the
governmental bodies representing
the taxpayers and operated by those
hired by the governmental bodies.

The problem is that preventing
drugs from getting in isn't easy.
One way would be to give every
student a complete body search
when they arrive. That would be
costly, time-consuming and probably could be considered an
aggressive intrusion, and Mr. Miller would probably rush to court
with a lawsuit.
But a dog sniffing a few students, lockers or cars? That isn't
exactly on a scale with Chinese
tanks rolling into Tiananmen
Square.
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At one time, I had a lovable, but
dim-witted Labrador retriever
named Ole who could not be broken of an urge that made him sneak
up behind females and give them a
sniff. Since he had a cold, wet
nose, they usually shrieked and
leaped.
But even that couldn't be called
brutal and despicable. At worst,
Ole was an inconsiderate and presumptuous oaf.
So I can't agree with the
ACLU's Mr. Miller that a bit of
sniffing around a couple of high
schools is brutal and despicable.
Of course, he is talking about the
students' alleged right of privacy.
And, possibly, the symbolism of
the use of the dogs.

So if the school officials decide
they don't want drugs being
brought to school or sold and used
in the schools, that seems reasonable enough.

z•

Today is Friday, April 27, the 117th day of 1990. There are 248 days
left in the year.
Today's highlight in history:
On April 27, 1937, the nation's first Social Security checks were
distributed.
On this date:
In 1509, Pope Julius II excommunicated the Italian state of Venice.
In 1521, Portuguese explorer Ferdinand Magellan was killed by natives
in the Philippines.
In 1791, the inventor of the telegraph, Samuel Morse, was born in
Charlestown, Mass.
In 1805, a force led by U.S. Marines captured the city of Derna, on the
shores of Tripoli.
In 1822, the 18th president of the United States, Ulysses S. Grant, was
born in Point Pleasant, Ohio.
In 1865, the steamer Sultana exploded on the Mississippi River near
Memphis, Tenn., killing more than 1,400 Union prisoners of war.
In 1965, 25 years ago, broadcast journalist Edward R. Murrow died in
Pawling, N.Y., at age 57.
In 1967, Expo '67 was officially opened in Montreal by Canadian
Prime Minister Lester B. Pearson.
In 1973, Acting FBI Director L. Patrick Gray resigned amid the Watergate scandal.

•

a dog to sniff. But unless the animal tried to chew my leg off, I've
never considered the sniffing to be
brutal or despicable.
If you're sniffed by one of the
drooling breeds, leaving you with a
moist foot, you might find it disgusting. But no brutal or
despicable.
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at Murray State University.
Ten years ago
Thirty years ago
Contracts for high school renoBeginning May 15, local televation to Cleaver Construction Co.
and for new school bus garage to phone customers may begin direct
Edwin Cain Construction Co. were long distance dialing, according to
signed at a meeting of Calloway Dan Johnston, local manager of
Southern Bell Telephone Co.
County Board of Education.
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Williams
Eighteen delegates of Hi-Y and
Tri-Alpha Clubs at Murray High will be married for 50 years on
School attended the Kentucky May 8.
Youth Assembly held in Louisville
Births reported include a boy to
and Frankfort. The group received Mr. and Mrs. James Lee Harmon,
April 25.
a Triple A rating.
Mrs. Joseph Fowler talked about
Births reported include a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Roger Matheny, "American Red Cross" at a meeting
April 12; a boy to Mr. and Mrs. of Business and Professional
Herman C. Price, April 13; and a
Women's Club held at Murray
boy to Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Bur- Woman's Club House. She was
keen, April 21.
introduced by Mrs. Lois
Twenty years ago
Waterfield.
Calloway County High School
Forty years ago
Chapter of Future Farmers of
Lindsey Jewelry Co. which
America won over-all chapter recently purchased H. B. Bailey
championship at annual FFA Field
Jewelry Store in Murray, will have
Day held April 24 at Murray State
its formal opening soon, according
University.
to Alfred Lindsey, co-owner.
Mrs. William Donald Overbey
Murray State College Band with
will head the Charity Ball for 1970 Prof. Richard Farrell as director
to be held June 6 at Murray Counwill present a concert tonight in
try Club.
MSC auditorium.
Rex F. Galloway, son of Mr. and
Calloway County Singing ConMrs. Harding Galloway, has comvention was held April 23 at Halal
pleted requirements for degree of High School. Officers are Ed MorDoctor of Business Administration
ton and Voris Howard.
in College of Business and TechMrs. Noel Melugin, Mrs. J.A.
nology of Mississippi State UniverOutland and Mrs. G.T. Lilly are
sity. He is with Department of officers of Home Department of
Management in School of Business
Murray Woman's Club.
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Anniversary reception planned May 5
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Hargis will
be honored at a reception in celebration of their 50th wedding
anniversary on Saturday, May 5,
from 2 to 5 p.m. in Community
Room of North Branch of Peoples
Bank.
All relatives and friends are
invited to attend. The family
requests that guests not bring gifts.
Mr. and Mrs. Hargis were married May 4, 1940
Paris, Tenn..,
by Hugo Allmond, Church of
Christ minister.
Mrs. Hargis, the former Alene
Barnes, is the daughter of the late
Melvin Barnes and Letsie Wilkinson Barnes of Model, Tenn. She is
manager of Food Services at Murray High School.
Mr. Hargis, son of the late Lonnie Hargis and Ethel Taylor Hargis,
has been a Church of Christ minister since 1933 and is now in his
20th year at Union Grove Church.
He operated his own welding shop
for many years, before going to
work for Taylor Motors from
which he retired.
They have two daughters, Mrs.
Joyce Weems and husband, Ron,
Memphis, Tenn., and Mrs. Judy
Wilson and husband, Ken, St.
Louis, Mo. Their. four grandchildren are Chad Weems, Jo Anne
Weems, Laura Wilson and Melissa
Wilson.

Community events listed
Friday, April 27
Murray High School Senior
Class will present a play, "The
Skeleton Walks" at 8 p.m. in Room
203 at the school.

Friday, April 27
Theatre will present a gala evening
of dance at 8 p.m. in Robert E.
Johnson Theatre, Doyle Fine Arts
Center.

Murray Country Club dinner will
start at 7 p.m. For reservations call
753-8116.

Games will be played at 8 p.m
at Murray Moose Lodge.

Thurman School of Dance will
sponsor an open dance from 8 p.m.
to 12 midnight at Greystone Hotel,
Paris, Tenn.
Twilight Golf for men and
women will begin at 5:30 p.m. at
Oaks Country Club.

Christian Women's Club will
have its guest night banquet at 6:30
p.m. at Hong Kong Restaurant. For
information call 753-3999 or
753-8016.

Saturday, April 28
Youth Weekend activities will
start at 6:30 p.m. at Scotts Grove
Baptist Church.

Murray woman wins state award at convention
Irma La Follette of Murray
Woman's Club was presented with
the individual Kentucky Human
Services Volunteer Award at the
95th annual convention of the Kentucky Federation of Women's
Clubs held at Radisson Plaza, Lexington, April 18-21.
The award was presented to La
Follette by E. Douglas Smith,
deputy secretary of Kentucky
Cabinet for Human Resources. Her
name was submitted by the Murray
club as candidate for the state
award. She did not know she had
won the award until it was
announced at the banquet on Saturday evening.
Mrs. La Follette has served as a
member of Murray Civic Music

Association for 20 years; as a
member of Board of Regents of
Murray State University; as a board
member of HUD, Humane Society,
Nced Line, KET and Heart Fund.
She has also served as a member of
Murray Housing Authority and
MSU Library Board; as a past president of Murray Woman's Club;
past governor of First District
KFWC. She is involved in church
activities and as a volunteer at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
State awards won by the the
Murray club include the following:
Beautification Division for the
"Adopt A Street Cleanup" started
by Theta Department of the club;
and for Yard of Month, Christmas
Decoration Contest, and Plantings

at Murray club house and at
Murray-Calloway County Park by
Garden Department;
Health Division for programs on
Nutrition, Diabetes and Teen-Age
Problems and for sponsoring Mammogram Screening Contest for
First District Clubs;
Press Book Award, prepared by
Martha Guicr, first for population
of 15,000 to 20,000.
District awards by the Murray
club were in Literature and Drama,
Safety, Health, Focus on Aging,
International cultural Exchange,
Membership, Environmental Education, Performing Arts and School
Issue Division.
Alice Donahue, national president of General Federation of

Members of Murray Woman's Club at state convention of Kentucky Federation of Women's Clubs are
pictured with Alice Donahue, second left, president of General Federation of Women's Club, and
Pat
Geveden, third from left, governor of First District of KFWC from Wickliffe. MWC members are from
left, Gerry Reed, Cecilia Brock, Barbara Brandon and Irma La Follette.

Women's Clubs, was among the
guest speakers.
Barbara Brandon, president of
Murray Club, served as chairman
of State Elections and Credentials
Committee.
Attending from the Murray Club
were Brandon, La Follette, Gerry
Reed, first vice president, and
Cecilia Brock, state press book
chairman.

Littleton gives
African program
for the Alphas
Mary Jane Littleton presented a
program on "Education in Sierra
Leone, West Africa" at the March
meeting of Alpha Department of
Murray Woman's Club at the club
house.
She said that the historical ties
between the United States and Sierra Leone were for the most part,
related to slavery.
Ms. Littleton cited the recent
best selling book, The Color
Purple, as evidence of Sierra
Leone's long reverence for
education.
Her presentation included slides
which she had taken on location
while visiting her daughter, Mary
Ann, who was teaching in Sierra
Leone last year.
The department will meet Saturday, April 28, at 10 a.m. at the club
house. Playhouse in the Park
Director Liz Bussey will give a
program entitled "Drama, Brighter
Leisure Hours." Hostesses will be
Juletta Christopher, Ruth Wilson
and Donna Herndon.

ierlimports

Main Street Youth Center at 205
North Fourth St. will be open from
6 to 11 p.m. For information call
753-TEEN.
Murray High School sports
events will include Track Team at
Marshall County, Baseball Teams
host Madisonville, and Softball
Team at Reidland.

Murray State University Dance

Amy Miller
bride-elect of
Greg McReynolds
has made
her selection
from
Pier l's
Bridal Registry

AA and Al-Anon will meet at 8
p.m. at J.U. Kevil Center, South
10th Street Extended, Mayfield.

West Kentucky Playwrights'
Festival will be at 8 p.m. at Playhouse in the Park. For information
call 759-1752.

Parents' Night Out will be from
7 to 10 p.m. at Martin's Chapel
United Methodist Church. For
informatin call 753-5809.

.Mr. and Mrs. Henry Hargis

Wierray Ledger & Times

to Burkeen, editor
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TH E A TR E S

Youth Activities of Paris District
of United Methodist Church will
start at 3 p.m. at South Pleasant
Grove United Methodist Church.

Pretty Woman
(R)

Alpha Department of Murray
Woman's Club will meet at 10 a.m.
at club house.

Teenage Mutant
Ninja Turtles (PG)

Kenlake State Resort Park will
sponsor a park clean-up starting at
10 a.m. For information call
474-2211.

1 30
315

Space Invaders
(PG)
The Guardian
(R)

Advocacy training by Kentucky
Special Parent Involvement Network will be at 10 a.m. at American Red Cross building, 223 West
South St., Mayfield. For information call 1-247-0436.

Bargain Matinees
Sat. & Sun. Only
Adult 3.00 Child 2.50

Gospel singing featuring The
Watchman Singers will be at 7

Rent sour movies.at the movies!
1008 Chestnut • 733-3314 :
Open 11:am to 10:pm

(Cont'd on page 6)

MAIiITA VAN
DEMONSTRATION SHOW

1

Come and Experience

Makita's Showroom On Wheels!

Special Savings
Available During
Demo Hours'
Date: April 28th

Time: 10:00-4:00

Treas LumberDad center
igk Your Home Investment Company
Mon.-Fri. 7.30-600 Sat. WS Sun. I-5
Sale Prices Good at Murray Store Only
Other Locations Benton and Lake City

•

—
tinrwsl

—
prS i'Fq Sii
All Swimwear
Values to
$65

3499

Blouses
Onginally
$98
1999-39

Closing Out
Lingerie
Perfect for Bridal Gift,
n99 Your
7 Choice

Famous Maker Sportswear - Up To 5(rOtt

.,
•!!0*

Barbara Brandon, president of Murray Woman's Club, accepts a
state award for Mammogram Screening Contest from Wayne B. Miller, executive vice president of Kentucky Division of American Cancer
Society, at convention of Kentucky Federation of Women's Clubs.

Irma La Follette of Murray Woman's Club accepts the individual
Kentucky Human Services Volunteer Award at the 95th annual convention of the Kentucky Federation of Women's Clubs held at Lexington, April 21. Making the presentation is E. Douglas Smith, deputy
secretary, Cabinet for Human Resources.
To the best secretary
a boss could have...

Twilla Williams
You've been a real
trooper this year.

eklieq
m
South 12th at Sycamore

autturilui
We are pleased to announce that
Lynne Waters, bride elect of Keith yorki
has selected her china, casual- dinnerware,
crystal and stainless from our bridal registry.
Lynne and Keith will be married
june 30, 1990

61

J. LOGAN'S
247-7256 - 505 South 6th St., Mayfield, Ky

• •••......momm

*Char Dresses
•Birch Bros.
'Leslie Lucks

•Michel *Aston
'Marisa Christina
•Signature by Vera

Groups of
Accessories
50%Off
All Pinky
& Ultra Pink
25%Off

DatlitA,43
University Square
305 N. 12th St.

753-7441 ,

re,
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Bridal

FRIDAY,

Community...
Saturday, April 28
p.m. at Independence United
Methodist Church.
Gospel singing featuring The
King's Sons will be at 7 p.m. at
Goshen United Methodist Church.
Rummage sale by Church
Women of St. John's Episcopal
Church will be from 7 a.m. to 2
p.m. at church, 1620 West Main St.

We are pleased to an
nounce that Bridget Marquardt, recent bride of
Robbie Marquardt has
selected her decorative accessories from our bridal
rtNistry.
Bridgett & Robbie were
flarried March 19, 1990.

HappinesTlace
305 S. 12th St.

Western Kentucky AFL-CIO
Area Council will sponsor a "Orker's Memorial Day at 10 a.m. at
Fountain Plaza, Paducah.
Ladies' Spring Brunch for all
lady golfers and bridge players will
be at 9 a.m. at Oaks Country Club.
West Kentucky Playwrights'
Festival will be at 8 p.m. in Playhouse in the Park. For information
call 759-1752.
Singles Organizational Society
will have a beach r fy at 5 p.m. at
old beach are' ce.Nt.entucky Dam
Village Sta,cr:k. For information
call Pamela, 753-7638, Jeanne,
753-0224, or Jackie, 1-527-8175.

APRIL 27, 1990

(Cont'd from page .5)
Saturday, April 28

Sunday, April 29

Sunday, April 29

Church. For information call
753-0086 or 753-7046.

Summer Season will be at 7 p.m. at
Playhouse. For information call
759-1752.

Saturday, April 28

Calloway County High School
Baseball Teams will play at Hopkinsville at 1 p.m.
Wrather West Kentucky Museum
at Murray State University will be
open from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m.
Murray State University Alumni
events will include Racer Classic
Golf Tournament at Miller Golf
Course at 8:30 a.m., 1940 Class at
Wrather Hall at 10 a.m.; Lettermen's Club at 5 p.m., Reception at
6 p.m. and Alumni Banquet at 7
p.m., all at Curris Center.
A contemporary music keyboard
competition will be at 10 a.m. in
Farrell Recital Hall, Doyle Fine
Arts Center, Murray State University. Admission is free.
Jackpot Roping will be at 11
a.m. in West Kentucky Livestock
Show and Exposition Center.
Admission is free.
Dance will be from 8 p.m. to 12
midnight at Murray Moose Lodge.
AA and Al-Anon will meet at 8
p.m. at American Legion Building,
South Sixth and Maple Streets.
Main Street Youth Center at 205
North Fourth St. will be open from
6 to 11 p.m. For information call
753-TEEN.
Murray High School Senior Play,
"The Skeleton Walks," will be presented at 8 p.m. in Room 203 at the

school.
Murray High School Baseball
Team will play at Christian
County.
Events at Land Between the
Lakes will include Deer Up Close
at 9:15 a.m., Hummers Galore at 1
p.m., Eagles Up Close at 2 p.m.
and Night Visual at 7:30 p.m. at
Woodlands Nature Center; Iron
Industry at 10:30 a.m. and 1:30
p.m., Sheep Shearing and Wool
Work from 1 to 4 p.m. at
Homeplace-1850; Wagon Rides at
1:30 and 2:30 p.m. at Empire
Farm; Spring Camper Roundup at
Hillman Ferry Campground.
Sunday, April 29
Murray Preschool Corporation
will have an open house from 2 to
4 p.m. at school, located in First
Presbyterian Church building, 16th
and Main Streets. For information
call 759-9786.
Canaanland Quartet of Smithland
will sing at 2 p.m. at Oak Grove
Cumberland Presbyterian Church.
Murray High School Senior
Class will present a play, "The
Skeleton Walks," at 2 p.m. in
Room 203 at the school.
AA will have a closed meeting at
4 p.m. at American Legion Building, South Sixth and Maple Streets.
For information call 759-4059.
Narcotics Anonymous will meet
at 7:30 p.m. at St. John's Episcopal

School lunch menus sponsored by Young-at-Heart.

Jackpot Roping will be at 11
a.m. at West Kentucky Livestock
Show and Exposition Center.
Admission is free.

Nit
been
with
Hosp
ram

Annual Mother's Day Tea for
Modified Montessori KinderCare
program will be from 1 to 3 p.m. at
the school at Mayfield. For information call 1-247-8007.

Murray State University Chamber Orchestra will present a concert
at 3:30 p.m. in Lovett Auditorium.

Events in Land Between the
Lakes will include Bats at 1 p.m.,
Deer Up Close at 9:15 a.m. and
Eagles Up Close at 2 p.m. at
Woodlands Nature Center; Iron
Industry at 10:30 a.m. and 1:30
p.m. at Homeplace-1850; Sheep
Shearing from 1 to 4 p.m. and
Wagon Rides at 1:30 and 2:30 p.m.
at Empire Farm; Spring Camper
Roundup at Hillman Ferry
Campground.

Chestnut Grove A.M.E. Church
at Hazel will have its annual Missionary Day program at 2:30 p.m.
West Kentucky Playwrights'
Festival will be at 2 p.m. at Playhouse in the Park. For information
call 759-1752.
Auditions for Playhouse 1990

Th
Appri
today
First
Th(
donat
15 ti(
Court

DATEBOOK
First District PTA will meet
First District Parent-Teacher Assocication will have its 64th annual
spring conference on Tuesday, May 1, at 7 p.m. at Longfellow Elementary School, South 10th Street, Mayfield. A pre-board meeting will be at
6:15 p.m. Special awards will be the Hazel Bennett Membership Award,
the Emma Morgan Award, the Lucille Kirksey Award and the Grace W.
Kolb Award. Students who entered the "Reflections" National PTA Cultural Arts Contest will be recognized, according to Barney McNeill, first
District PTA president.

Bible Bowl will be Saturday
The Western Kentucky Bible Bowl will be Saturday, April 28, at 9:30
a.m. at Northside Church of Christ, Mayfield. Over 40 teams will be participating in the study of I and II Timothy and Titus. Lunch will be provided. At the close of the day's events, special music will be presented by
Sonlight, a quartet from Freed-Hardeman University, Henderson, Tenn.

Golf/Derby Benefit planned

yvunG otheart. Inc.
Children's
Fashions
Menus for the various lunchrooms in the county and city
schools for the week of April 30 to
May 4 have been released by Joanna Adams and Judy Hina, food service directors for Calloway County
and Murray City Schools respectively. The menus, subject to occasional change, are as follows:
• 5 HP Briggs & Stratton Engine
• Counter-Rotating Fully Covered
• 7 Position Depth Stake
• 12" Tines/17" Tine Width
• 13X5.00 Pneumatic Tires
• Adjustable Handle
• 2-Year Limited Warranty

• 11 HP Briggs & Stratton Synchro-Balanced Engine
• Step-Through Design
• 4-Speed In-Line Transaxle
• Convenient Operator Controls
• 12 Position Height Control with Memory
• 2 Blade 36" Deep Draw Mowing Deck
• 24" Cutting Radius
• 2-Year LiThife6 Warranty
• Grass Catcher Optional

Chestnut St.

753-2571 or 753-4110
Hrs 7:30-5 30 M-F, 7 30-5 00 Sat.

chili dog; Friday - turkey and
dressing, taco. Salad bar, hamburger, cheeseburger, pizza, fruits,
vegetables, deli sandwiches, milk
and fruit drinks are available daily.
MURRAY CITY

Elementary breakfast
Monday - pancakes w/syrup;
Tuesday - Popiart; Wednesday cereal and toast; Thursday - sausEast, North, Southwest
age and biscuit; Friday - donut.
Breakfast
Monday - Poptart; Tuesday - Juice or fruit and milk are served
sausage and biscuit; Wednesday - each day.
cinnamon roll; Thursday Robertson
Monday - hamburger, barbecue
scrambled egg/bacon/toast; Friday
- French toast w/syrup. Milk, juice, sandwich; Tuesday - pizza, subcereal and toast are available daily. marine; Wednesday - spaghetti w/
meat sauce and rolls, corn dog;
Lunch
Monday - sack lunch - hot dog, Thursday - hamburger, chicken
ham and cheese sandwich; Tues- fried steak; Friday - peanut butter
day - pizza, tuna salad sandwich; and jelly sandwich, pizza. Choice
Wednesday - chicken nuggets, of fruits, vegetables and milk are
hamburger; Thursday - spaghetti available daily.
w/meat sauce, chicken pattie sandCarter
Monday - cheeseburger, hot ham
wich; Friday - crispy fish, barbecue rib sandwich. Peanut butter/ and cheese; Tuesday - ribette,
jelly sandwich, grilled cheese, Chuckwagon; Wednesday - taco
fruits, vegetables, fries, desserts, salad, grilled cheese; Thursday milk and fruit drink are available pizza, roast beef on bun; Friday daily.
sack lunch - bologna and cheese,
Calloway Middle
peanut butter and jelly. Choice of
fruits, vegetables and milk are
Breakfast
Monday - sausage on biscuit; available daily.
Tuesday - cinnamon roll; WednesMiddle, High
day - pancakes and syrup; ThursBreakfast
day - breakfast pizza; Friday Monday - French toast sticks;
chicken fritter on biscuit. Cereals, Tuesday - apple turnover; Wedfruits, milk and variety of juices nesday - pancakes and syrup:
are available daily.
Thursday - sausage and biscuit;
Lunch
Friday - donut. Cereal, milk, fruit
Monday - sack lunch - hot dog, juice or fruit are available daily.
ham and cheese sandwich; TuesMurray Middle
day - pizza, submarine sandwich;
Monday - beef ravioli, deli beef
Wednesday - chicken nuggets, sandwich; Tuesday - baked potato
cheeseburger; Thursday - pizza w/meat sauce and trimmings, Hoapockets, grilled cheese sandwich; gie; Wednesday - lasagna and
Friday - spaghetti w/meat sauce, rolls, corn dog; Thursday - chickturkey club. Salad bar, fruits, veg- en patty sandwich, hot ham and
etables, fries, milk and fruit drinks cheese; Friday - fish sandwich w/
are available daily.
cheese wedge, grilled cheese.
French fries, pizza, choice of fruits
Calloway High
and vegetables, milk and fruit
Breakfast
Monday - sausage on biscuit; drinks are available daily.
Tuesday - Chicken fritter on bis,
Murray High
cuit; Wednesday - scrambled egg,
Monday - submarine, beef
bacon, toast; Thursday - ham and ravioli; Tuesday - B.L.T. with
cheese on deli bun; Friday - bis- cheese, meat loaf; Wednesday cuit, sausage gravy. Breakfast bar, bacon cheeseburger, Sloppy Joe;
juice and milk arc available daily. Thursday - beef tacos, deli ham
sandwich; Friday - soup and salad,
Lunch
Monday - fish nuggets, submar- chicken fried steak. Pizza, hamburine sandwich; Tuesday - lasagne, gers, French fries, baked potatoes,
two lines; Wednesday - crispitol nachos, soft bread pretzels, chqice
chili, pimento cheese w/vegetable of fruits and vegetables, milk and
soup; Thursday - chicken nuggets, fruit drinks are available daily.
CALLOWAY COUNTY

753-01Nr;
, 111%4%. hill Ylurr

Mayfield-Graves County United Way will sponsor its fourth annual
Golf/Derby Benefit at South Highland Country Club, Mayfield. Registration will begin at 11 a.m. and the festivities will start at 12 noon with an
auction of caddies and will continue into the evening. Shotgun Start will
be at 1 p.m., Kentucky Derby Celebration at 4:30 p.m. and Auction at 5
p.m. Entry deadline at $10 per person fee is 10 a.m. Monday, April 30.
For information call Randy Langston, 1-247-7454, or Jim Hayden,
1-247-2918.

Kenlake will have clean-up day
Kenlake State Resort Park will sponsor a park clean-up on Saturday,
April 28, beginning at 10 a.m. Kenlake will provide garbage bags, a cookout lunch, at 1 p.m. Birds of Prey program and live entertainment, free of
charge. Participants are encouraged to wear green, the official color of
Earth Day, and bring one pair of gloves suitable for picking up debris.
Group leaders are encouraged to call Kenlake State Resort Park,
474-2211, to give the approximate number of participants in the group,
according to Gail S. Brahier, park spokesperson.

Goff will sing at Briensburg
Jerry Goff, singer, one the nation's top Christian performers, will perform Sunday, April 29, at 6:30 p.m. at Christian Fellowship Church,
Briensburg. The public is invited and there is no admission charge.

Youth event planned Saturday
A special day for the Youth of Paris District of United Methodist
Church will be Saturday, April 28, at South Pleasant Grove United
Methodist, located west of Hazel off State Line Road. A hayride will start
at 3 p.m., followed by a wiener roast. Jim Wisehart will be story teller,
and a special guest speaker will be present. All youth of the area are
invited, according to Doug and Vickie Crafton, youth leaders at South
Pleasant Grove.

Chestnut Grove plans meeting
Chestnut Grove A.M.E. Church at Hazel will have ilS Annual Missionary Day program on Sunday, April 29. Refreshments will be served at
2:30 p.m. Mrs. Titika Jackson of Paris, Tenn., will be the speaker at the 3
p.m. program. Mrs. Oleta Cravens, president of Missionary Society, urges
all women of the area to attend.

Scotts Grove plans youth event
Scotts Grove Baptist Church, located on U.S. 641 North at the city limits, will have a Youth Weekend event on Saturday and Sunday, April 28
and 29. Dinner will be provided at 6:30 p.m. Saturday prior to the service.
Events on Sunday will be Sunday School at 10 a.m. and worship at 11
a.m. and 6 p.m. Sunday speakers will include John Mark Roberts, Mark
Cohoon, Charles Rob Hoke and Terry Lawrence.

18,1 Cu. FT. NO-FROST
ENERGY-SAVING
REFRIGERATOR
Ice and water
Ihru the door
'Automatic ice maker
'Folding wine chiller rack

'Refreshment center dispenses ice
and cold water through the door

N

0/

.4 adjustable tempered glass shelves
•Vari-temp drawer
.2 extra-deep freezer door shelves

We Service What We Sell!

Underwood Appliance

1118 South 12th Street
"
41/4••• Infant thru II

SAVINGS INSIDE & OUT DURING MURRAY'S PIER
1 ANNUAL SPRING
SIDEWALK SALE
INSIDE, SAVE 20 TO 50% STOREWIDE!
OUTSIDE, SAVE SO TO 75% ON SIDEWALK ITEMS!
3 BIG DAYS...FRIDAY-SATURDAY-SUNDAY..APRIL 27-28-29...CHESTNU'T
ST.

Village Shopping Center
(Next to Cam'', AMC Jt.ett

Hwy. 641 North
759-1505

Pier 1 im orts

3

1

1
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Hospital honors volunteers with luncheon
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Ninety-two people who have
been associated in the past year
with the Murray-Calloway County
Hospital's volunteer service program were honored this week.
The annual Volunteer-Auxiliary
Appreciation Luncheon was held
today in the Fellowship Hall of the
First Baptist Church at 11:30 a.m.
The luncheon honored those who
donate their time to serve at least
15 hours in the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.

April 22-28 is National Volunteers Week, and a joint city county
proclamation Monday declared this
Hospital Volunteers Week in Murray and Calloway County.
These volunteers, who are either
dues-paying members of the hospital's Auxiliary or simply volunteer
workers, perform duties as varied
as the needs of the patients.
Volunteers deliver patients' mail
and operate the hospital's gift shop,
the proceeds of which help purch-

ase many medical related items for
the hospital. They provide surgical,
x-ray, and physical therapy transport They work in the business
office, the laboratory areas, medical records, central supply, purchasing, the medical library, and
the Hugh Houston Long Term Care
Unit.
Volunteers pick up and help
patients mark selective menus.
They assist departments by answering the phone, handling mailings,

FRIDAY,
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Your Individual
Horoscope

and providing courier service. They
also serve at the intomiation desk,
as "pals" to patients and families
Frances Drake
and take reading materials to
FuR Saturday, April
1990
patients' rooms.
Another side to the Auxiliary's ARIES
CANCER
Nit (June 21 to July 22)
service to MCCH is their continu- (Mar.21 to Apr.19)
You're touchy yourself now and
It's all those things that are left
ous projects designed to provide
needed equipment or furnishings could overreact at someone's incon unsaid that could cause problems
siderate
for the hospital from their profitproducing activities.
Resdients who think they might
like to use their spare time to serve
in a meaningful and worthwhile
way, should consider the volunteer
service program at MCCH, a
spokesman said.
Residents can get more information by contacting Ruth Eversmcyer, the director of volunteer services, at 762-1276. Her office
hours are 8 a.m.-4:30 p.m_ Monday through Friday.

behavior. It's not the best now. You're reading between
the
day to conclude anything of a busi- lines and may be
coming to conclu
ness or financial nature
sions which aren't .necessarily true
TAURUS
LEO
(Apr.20 to May 20)
(.1aly 23 to Aug. 22)
Try not to spend too much in the
Catching up on some your work
pursuit of pleasure today and do your may be your plan for
today. However,
best to stay away from people who you need to be careful
that you don't
are "nice" but not so much fun. Be hurt a friend's feelings
in some way.
discriminating Be empathetic.
GEMINI
VIRGO
(May 21 to June 20)
ifk (Aug.23 to Sept.22)
It's not what you say, but how you
You'll resent interruptions that
say it that makes the difference in keep you from your work now,
but at
business today. Your mind though the same time you may not
accommay not be totally on your work
plish that much. Don't take out your
Don't overtire yourself.
frustrations on those close to you.
LIBRA
(Sept. 23 to( .22)
It's not th best day for travel. Not
that anythins.ajor is going to go
wrong, but y iur heart may not be in
it. Attend to those things you've been
putting off.
SCORPIO
best serve the child," she said.
(( >et. 23 to Nov. 21 )
Roberts said students with
Your judgment may not be at its
speech and hearing problems are best with financial interests today.
identified by a screening process of Either you or a loved one could be a
all new and kindergarten students, bit touchy now. Try not to step on
and by parent and teacher referrals. anyone's toes today.
She said that the program is flex- SAGITTARIUS
ible to suit that child's needs. (Nov. 22 to Dec. 21)
It's one of those days when you and
"Sometimes we work individually,
and sometimes we work in a loved one may not agree about the
groups," she said. "The problems little things of life. Try not to make
too much of a deal about inconsethe children have are varied, and it quentials.
depends on what the child's needs CAPRICORN
are."
(Dec.22 to Jan. 19)
Learning games and a variety of
Oh, you've got good intentions, but
other methods are used to help today is not the best time to devote to
remediate speech and language job projects. Interruptions are likely
problems. Roberts said that, for to interfere with what you had set out
example, if a child has difficulties to do.
forming words and sentences, she AQUARIUS
will use toys to get the child to (Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
You're trying to mix business and
initiate a conversation and then
pleasure today without too much
verbally draw the child into it to success at
either What you do now
encourage development of conver- should require your full
attention.
sational skills.
Watch out for half-hearted measures.
Roberts said that the progress of PISCES
Adschildren in the program is constant- (Feb.19 to Mar. 20)
no000
ly monitored and documented.
People could drop by at ,odd
The emphasis of the Project Spe- moments and some could stay longer
cial Child program is to locate and than is comfortable for you. Overall.
help handicapped children. If you it's not the hest time to play the part
know a child who is handicapped of host or hostess.

Calloway County schools
employ speech therapist
George Paradise
admitting & discharges

Hazel Beale
delivering patient mail

Gladys Koca
distributing magazines

30
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ill
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Barbara Hooks
auxiliary courtesy cart

Marcia Dillon
delivering patient menus

Stella Evers (left)
delivering lab specimens
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(Editor's Note: This is the fourth
part of a five-part series on the
Project Special Child Program for
handicapped children. This article
deals whith the speech and language programs in the Calloway
County School System.)
The Calloway County School
District employs a speech and language therapist at each of its
elementary schools and also provides services at the middle and
high school.
Wanda Roberts, speech and language therapist at North Calloway
Elementary, said that the purpose
of the speech and language program is to identify and remediate
speech, language and hearing
problems.
Although some children with
speech and language problems also
have difficulties in other areas of
learning, others do not. "Some
children just have articulation
problems, they don't make their
sounds clearly, or they have language problems such as stuUering,
or voice or hearing problems, and
may be of normal or above intelligence," she said.
"If we have a child who is
enrolled in the speech and language
program and is also in a learning
disability class or one of the mentally handicapped programs, we
coordinate and work together to

A

but is not receiving the appropriate
help, please contact Nancy Lovett,
Project Special Child Coordinator,
at the Calloway County Board of
Education office at 753-3033.

YOU BORN TODAY are both
independent and cooperative. You're
a person meant to do his or her own
thing, hut it may take you awhile
before you find your direction in life
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Audie Mae Nix and Luevena Coy Pic-A-Dilly Gift Shop
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This
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Large Bar-B-Q
Sandwich & French Fries
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Special Good Thru April 27
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TJ's Bar B-Q & Burgers

Bobbie Waters
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Place Ain't Fancy but Sho is good Food.
Chestnut St.

Murray

753-0045
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SAVE!

SAVE!

25%

Up To
OFF
All In-Stock
I Push Riders and Tractors
•

SAVE
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Win
Extra Big
Bucks!
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Now's The Time To Buy

,

, VIDEO GOLD ,,.1
N
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AAA
Drinks,, Candy
and Popcorn
Available
for you to take
home with
you!.

NEW BONUS
SATURDAY
Win Money
With
Trivia Questions
Every Saturday!

5 Visits
$10

15 Visits

20

$
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New Hours:
Monday-Thursday 7 a.m.-11 p.m.
Friday and Saturday 7 a.m.-12 a.m.
Sunday 10 a.m.-11 p.m.
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Murray-Calloway County
Devotional Page
This page is made possible by these firms who encourage

all of us to attend worship services.

Church Directory
MURRAY MOLD & DIE CO.
Specializing in Metal Stamping Dies,
Plastic & Die Cast Molds,
Precision MacMining and Welding

506 Industrial Road

Murray, Ky. 42071

/ Auk
RUTHIE'S
GulfUN
TY GULF
NayOpen 6IVERSI
a.m. • 8 p.m. Mon.-Sat.
Closed Sundays
Five Points
Murray

753-5782

J.H. CHURCHILL
FUNERAL HOME
201 S 3rd.

753-2411

CHARLIE'S
CD -DISCOU
NT PHARMACY
"Communicate Before You Medicate - Ask CHARLIE"
7S3-475
Charlie Adams, Pharmacist
ieedels At libiteell (Across Free Lodger A Thessl

JCPenney
Chestnut Hills Shopping Ctr — 759-1400

Carroll 7 7
Tire Inc.
753-1489 • 1105 Pogue (Just behind Toyota of Murray)

Mar-lane Ceramics
& Gift Shop
Hours: Tues. & Thur.
9:30 a.m. to 4 p.m.
& 6:30 •.m. to 10 •.m.

•Certified
Teacher
•Custom Orders
•Supplies

Rt. 1, Murray
•

WALIMART
CENTRAL CENTER

759-9995
PARKER
FORD
LINCOLN
MERCURY

FORD
MERCURY
LINCOLN
70' Mom

753-5273

COMPLIMENTS OF

TAYLOR SEED CO.
Lynn (iro•t. Road

4.)•

Compliments Of

Belcher Oil Co.
403 L.P. Miller Rd.

MARTHA'S
RESTAURANT
Mon. - Sat. 5 A.M. Sun. 6 A.M.-) P M.

P.M.
759-164g

HOLLAND DRUGS
Eastside Court Square • Downtown Murray
15

. Cash Discount On Prescriptions

753-1462
Full Line • Full Service • Discount Prices

ADVENTISTS
SE% ENTH DAY ADVENTIST
Sabbath Schuoi
Sat 9 15 a ni
sat it 00 a rn
iAorship

BAPTIST
111.4101) RIVER
Morning Worship
11 00 e in
Fa ening Worship
6 tio p ni
CHERRY CORNER
Sunday School
Worship
Osurcl, Dainmg
Wedrcsday

10
11 am & 6
5
7

am
psi.
pm
pm

T STREET
GENERAL
:kande!, School
10 110 a m
Morning Worship
11 Oti a rn
COLI Oil ATE R
Morning Worship
la nu a m
E s ening Ser. es
6 00 p m
ts.O.DiA ATER BAPTIST
CHURCH
Sunday School
0 45 a m
Morning Services
11 DO a m
E‘erang Services
6 00 pm
DEXTER BAPTIST CHUR:14
Wednesday Serv
6 30 p m
Sunday School
10 00• m
Worship Service
11 OD a in
Sunday Night
6 00 p in
ELM GROVE BAPTIST
Morning Worship
11 00a m
Evening Worship
6 46 p m
EMMANUEL MISSIONARY
Morning Worship
ii 00 a to
Evening Worship
6 30 p in
FAITH BAPTIST
Morning Worship
11 00 a in
Evening Worship
6 00 p m
FIRST BAPTIST
Sunda) School
9 30 a m
Worship
10 45 a in 6&7
00 p m
Chun h Training
FLINT BAPTIST
Sunday School
10 00 a m
Morning Worship
11 00 a m
Evening Worship
6 45 p m
GRACE BAPTIST
Sunday School
9 45 a m
Morning Worship
10 45 a in
Singing Eve Worship 6 00 p in
E A SINS'0011 BA
ST
(141"RCH
Sunday School
iti 00 a m
Morning Worship
II 00 a in
Evening Worsh10
6 00 p m
Wednesday Evening
230 am.
HAZEI. BAPTIST
Worship
11 00 a m
Sunday School
10 OD a m
Church Training
00 pm
Evening Worship
6 00 p m
Wednesday Evening 7 00 p m
HILLTOP BAPTIST
Sunday School
10 00 a m
Worship Service
11 (10 a m
Evening Service
5 30 p m
KIMSEY BAPTIST
Morning Worship
II 00 a m
Evening Worship
7 30 p m
LEDBETTE:R MISSIONARY
BAPTIST
Sunday School
10 00 a m
Preaching
11 00 a in&
6 00 p in
Wednesday Night
7 00 p to
I A KI•ST GROVE
Morning Worship
11 00 a m
Evening Worship
7 00 p m
LONE OAK PRIMITIVE
1st Sunday
2 00 p m
3rd Sunday
2 00 p m
MEMORIAL BAPTIST
Morning Worship
10 Si) a m
Evening Worship
6 00 p m
MOUNT HOREB
FREEWILL BAPTIST
Sunday School
9 30 a m
Worship
11 00 a m
NEW MT CARMEL
MISSIONARY
Mumma Worship
11 00 a in
Evening Worship
6 00 p m
NORTHSIDE
Morning Worship
II 00 a m
Evening Worship
7 00 p m
NEW PROVIDENCE
Sunday School
10 00 a m
Preaching Serv
11 00 a m
Nightly Service
6 00 p m
oAla: GI-01%E
Worship
Ii a m & 6 3o pm
Sunda) School
lu a ni
OWENS CHAPEL
Sunday School
10 00
Preai hang
11 00
5 30
Prayer Service
ch
6 00
POPLAR SPRING
Sandev School
10 a m
Vi'orah,p
II am & 7 pm
SALEM BAPTIST
Morning Worship
IT 00 a in
Evening Worship
7 15 p m
SCOTTS GROVE
Worship Seri. Ice
11 00 a in
6 0venig
E

SINKING SPRING
Morning Worship
11 00 a ,n
Earning Worship
7 30 pm
SPRING CHEEK
Sunday School
10 00 a m
Morning Worship
II 00 a in
Evening Worship
6 45 p m
Training Union
6 00 p in
ST JOHN
Morning Worship
9 30 a in
Sunday School
10 45 a m
SUGAR CREEK
Morning Worship
11 00 a in
Evening Worship
6 46 p
t
I
m
Sunday School
9 45 a in
Morning Worship
10 45 a to
Evening Worship
6 00 p m
VonInesda) Mid Week
Serite
7 00 p m
VICTORY BAPTIST
Sunda) School
10 00 a in
Morning Worship
11 00 a m
Evening Worship
6 00 p m
WEST FORK
Morniog Worship
11 00 a m
Sunday Evening
6 00 p m
Wednesday Evening 7 00 p m
WESTSIDE BAPTIST CHURCH
Sunday School
10 a m
Worship
9 a.m.,
100) am, 6 p.m

CATHOLIC
ST HENRY S
CATHOLIC CHURCH
Saturday
5 00 p m
Sunday
9 00 a m
ST LEO'S
CATHOLIC CHURCH
Sunday Masses 6 00 p m Sat
8 00 a in Sunday
00• m Sundav

CHRISTIAN
FIRST CHRISTIAN
930 a ni
Sunday School
ill 10 a ra
Worship
MURRAY CHRISTIAN
FELLOWSHIP
Worship
10 30 a m
Bible School
9 30 a m
Evening Service
fS CO p m

CHRISTIAN SCIENCE
SERVICES
Farmer Ave & 17th St
Sunday
11
Sunday School
11
2nd Wed
7
RR 2nd Wed
12 00.3

Murray
00 a m
00 a m
30 p m
00 p in

CHURCH Of CHRIST
\I: ''H. i“")1 44.
Bible School
14 On a r,
Morning Worship
9 511 a m
ening it orshiri
110 p in
COLDWATER
Morning Worship
10 50 a in
Evening Worship
6 00 p in
DEXTER
Morning Worship
10 50 a in
Evening Worship
6'00 p m
FRIENDSHIP
Sunday School
10 00 a m
Morning Worship
11'00 a to
GREEN l'I.AIN
Bible Study
10 00 a m
Morning Service
10 45 a m
Evening Worship
6 00 p m
Wed Worship
7 30 p m
HAZEL CHI'RCM
OF CHRIST
Bible Study
10 00 a m
Morning Worship
10:50 a m
Evening Worship
6 00 p m
Mid•Week Worship
7 00 pm
HICKORY GROVE,
CE1111C7-1 OF CHRIST
Sunday School
9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship
1030 a.m.
Evenang Worship
6:00 p.m_
KIRKSEY CHURCH
OF CHRIST
Sunday School
10 00 a m .
Morning Worship
10 50 a in
Evening Worship
7 p m
Sunday & Wednesdays
MT OLIVE
CHURCH OF CHRIST
Sunday School
10 00 a to
Morning Worship
11 00 a to
Evening Worship
6 OD p in
NEW CONCORD
WorOnp
950 •.m. & 6 p.m.
Bible Classes
9 a.m.
Wednesday
7 p.m.
NEW PROVIDENCE
Nrning Service
960 a.m.
Evening Service
6:00 p.m.
PLEASANT VALLEY
Morning Worship
10 45 a in
Evening Worship
6 OD p m
SECOND STREET
Morning Worship
10 45 a m
Evening Worship
8 00 ti in
GLENDALE ROAD
CHURCH OF CHRIST
9 am
Warshap
10 cm
Bibk Study
6 p.m
Evenmg Worsaup
Wed. Bible Study
7 pm

LAMB PLUMBING &
MECH. CONTR. INC.
501 N. 4th

6110NEY6

753-6168

EIVAM

OF MURRAY

510 Main St. 753-2975

FRATERNAL ADVANTAGE
MURRAY MOOSE
LODGE #2011

EVERYDAY LOW PRICE PRESCRIPTION SERVICE
Roy McKenclree-Pharmacist
Olympic

intucicy Fried Chicken
Jack Marshall

Franchisee

12th

INDEPENDENT

Call In Orders 753 7101

12.9'

753 4563

STOREY'S FOOD GIANT

METHODIST

BEL-AIR SHOPPING CENTER

FITTS BLOCK &
READY MIX CO.
Building Blocks & Ready Mix Concrete
753.3540
East Main Street

71,'LLLER.
FUNER.A.L 3{031,ES
Murray
753-4612

Hazel
492-8758

FAMILY STEAK HOUSE
Bel-Air Shopping Center
753-0440

MURRAY NISSAN, INC.

TRINITY CHRISTIAN CENTER
Sunday School
10 a m
Worship
11am

NISSAN

Chrysler • Dodge •
• Plymouth • Dodge Truck

TRINITY MISSION
Sunday School
10 00 a m
Vai.rship
;lam 6..7prn

SPACE TIRE, INC.
'Firestone

1406 West Main

PRESBYTERIAN

759-1331

FIRST PRESBYTERIAN
Sunday School
9 30 a m
Worship

CABLE

10 45 a in

Bel-Air
Center \AS
-1=N

LIBERTY CUMBERLAND
Sunday School
10 00 a in
Worship Service
11 00 a rn
MOUNT P.EASANT
Morning Worship
II 00 a to
Evening Worship
7 OD p m

SOUTHERN STATES
CO-OPERATIVE
CALLOWAY SERVICEor
Industrial Road 753-1423

7Gne,
‘1111-1-/IN,K'.

-

Serving Breakfast
6 a.m.-10:30 a.m.
Serving Lunch
10 a.m.-11 p.m.
Midnight on Weekends

507 N. 12th

753-8841

PITTMAN WHEEL
ALIGNMENT
753-6779

Your Only

753-6800

West View Nursing Home
.COPPORLAq

South 16th Street P.O. Box 165
MURRAY, KENTUCKY 42071
' F IPHONE
LOWELL K BECK
(502)753-1304
1401

!Guif
uw MURRAY
753-0182

"
7 -5°°5

BLALOCK-COLEMAN

NORTH PLEASANT GROS E.
Sunday School
9 15 a to
Worship Service
11 00 a in
OAK GROVE
Sunday School
10 00 a In
Worship
Service 11 00 a m 4 7 00 p m

I

GULF

FREE CAR WASH WITH FILL-UP
S. 12th & Glendale
753-9164

Of

299 & 464

Robert Tabors, Owner
--P.O. Box 6 Klrksey, Ky. 42054 489-2126

Piggly wi9911/

Pasta • Sandwiches
OPEN

110k-FRI 24 HOURS A DAY; SAT & SUN 7 A.R4INIGHT
HWY. 641 SOUTH AT GLENDALE
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--- COUPON •— -Spaghetti

,

99

Garlic Bread

Central Shopping Center
753-943414l 759-96410

COUPON

759-4796

DINE IN OR PICK.UP

QUICKPRINT

South side

of murray

Center

Shopping

"Modern Technology for Today's Printing Needs"

Jesus saith unto him, "I am the
way, the truth, and the life: no
man conzeth unto the Father,
but by me."
John 14:6

Tabers Acoustic &
Drywall
Corner

The Re
will speak
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as pianist
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604 S. 12th • Murray • 753-7114

UNITED PENTECOSTAL
CHURCH-NEW CONCORD
Sunday School
10 00• m
Worship Serv
11 00.7 30 p m
LAKE-LAND APOSTOLIC
CHURCH
Sunday Services
10 00 a in
fi
p_rrt

Variou
released
their serv
as folio ii
Firs
The RI
minister,
10:50 a.n
will sing
Hearts"
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"Majesty,
play "In t
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STOCICADEg

SIRLOIN

MURRAY ELECTRIC
Olive SYSTEM 753-5312

Pizza
12th & Chestnut • 759-4646

Matthew 5:16

11 .4 in a 7 p to
JENNY RIDGE
PENTECOSTAL
Saturday Evening
7 00 p m
10 30 A ft) & 7 ii M
MURRAY CHURCH OF GOO
Morning Worship
11 a m
Evening Worship
6p m

LYNN GROVE
Worship Service
9 45 a in
Church School
10 46 a m
MARTIN'S CHAPEL UNITED
Worship Service
9.30•in
Sunday School
1030• m

Chevron

804 Chestnut

"Let your light so shine before men, that
they may see your good works, and glorify
your Father which is in heaven."

FIRST ASSEMBLY OF GOD
10'00 a m
Sunday School

Full Service
Chevron Station
Calvin Clark — Owner
1417 Mein
753 2593

-ANL

753-6656

FAITH TABERNACLE
3 miles east of Almo
Sunday School
10 00 a in
Ilam & 7pm
Worship

og • Air Conditioning • Sheet Metal
Service Through Knowledge
802 Chestnut
753-8181

SERVICE CENTER

435-4415

THE CHURCH OF JESUS
CHRIST-Almo Heights
Sunday School
10 00 a ni
Worship Servicel la m k7pm
FAITH APOSTOLIC
CHI'RCH
2206 Coldwater Rd
Sun Ser
10-11 a m •7 00 p m

LUTNERAN

D & W Auto Supply
517 5

Seed Cleaning • Feed & Farm Supplies

liEXTER HOLINESS
CHI'RCH
Sunday School
io
m
Worship
Ilam 6,6pm
7 p in
Saturday

HEATING & AIR CONDITIONING, INC.

*oda Ssnics
Ao Condnom Sonia
Rudy Lovett - Nee
$ Pone - 14113S71

LYNN GROVE
FEED & SEED CO.

II a rn Sr 44 30 p

WEST MAIN
CHEVRON

RANDY THORNTON

f .•-yrfe.np
IneJ, fronss•
onel .ofs•••••••
CASCO.111 MIA • Murray Calloway Co Chrintsr of CCalif11111C111 • Way Cala
Hours. Mon. thru Fri. 9:30-5:30 • Set. 9:30-400
Hwy 94E 11 mil.) • Murray, KY 42079 • (502) 759-4404

CALVARY TEMPLE
Sunday School
10 00• m

IMMA.NUEL LUTHERAN
Sunday School dr
9 30 a in
Bible Class
10 30 a in
Worship

COLE'S CAMPGROUND
Worship Service
9 00
Sunday School
9 45
DEXTER•HARDIN UNITED
Sunday School
10 00 a In
Worship
11 00 a m . 6 00 p m
FIRST METHODIST
Worship
10 50 a in
GOOD SHEPHERD UNITED
Worship Service
11 00a in
Sunday School
10 00 a m
GOSHEN METHODIST
Church School
10 00 a in
Worship Service
11 00 a m
Evening See Wor
6 30 p m
HAZEL UNITED METHODIST
Sunday School
11 00 a m
Worship
10 0C1 a m
INDEPENDENCE UNITED
Sunday School
10 00 a m
Morning Worship
11 00 a in
KIMSEY UNITED
Sunday School
10 00 a m
Morning Worship
II 00 am
Evening Worship
6 00 p m

1/
1
4.6,410aki
Bridles to Britches

BETHEL CHAPEL
Sunday School
10 00 a in
11 a in & 7 p in
Worship

J EHOV AN'S WITNESS
Watchtower
10 30 a in
Bible Lecture
9 30 a m

11a in
1)) e in

a III

PENTECOSTAL

JOHOVAII'S
WITNESSES

COLON. ATER

.1 lal

LOCUST GROVE-CHCRCH
Morning Worship
11 00 a in
Sunday School
10 00 a m
Evening Worship
6 00 p (11
MURRAY CHIRCH
Sunday School
9 45 a IT
Morning Worship
10 45 a in
Evening Worship
6 00 p in
Wednesday Worship 6 30 p to

Vlorship

Sr (1001

Come Visit Our Showroom At
612 S. 9th Street
753-5719
Open 8 a.m.-4.30 p.m.

rn

NAZARENE

CHRISTIAN
COMMUNITY CHURCH
9 30 a in
Sunday School
Morning Worship
10 30 a in
NORTHSIDE INDEPENDENT
McKinney Road Dexter
Sunday School
10 00 a in
11 00 a m
Worship
NEW LIFE CHRISTIAN CENTER
408 Main Street
sunaay School
30 a m
Worship
10 45 a m
Wednesday
7 p in
11th NEN TESTAMENT
CHI7Rett oF MI'RRAY
10 a in
Sunday School
11 am &Tpm
Worship
Wednesday
7 15 p m
759 9462

Sunda,
.

a

STOREY'S CHAPEL UNITED
Sunday School
10 00 a in
Morning Worship
11 00 a in
TEMPLE HILL UNITED
Morning Worship
10 00 a m
Sunday School
11 00 a.m
WAYMEN CHAPEL
AME CHURCH
Sunday School
10 00 a m
Morning Service
11 00 a in
Pastor Willlam J Pratt

sT JOHN S EPISCOPAL
1620 in Mem
Holy Euchanst
8:00 a.m.
& 10.30 a.m.
Church School
9_30 a.m
Daily Morning Prayer 8.00 •.m.

BETHEL UNITED
Morning Worship
9 30 a in
Sunday School
10 30 a in
2nd & 4th Sun Night 6 00 p m
BROOK'S CHAPEI, UNITED
Sunday School
10 00 a m
Morning Worship
11 00 a m
1st & ard Son Night 7 00 p m

I

Thornton Tile and Marble

fl,

PALESTINE UNITED
Sunday School
10 00 a m
Worship
11 00 a m
RUSSELL CHAPEL UNITED
Worship
9 45 a in
Sunday School
11 00 a m
SOUTH PLEASANT GROVE
Sunday School
9 45•in
Morning Worship
10 45 a in
Evening
6 03 p m

EPISCOPAL

Heat

"We Do Chicken Right"
205 N

753.2380

Plaza

rkk

CHURCH OF JESUS CHRIST
OF LATTER DAY SAINTS
520 S 16th St
Sacrament Moo
10 a.m.
Sunday School
11:20 a.m.
Relief Society and
Pi =shoot
1210 p.m.

753-5142

DISOUNT PHARMACY

\IT CSIISIEl.
1A orship
Sunda, sPool
11
N.IT HE
Worship

CHURCH Of JEWS

Auto Body 8. Frame Work
Established 1945

900 Sycamore

MASON S CHAPEL L'NITED
Sunday School
in
Morning Worship
10
11 00
a°•
a m

CHRIST OF LATTINI
SAT SAINTS

BUCK'S BODY SHOP
ROY'S

1008 Chestnut
753-3314

UNION GROVE
Morning Worship
10 50 a ni
Eaening Worslup
6 00 p m
UNIVERSITY
Bible Classes
9 00 a m
Worship
10 00 a m
6 00 p m
WEST MURRAY
Morning Worship
10 50 a m
Evening Worship
6 00 p m
WILLIAMS CHAPEL
Bible Study
10 00 a m
Morning Worship
11 00 am
Wed Eve
Bible Study
7 00 p in

ST

See Local
Church
Announcements
On Opposite
Page

Shall Serving Western
Kentucky

Shell

And Western Tennessee

641 SUPER SHELL
Open 6:30 a.m.-Close 10:00 p.m. 40460."co
Sunday Open 7:00 a.m.-Close 9:00 p.m.
South 12th
Phone 753-9131
ARMS&

2.
plen
3.
way

4.
noth
5.
back
6.
shot
7.
gatie
amminimi
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Speakers, music listed by churches for Sunday services

U

•

•

Various area churches have
Ended" at 11 a.m. service and
released information concerning
about "The Falling Away and The
their services on Sunday, April 29,
Church Age" at 6 p.m. service.
as follows:
Greg Maya11 will direct the music
First United Methodist
with April Mack and Susan ReyThe Rev. A. Nowell Bingham,
nolds as accompanists. Loma Borminister, will speak at 8:30 and
ders and Mary Maya11 will sing a
10:50 a.m. services. Randall Black
duet and Greg Maya11 will sing a
will sing a solo, "If With All Your
solo at morning hour. Tammy HarHearts" at early service. The
rell and DeeDee•Mayall will sing a
Chancel Choir will sing an anthem, duet and Rosetta Todd will sing a
'Majesty," and the Bell Choir will
solo at evening hour. Assisting will
play "In the Garden." Kim Black is
be the Rev. Steve Todd, announcemusic director and Joan Bowker is
ments, the Rev. Randolph Allen,
organist. Acolytes will be Angie
Bible reading, Rick Beam, prayer,
Fitch and Allison McDaniel. and Brent Evans, Calvin Todd,
Church School will be at 9:45 a.m. Max Dowdy, John Brittain,
Brunch will be served after early
Anthony Manning, Bob Tanner,
service and lunch after later
David Lee and Michael Cutini,
service.
ushers. Sunday School will be at
Goshen United Methodist
10 a.m. and Junior Church at II
The Rev. Susan Allsopa.m.
Atkinson, pastor, will speak at 11
South Pleasant Grove
a.m. service. Marlene Beach will
United Methodist
be lay assistant with Pat Brunn in
The Rev. Jim Alford, minister,
charge of children's church. Meliswill speak at 10:45 a.m. and 5:30
sa Villaflor and Rachel Hutson will
p.m. services. His morning topic
be acolytes. Sunday School with
will be "Shouting Methodists" with
Ronnie Hutson as director will be scripture from Acts 17:16-23. The
at 10 a.m. The Contemporary Sun- Church Choir will sing "Tis So
day School Class will serve a corn- Sweet To Trust in Jesus" with Trubread and bean supper at 6 p.m. man Whitfield as director and
Hazel Baptist
Kathey Erwin and Tommy Gaines
The Rev. James Garland, pastor, as accompanists. Assisting will be
will speak at 11 a.m. and 6:30 p.m. Rubena Wade, Naomi Dunn and
services. Gene Orr Miller will United Methodist Youth. Sunday
direct the music with Roger Hutson School will be at 9:45 a.m.,
as pianist. Sunday School with Joe UMYF at 5 p.m. and Choir Practice
B. Adams as director will be at at 7 p.m.
9:45 a.m. and Church Training
Poplar Spring Baptist
with Charles Overcast as director
The Rev. Dennis Norvel, pastor,
will be at 5:30 p.m.
will speak at 11 a.m. and 7 p.m.
First Presbyterian
services. Mark Hardison will direct
The Rev. Thomas Schellingerh- the music. • Sunday School with
out, pastor, will speak about Marty Futrell as director will be at
"When God Adds" with scripture 10 a.m. and Church Training with
from Ephesians 3:14-21 at 10:45 Rickey Stewart as director will be
a.m. service. The Chancel Choir 6 p.m.
will sing an anthem, "Biblical
Westside Baptist
Songs" with Karl Thomsen as
The Rev. Glynn Orr, pastor, will
director and Pat Bomba as organist. speak about "What Will You Do
Assisting will be Matt Lawson, With the Rest of Your Life?" with
Chris Adams Emily Helton. Church
scripture from John 21:1-19 at 9
School will start at 9:30 a.m.
and 10:50 a.m. services and about
Eastwood Baptist
"God's Purposes of Grace" with
Dr. Lynn Maya11, pastor, will
scripture from Romans 8:28-39 at 6
speak about "The Night That Never
p.m. service. Tommy Scott will

direct the music with Kathy Ligon,
Patsy Neale and Susie Scott as
accompanists. Jeanetta Smith will
sing a solo at both morning hours.
The Adult Choir will sing "I'll Be
On My Way" at 10:50. Lori Adams
will sing a solo,"Pray For Me" and
the Choir will sing at evening hour.
Sunday School will be at 10 a.m.
Flint Baptist
The Rev. Lester Butler, pastor,
will speak at 11 a.m. and 6:45 p.m.
services. Sunday School will be at
10 a.m.
University
Church of Christ
Charley Bazzell, minister, will
speak about "Partners in The Gospel" with scripture from Phil.
4:10-20 at 10 a.m. service. The
Young Men's Training Class will
conduct the 6 p.m. service. Ernie
Bailey will direct the song service.
Assisting will be Sherrill Gargus,
Doron Claiborne, Jeff Dunnman,
Tommy Sanders, Pete Waldrop,
Micah Miller, Josh Johnson, Jerry
Stark, Charles Stark, Ronnie Geurin, Ronald Wisehart, Murrell
Goheen, Greg Delancey, Harold
Grogan and Chuck Wilson. Bible
classes will be at 9 a.m.
Elm Grove Baptist
The Rev. David Brasher, pastor,
will speak at 11 a.m. and 6:45 p.m.
services in the newly renovated
sanctuary. Music will be directed
by Donald Smith with Glenda
Rowlett and Teresa Suiter as
accompanists. Sunday School with
Brooks Oswalt as director will be
at 10 a.m. and Church Training and
Junior Choir at 6 p.m.
Memorial Baptist
The Rev. Louis Hamada, Christian author and lecurer, will speak
at 10:50 a.m. and 7 p.m. services.
John Hina, deacon of the week,
Mike Farmer, minister of education
and youth, and J.B. Taylor will
assist. Rick Melson, minister of
music, will direct the music with
Margaret Wilkins and Tonya Simmons as accompanists. The Sanctuary Choir will sing "His Love
Endures Forever" at morning hour.
Michelle Lockhart will sing a solo
at evening hour. Sunday School
will be at 9:40 a.m., Handbells at
4:45 p.m. and Discipleship Training, Youth Choir, Children's Choir
By H.C. CHILES
and Preschool Choir at 6 p.m_
Glendale Road
pointed out that those who denied
KNOWING AND ABIDING
Church of Christ
that Christ was the true Son of God
I John 2:18-29
John Dale, minister, will speak
One is either in the realm of proved to be among his very worst about "Now
What?" with scripture
light or of darkness. Those who are enemies. John warned the Christ- from
Acts 2:41-47 at 9 a.m. serin the former, because of what ians that they would be tempted to
vice. The Senior High Youth will
Christ has done for them, have accept false teachings and he urged
speak about "Let no man despise
experienced the forgiveness of sin, that they continue to hold fast the
thy youth" at 6 p.m. service. Jerry
come into a personal relationship to truths which they had received
Bolls and Kyle Wadley will direct
and knowledge of God and are vic- from and about ChrisL
the
song service. Assisting will be
torious over the temptations of
A Strengthening Promise
Joel
Fisher, Robbie Banker, James
Satan.
I John 2:25-29
Lee Harmon, Rudy Tripp, Johnny
A Solemn Warning
Those who have received Christ Bohannon, Tim Young, David
I John 2:28-24
as their Saviour, acknowledged Vaughan, Bob Hargrove, Jerry FulJohn informed those believers to
Him as their Lord, been anointed ton, Garry Evans, Anthony Rogers,
whom he was writing that they
by the Holy Spirit, and continued Bill Nix, John P. Nix and David
should be aware of growing oppos- to abide in Him certainly have the
Wyatt. Bible classes will be at 10
ition to Christ and His cause. In
blessed assurance of eternal life. a.m.
John's day Christians sorely Consequently, thereafter they are
Grace Baptist
needed to be warned of the danger obligated to be consistent and stedThe
Rev.
Robert N. Johnson,
of substituting people and things fast because of what Christ has
pastor, will speak at 10:50 a.m. and
for Christ. Like them, we are being done for them and has promised to
6 p.m. services. His morning topic
tempted to do the same thing. As a do for them.
will be "Come Up Hither" with
rule those who seek to take the
Those who deny the most pre- scripture from Rev. 4:1. The ordiplace of Christ are subtle in their cious truth of God's Word persist
nance of The Lord's Supper will be
attempt. The warning of the danger in trying to undermine the faith of
observed at evening service. James
of false teachers and their heretical
Christians, and, to the extent that Rose will be deacon of the week.
teachings is needed as much or they succeed, they create problems
Kevin Rudicil, music director, will
more today as it was in John's gen- that otherwise the victims never
direct
the music. Dwane Jones and
eration. We need the reminder that would have encountered. Those
Susan
Jones will be accompanists.
the attacks from the enemies of who read and study God's Word,
Sunday
School will be at 9:45 a.m.
Christ are more severe among the accept it's vachings, and yield to
and Choir Practice at 5:30 p.m.
ranks of professing Christians than
the leadership and guidance of the
SI Leo's Catholic
from those who are not. Those who Holy Spirit will know that Christ is
Masses
will be at 7 p.m. tonight
undermine the faith of Christians truly the Son of God.
(Friday), at 6 p.m. Saturday and 8
and infiltrate the Lord's churches
If we abide in and obey Christ, it and 11 a.m. Sunday with the Fr.
today are frequently individuals of
will be a joyous privilege to meet Pete Sharkey S.J. as minister.
such high intellectuality and
Him when He returns, otherwise Assisting will be Aaron Whitaker,
charming personality that they
we would be embarrassed to meet Steve Erwin, Michael Ross,
Jason
throw off-guard their victims.
Him. Doing His blessed will in this Tidwell, Carolyn Ramsey, Eldridge
John used very strong language
life will make our meeting with Haas, Carolyn Haas, Jim Stroud,
against those who denied the deity
Him an occasion of great anticipa- Mary Reed, Joel Reed, Ben Erwin,
and the atonement of Christ. He tion and complete satisfaction.
Debbra D'Angelo, Dorothy
Rachoy, Andrew Rachoy, Dick
Fotsch, Jane Blair, Doug Lambert,
Bill Shaffer, Nathan Hughes,
Cheryl Pratt, Max Canady, Matilda

SUNDAY SCHOOL LESSON

FROM THE
PLATTER
PARSON'S
SCRAPBOOK
By James H. Cain

Canady, Bernice Casper, Gary Casper, Don Burke, Terry Burke, Dick
Maddox, Margaret Maddox and Sr.
Mary Anne.
Immanuel Lutheran
The Rev. Clarence Helrnich, pastor, will speak at 10:30 a.m. service. Sunday School and Adult
Bible Class will be at 9:30 Lm.
Oak Grove Baptist
The Rev. Scott Bivins, pastor,
will speak at 11 a.m. and 6:30 p.m.
services. Jimmy Key will direct the
music with Jennifer Downey as
pianist. Sunday School with Dan
Billington as superintendent will be
at 10 a.m.
Sinking Spring Baptist
The Rev. Buron Richerson, interim pastor, will speak at 11 a.m. and
7 p.m. services. Michael Milby will
direct the music with Rhonda Lamb
and Laura Paschall as accompanists. Sunday School will be at 10
a.m.
New Life
Christian Center
The Mark Welch, pastor, will
speak at 10:45 a.m. service. The
Rev. Karen Welch will direct the
music. Men's prayer breakfast will
be at 8 a.m. and Sunday School at
9:30 a.m.
Palestine United Methodist
The Rev. Calvin Clark, pastor,
will speak at 11 a.m. service. Stanley Duncan and Mary Conner will
direct the song service with Faye
Childress as pianist. Sunday School
with Jimmy Btuteen as director
will be at 10 a.m.
Murray Church of God
Dale Robison, pastor, will speak
at 11 a.m. and 6 p.m. services at
building at Sycamore and South
15th Streets. Sunday School will be
at 10 a.m.
Martin's Chapel
United Methodist
The Rev. Thomas E. Cary Jr.,
pastor, will speak at 9:30 a.m. service. Ralph Robertson will direct
the music with Carmaleta Eldridge
as pianist. Sunday School will be at
10:30 a.m.
Good Shepherd
United Methodist
The Rev. Thomas E. Cary Jr.,
pastor, will speak at 11 a.m. service. Diana Tatlock will direct the
music with Margaret Kennedy and
Betty Poole as accompanists. Sunday School will be at 10 a.m. and
UMYF at 5 p.m.
Kirksey Baptist
The Rev. Van Russell, pastor,
will speak at 11 a.m. and 6:30 p.m.
services. Sunday School will be at
10 a.m.
Murray Baptist Mission
The Rev. Parvin Hall, pastor,
will speak at 2:45 p.m. service.
Bible Study will be at 2 p.m.
Calvary Temple
The Rev. E.F. Clere, pastor, will
speak at 11 a.m. and 6:30 p.m. services. Sunday School will be at 10
a.m.
Ferguson Springs Baptist
The Rev. Darvin Stom, pastor,
will speak at 11 a.m. and 6 p.m.
services. Bobby Beal will lead the
music with Fran Beal as accompanist. Sunday School will be at 10
a.m.
Coldwater Baptist
The Rev. George Culp, pastor,
will speak at 11 a.m. and 6 p.m.
services. Bobby Manning will
direct the music with Marge West
and Jennifer Culp as accompanists.
Sunday School will be at 10 a.m.
Spring Creek Baptist
The Rev. Terry Powell, pastor,
will speak at 11 a.m. and 7 p.m.
services. Sunday School will be at
10 a.m.
Lynn Grove
United Methodist
The Rev. Coy Garrett, pastor,
will speak at 9:30 a.m. service.
Judy Kelso will be organist Sunday School will be at 10:30 a.m.
St. John's Episcopal
The Third Sunday of Easter will
be observed with the Holy Eucharist at 8 and 10:30 a.m. with Fr.
Andre Trevathan as celebrant and
preacher. Assisting will be Laura

Price, Carol Julian and Kathy
Mowery. Host families will be
Blodgett and Hart.
First Christian
Dr. David Roos, pastor, will
speak about "Between the
Advents" with scripture from Luke
24:13-32 at 10:45 a.m. service.
Lynn Griffiths will sing a solo,
"Rise Again." Assisting will be
Dan McKee!, Rikki Ehlhardt,
Courtney Griffiths, Sarah Van
Meter, Maurine Loftin, Barbara
Pursley, Howard Titsworth,
Frances McKeel, Al Zimmerman,
Betty Gore, Dan Wright, Gary
White, Faye Austin, Ed Roberts,
Krista Crass, Kathy Perkins and
Marie Foster. Sunday School will
be at 9:30 a.m. and High School
Youth at 5:30 p.m.
West Fork Baptist
The Rev. Jack Geurin, pastor,
will speak at 11 a.m. and 6 p.m.
services. Alvin Usrey, deacon of
the week, will direct the music
with Janet Arnold and Mary Geurin
as accompanists. Sunday School
with Phillip Bazzell as director will
be at 10 a.m.
First Baptist
Dr. Greg Earwood, pastor, will
speak at 10:45 a.m. and 7 p.m. services. The ordinance of The Lord's
Supper will be observed at morning
service when the pastor will speak
about "Together at the Table" with
scripture from I Cor. 10:16-17. The
Dream Team Report will be given
at evening hour. Don Herndon,
deacon of the week, will assist The
Sanctuary Choir, directed by Steve
Littlefield, minister of music, will
sing "Shalom" at 10:45 and Betsy
Herndon and Sara Thompson will
sing a duet, "Undivided" at 7. Joyce Herndon and Tamara Outland
will be accompanists. Sunday
School will be at 9:30 a.m., Adult
Handbells at 4:30 p.m., Pioneer
RAs, Baptist Young Men and
Acteens at 4:45 p.m., Youth Choir
at 5:50 p.m., GAs, RAs and Intermediate Sign Language Class at 6
p.m. and Praise at 8 p.m.
Kirksey United Methodist
Clarice Norsworthy, Christelle
Palmer, Nitaree McCallon and Clay
Smith will speak for "Heritage
Day" at 11 a.m. service. The Rev.
Bob Dotson, pastor, will continue
the study on "Our Doctrinal Standards" at 6 p.m. service. Ron Pace
will direct the music with Clarice
Norsworthy as pianist. Assisting
will be Stephen Norsworthy, Rob
McCallon and Phil McCallon. Sunday School wilt be at 10 a.m.
Cherry Corner Baptist
The Rev. Charles Anderson, pastor, will speak at 11 a.m. and 6
p.m. services. Sunday School will
be at 10 a.m. and Church Training
at 5 p.m.
Russell Chapel
United Methodist
The Rev. Calvin Clark, pastor,
will speak at 9:45 a.m. service with
Red Woods as song leader and
Dorothy Brown as pianist. Sunday
School will be at 10:45 a.m.
New Mt. Carmel Baptist
The Rev. Sammy Cunningham,
pastor, will speak at 11 a.m. and 6
p.m. services. Sunday School with

Russell Moss as superintendent
will be at 10 a.m.
Christian Science
Christian Science Society at
1640 Farmer Ave. will have services at 11 a.m. Sunday and 7:30
p.m. each second Wednesday.
Reading Room will be open from
12 noon to 3 p.m. on Wednesday
and Saturday.
Temple Hill
United Methodist
The Rev. Kendrick Lewis, pastor, will speak at 10 a.m. worship
service. Sunday School will be at
11 a.m.
New Concord
Church of Christ
Bob Haley, minister, will speak
about "But You, Beloved" with
scripture from Jude 20 at 9:50 a.rm
service and about "There Is No
Other Gospel" with scripture from
Gal. 1:6-10 at 6 p.m. service.
Assisting will be Paul Garrison,
Junior McCage Ike Allbritten, Ed
Hendon, Kenneth Geurin, Willie
Smith, Jason Haley and Eddie
Stubblefield. Shea Sykes will lead
the singing. Bible classes will be at
9 a.m. and 5:30 p.m.
Brooks Chapel
United Methodist
The Rev. Don Barnett, pastor,
will speak at 11 a.m. service. Sunday School will be at 10 a.m.
Bethel United Methodist
The Rev. Don Barnett, pastor,
will speak at 9:30 a.m. and 6 p.m.
services. Sunday School will be at
10:30 a.m.
New Providence Baptist
The Rev. Odell Colson, pastor
will speak at 11 a.m. and 6 p.m.
service. Sunday School will be at
10 a.m.
Hardin Baptist
The Rev. Ricky Cunningham,
pastor, will speak at 10:30 a.m. and
6 p.m. services. Max Lawrence will
be song leader with Martha Lou
Lawrence and Sheila Clark as
accompanists. Sunday School will
be at 9:30 a.m.

National Day
of Prayer set
for Thursday
SAN BERNARDINO, Calif.
(AP) — America "has slipped into
moral and spiritual complacency,"
said the National Day of Prayer
Task Force in urging widespread
observance of the day Thursday.
This is the 38th consecutive year
for the National Day of Prayer
since Congress authorized it in
1952. In 1988, Congress set a permanent date for it on the first
Thursday of May each year.
The task force, headed by actor
Pat Boone and Mrs. Bill Bright,
wife of the leader of Campus Crusade for Christ, urged prayers of
thanks for "blessings our country
has received" and for "personal
and corporate renewal of moral
values."

SING
AND

REJOICE
190
Glendale Road
Church of Christ
Murray, Kentucky

17Scotts Grove Baptist Church\

Youth Weekend

Friday, April 27, 1990
7:30 - 11:30 p.m.

Saturday, April 28 - 6:30 p.m.
Dinner will be provided.
I. Parenthood is definitely an heir raising experience.
2. No matter how much cats fight, there always seem to be
plenty of kittens. Abraham Lincoln
3. Things turn out best for people who make the best of the
way things turn out.
4. A wise whisper means much more than loud talk whittltaYS
nothing.
5. Any man is entitled to his own opinions, as long as he can
back them up with facts.
6. Snow is beautiful when you're watching the other fellow
shovel it.
7. Success — The ability to make money enough to meet obligations you wouldn't have if you didn't make so much money.

Sunday, April 29
Sunday School 10:00 a.m. - Worship 1 1:00

Sunday Speakers
A.M. Servku
F.M. Services
John Mark Roberts
Mark Cohoon

Charles Rob Hoke
Terry Lawrence

Featuring Guest Song Leaders
Jerald Sykes

Arthur Woods
Wayne Lewis
Sing Out

Jack Forbis
Kyle Wadley
Winston Harless
Jerry Bolls

Attended Nursery until 10 p.m.

Everyone is invited to attend!
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SPORTS
The Other Side
of Sports
by Angela Hazel
MSU Sports Information

With this being Secretaries' Week, I didn't wa
to pass by without recognizing the many w
behind the scenes of Murray State Universi
tics. Their days are filled with answering pho
never seem to stop ringing, taking messages, typing
letters and spending what seems hours at a copier
machine. These dedicated and devoted women are the
NISU athletic department secretaries.
When I first came to work for the athletic department, one of the
first people I met was Saundra Edwards, the athletic director's secretary. If you need anything, Saundra is the lady to see. I often hear her
say she feels like she's the official mother of the department, not only
for the student workers in the office, but all the athletes who come
through the big blue door. If anyone needs a listening ear or warm hug,
she's there to offer both with a heartfelt smile.
She became the athletic director's secretary while 'Breds baseball
coach Johnny Reagan was in the driver's seat. Since that time, coach
Reagan was followed by Mike Dill and current A.D. Michael D.
Strickland. "I laugh and tell people, I've been here four years and had
three A.D.s," Edwards said. "It didn't take me long, did it?"
Strickland said he couldn't make it through the day if it weren't for
Edwards. "She just runs the whole ship," he said. "When people come
in to visit or call me on the phone, she is the first thing to impress
them, and they always leave with a good feeling."
Edwards said when weighing the good with the bad, the good always
Wins and she enjoys her job to the fullest. "I think one of the things I
et-tiby is being directly or indirectly associated with all phases of our
athletic program, and I have the greatest boss in the world."
Women's athletic secretary Sharon Russell knows the meaning of
11:e word "variety." She has four head coaches and four assistant
coaches under her wing. Russell, who will complete her tenth year on
:• 1, said she was no stranger to the athletic department.
'1 was a student worker for Dr. (Chad) Stewart all four years in
\hool here," she said. "I've been in this building for 14 years all
gether."
Russell now has three student workers of her own who help her in
'"d!ancing a steady workload. She said the coaches do most of their
n typing and free up more time for her to concentrate on travel
vouchers and general office tasks.
Head volleyball coach Oscar Segovia said, although he shares Ruswith the other coaches in the offices, he things of her as his secret.ry because she's so dedicated to each program. "She tends to give
:e-self to everyone," he said. "She's a good listener and every coach
7.ceds that in a secretary."
A new addition to the secretarial staff is Lori HuHeti Hullett worked
as a student worker for athletic budget controller Janet Futrell and,
atter graduating this year, stayed on to help Futrell (who was expecting
a child) until the position as football secretary opened. After only a
week, Futrell gave birth to beautiful Courtney Brooke, and Hu!lett
found herself running between the football office downstairs and the
budget office upstairs.
HuIlett said the split duties haven't been that difficult and her new
bosses have been very supportive. She is just glad the timing worked
out so well. "Thank goodness it's a slow time for football. Spring pracIke will be over this week, so it hasn't been too hard,' she said.
With Futrell planning 'to return to work in about two weeks, I know
Lori is eager to take on her new responsibilities as football secretary
at.i turn those seemingly-endless bills and travel vouchers back over to
Futrell.
Another person I have the privilige to know and who can proudly
say takes care of the sports information office is Shelia Haley. Haley
began working in the summer of 1988 and has literally run the office
gn Day One. Haley has the difficult task of keeping our office in line
arid, believe me, has her hands full. She is quick to do anything we ask
of her and quicker to make us laugh when things aren't going just the
way we want.
Besides maintaining mailing lists, proofing publications, mailing
releases and keeping files on every athlete at Murray State, she stays
abreast of every sport, stat and team record. We like to refer to her as
our "Secretary Plus" because she does her assigned jobs plus a great
deal of extra ones, just because she cares.
/ Although Haley is associated in some way with all the sports programs, basketball is her favorite. Haley works on many of the stat
Lrews, but said she enjoys working the basketball games the most. "I
hardly ever know whether we're winning or losing because I'm keeping up with field goals or assists. I get caught up in the excitement,"
she said. "I just love alley-oops!"
Another hidden talent learned about Haley was that she is a terrific
baker when it comes to cakes. Since she's been with us, she's made
eserything from sheet cakes to Santa Claus cakes. Ask anyone who's
attended a Christmas staff party and they'll tell you she makes the best
Lakes around.
Haley said the staff is the greatest she's ever worked with. "We
probably have the best harmony of any office I've ever worked in," she
said. "From the top-down to the bottom-up."
Men's basketball coach Cheryl Whitaker agrees with Haley about
the family unity of the athletic staff. "I couldn't have a better group of
people to work with," Whitaker said. "It's the ultimate. The best part
of this job is not only working with the coaches, but everyone in the
athletics department. Everyone gets along well, and this is a unique
group of people."
Like Edwards, Whitaker said she sees herself as more than a staff
member when it comes to the athletes. Besides spending her days
doing general office duties and correspondence, Whitaker is a communicator between the coaching staff and the players. "I often feel I can
say something to them that the coaches might not feel comfortable saying; I can say it as a mother, not as a secretary."
After five years with the MSU basketball program, Whitaker said
the most exciting time had to be the Racers' trip to the NCAA Tournament in 1988. "The North Carolina State-Murray State game was the
most exciting game ever, there's no question about it," she said. "I've
never been so emotionally drained in my life."
The only word which came to Whitaker's mind when head coach
Steve Newton was considering the position at Lamar, was "desperation." Whitaker, who began her job when Newton was appointed head
coach, said "I just felt it would be very difficult to replace him as a
boss. He thinks of others as well as himself in working situations. He
always takes the time to be complimentary; even a thank-you means a
lot and keeps you going."
• • •

would just like to add a big THANK YOU to all the athletic
department secretaries. I wouldn't want to begin to count the times
they have taken messages. tracked down coaches or just lent a sympathetic ear.
They're the best group of co-workers and part-time mothers a person
could ever hope to have. This is a salute to you and how much you
mean to all of us in the department. Happy Secretaries Week!

MiTiray Ledger & Times

Greenfield, Parker sign with MSU

Jo_ ,01.0eW7-1

By DANIEL T. PARKER
Murray Ledgor & Times Sports Editor

College coaches are accustomed
to travelling great distances during
recruiting efforts, but Murray State
Lady Racer head coach Larry Wall
found the first two recruits of his
program literally in the university's
back yard.
At noon Thursday at Murray
hool, MHS Lady Tiger
nfield and Jenll's first
letters-o
Lady Racerrs.
The "dynamic duo"
High started in the backcou
together for all four years of their
high school career and have been
paired since seventh grade. Each
went over the 1,000-point mark
during their senior seasons, with
Parker finishing as the Lady
Tigers' all-time leading scorer with
1190 career points while Greenfield ended up at No. 2 with her
1072 point production.
The two provided the heart and
soul of the Lady Tigers' attack for
(Coned on page 12)

Staff Report
The problems continued for the
Murray State Thoroughbreds
Thursday afternoon.
The 'Breds, facing 12th-ranked
Southern Illinois at Reagan Field,
let a 6-2 lead slip away, and
dropped a 9-6 decision to the
Salukis.
SIU jumped out to a 2-0 lead in
the top of the first when Dave
Wrona hit a two-run homer off
Kirk Reuter. Murray scored its first
run in over three games in the bottom of the first when Danny
Alfeldt doubled and scored.
The 'Breds surged ahead with
five runs in the bottom of the sixth,
powered by singles from Willie
Wilder, John Grzanich and Dale
Dunn scoring a run. After a walk to
Ricky Chism, a three-run triple by
Ben Garland cleared the bases, and
Garland scored on a double by
Bobby Schoen.
SIU scored three times in the top
of the seventh, with the big blow a
two-run single by Jeff Nelson to
close to within 6-5. A double by
Wrona, a walk and a Saluki bunt
single loaded the bases, and, after
Wrona scored on a passed ball,
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Murray High's Jennifer Parker and Ann Greenfield (seated, left to right) signed letters-of-intent to
compete for the MSU Lady Racers Thursday at the high school as (back, left to right) Lady Tiger
assistant Joel Atchison, Sharon and Jerry Walker, Sharon Greenfield and Lady Tiger head coach Jim
Harrell looked on. The two are MSU head coach Larry Wall's first signees.
Staff photo by Daniel T. Parker

SILls Matt Giegling slapped a tworun single to put the Salukis on top.
SIU added a run in the ninth on
two walks and an error.
The loss dropped Murray to
13-23 overall, while SIU improved
to 34-8. The 'Breds host Cumberland at 2:30 Monday afternoon at
Reagan Field.
•

•

•

GOLF
Murray High and Mayfield
claimed victory during a three-way
golf match Thursday at Murray
Country Club.
Jennifer Howe paced the Lady
Tigers, as Murray shot a 184 to
outlast Mayfield at 204 and Calloway County with a 223 in girls
action.
Howe was the medalist with a
39, while Joy Roach followed with
a 43, Connie Steely shot a 47, and
Kristen Hornback and Amy Perrin
both shot 55s for Murray High.
Dana Fristal shot a 65 for the Lady
Tigers.
Calloway was led by Angie Haywood, who shot a 43, while Kelly
Gupton shot a 52, Courtney McCoy
a 61, and Farrah Beach had a 67.
In boys' play, Darren Hillis shot
a 37 to lead Mayfield and claim

medalist honors, as the Cardinals No. 1; Robbie Robertson defeated
Ray Roberts, 8-1 at No. 2; Shannon
paced the way with a 156.
Bill Fandrich led the Tiger attack Mungle defeated Roger Hutson 8-1
with a 39, followed by Todd Tho- at No. 3; Nick Harnice defeated
mas with a 41, while Brock Peyer, John Jackson 8-0 at No. 4; Chad
Todd Sims, and Adam Grogan all Seaburgh defeated Brian Eels 8-0
had 42s. Clay Bolen put together a at No. 5; and O'Rourke fell to Tim
46 for MHS, who were six strokes Black, 8-1 at No. 6.
behind Mayfield with a 164.
In doubles play, Mungle-Harnice
Mike Wilson led Calloway with defeated Baust-Eels, 8-1 and
a 43, Jeremiah Rayburn shot a 46. Johnson-Smith dfeated Hutsonwhile Chad Jenkins and Brandon Jackson 8-0 at No. 2.
Lucas each had 49s. Ray Reardon
In girls play, Rene Hollingsshot a 51, and Matt Imes had a 56 worth defeated Susan Lax 8-2,
for Calloway as the Lakers com- Darra Mitchell lost to Millie Lynn
bined for a 187.
8-0, Julie Pittman fell to Marty
Parker 8-0, Anne Paul fell to
Melissa Otcy 8-1, Turner lost to
Christine Robertson 8-0, and Yoo
TENNIS
was beat by Dana Swan 8-4.
Both Calloway tennis teams
In doubles play, Border-Otcy
dropped 8-1 decisions at Lone Oak, defeated Lax-Mitchell, 8-6 and
where the two Flash teams arc Swan-Steele defeated Paul-Pittman
undefeated on the season.
8-6 at No. 2.
The bright spot for both teams
• • •
came in No. 3 doubles play. The
The Murray High tennis squads
Lakers, behind Peter O'Rourke and
maintained their perfect records,
Ray Roberts, downed the flash duo defeating Christian County 9-0
of Brian Jackson and John Hous- (girls) and 7-2 to run their marks to
man 8-2, while the Lady Laker tan- 5-0 on the year.
dem of Bonnie Turner and Julie
In girls' action, Beth Wilson
Yoo were 9-7 winners.
defeated Kelly Allen 8-0, Molly
In boys play, Peyton Jones
Sims downed Casey Detheragc 8-3,
defeated Joey Baust, 4-6, 6-1 at (Cont'd on page 11)

Buck Williams'long wait comes to an end
By BILL BARNARD
Associated Press Basketball Writer

A playoff victory was a long
time coming for Portland's Buck
Williams, almost as long as it's
been since the Trail Blazers won a
playoff series.
Terry Porter scored 28 points
and Williams had 21 points and 16
rebounds as Portland defeated Dallas 109-102 Thursday night in their
f;BA playoff opener.
It was Williams' first playoff
game since 1986 and the first postseason victory since 1984. New
Jersey, which traded him to Portland in the offseason, was swept in
the first round in 1985 and 1986
and hasn't been in the playoffs
since.
"In the last three years, I
haven't been in the playoffs, and
it's great to be back," Williams
said. "This is what the NBA is all
about."

The Blazers, who matched
Detroit for the NBA's second-best
record with 59 victories, haven't
won a playoff series since 1985.
In other playoff openers Thursday night, it was San Antonio over
Denver 119-103 in the West, and
Philadelphia 111, Cleveland 106;
Detroit 104, Indiana 92 and Boston
116, New York 105 in the East.
Tonight's series openers have
Milwaukee at Chicago in the East
and Houston at the Los Angeles
Lakers and Phoenix at Utah in the
West.
Saturday's games have Indiana
at Detroit, New York at Bostua,
Denver at San Antonio and Dallas
at Portland.
On Sunday, it's Cleveland at
Philadelphia, Milwaukee at Chicago, Houston at Los Angeles and
Poenix at Utah.
Portland led throughout the second half but was unable to pull
away until the final 41/2 minutes.

NBA Playoff Glance
FIRST ROUND
(Beetal-S)
Thursday, April 26
Priladolpha 111 Cleveland 106, Philadelphia
toads Wee 1-0
Ditthat 104, Indiana 22 Dermot leads sonee 1-0
Boston 116. Nee York 105, Boston feeds sense
1-(.1
San Antonio 119, Denver 103. San Antorvo leads
units 1 0
Portland 1051 Dallas 102. Portland loads woes
1-0
Friday, April 27
Mivrauke• at Chicago 7 pm
Phoenix at Utah. 1130 pm
Houston at Los Angeles lakars 930 pm
Saturday, Apra 26
Now York at Boston. noon
Indiana al Detrod, 230 pm
Denver at San Anemic), 7 pm
Dallas at Portland. 930 pm
Sunday, April 25
Milwaukee at Chocago, noon
rtccoston at Ls Angeles takers, 230 pm
Cleveland at PNladelpha. 630 p m
Pho•noi at Utah 7 pm

Porter, who was 15-for-16 from the
free-throw line, preserved the victory by hitting nine of 10 free
throws in the final 57 seconds.
The Trail Blazers, despite missing 20 layups and 11 free throws,
managed to win thanks to a 20-8
advantage on the offensive boards.
Overall, their rebounding advan-

tage was 47-33.
"We just toughened up," Adelman said. "They missed some
shots they were making earlier.
They were playing their people a
lot of minutes. I don't know if they
got tired or what. The key to the
thing is when they missed, we got
the ball."
"Everybody talks about it being
finesse basketball out here on the
West Coast but tonight's game was
all brute and brass, just a clanging
of horns," Williams said.
Williams scored nine points in
the third quarter as Portland
stretched a 55-51 halftime lead to
77-67 at the end of the period.
Dallas, which lost the regular
season series to Portland 4-0,
closed the gap to 91-89 on Derek
Harper's 3-pointer with 4:12
remaining.
But Portland scored the next
nine points, five by Kevin Duckworth, to pull out of danger.

Stanley Cup playoffs

Brief burst buries Blues; Blackhawks lead 3-2

CHICAGO (AP) — It was a
brief offensive flurry, but that was
all the Chicago Blackhawks

needed.

They used a three-goal outburst
in a 2-minute, 16-second stretch of
the second period Thursday night
to defeat the St. Louis Blues 3-2
and take a 3-2 advantage in the
best-of-7 Norris Division finals.
Chicago's brief spurt was all that
goaltencler Ed Belfour needed to
win his second straight playoff
star

"In playoff hockey there arc no
valuable players, just some play
better than others," Chicago coach
Mike Keenan said. "Ed Belfour
played a real solid game for us."
Jocelyn Lemieux, whose strength
is more hitting and grinding than
scoring, opened the Chicago spurt
with an unassisted breakaway goal
to tie the game 1-1 at 3:56.
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Breds' upset hopes slip away in loss to SIU
Ledger & Times Sports

A

Summary Cup Playoff Glance
GIV*1001 FINALS
Tueedey, Apr11 24
Chicago 3 St Lcus 2
Edon:Aeon 6, Los Angeles 5. OT, Edmonton vans
swiss 4-0
Wedneedey, April 26
Wasengton 4 NY Rangers 3, OT, Washington
*ads sense 3.1
ISonlreel 4 Boston I Boston heads sense 3 I
Thursday, Sere 24
Chcsgo 3 Si lcui• 2 Cdocago Seas sense 3 2
Feeley, April 77
Washington at N Y R.sngsrs 630 p m
Montreal at Boston 635pm
Saturday, Awl mi
Chicago at St Louis 735 pm
!Watley. Apra a
N V Rang•ra at Wastangion. $30 p m
necessary
&Mon
hiontraal, 605 pm.necessary
Wortley, April 35
St lcus at Chug° 735 pm. 11 neceseary
Turaedey, Way
Wash ngton at N V Rangers. •30 p ait
necessary
ISonersal at Boston. $35 p na. I neoseeery

Troy Murray followed with a
goal at 4:59 and Steve Thomas
unloaded at 6:12.
Chicago outshot St. Louis 16-4
in the first period, yet trailed 1-0
on Adam Oates' power-play goal.

"We were lucky to be one-up in
the first period," St. Louis coach
Brian Slitter said. "Chicago came
out strong. Give them credit for
what they did and give us a kick
for what we did."
A power-play goal by Brett Hull,
his llth of the playoffs, at 14:33 of
the second period cut Chicago's
lead to one goal, but Belfour allowed no more scoring.
"We have to score one more
goal than they do," Sutter said.
"We have to play better."
The Blues will have to do it
Saturday night in St. Louis or be
eliminated from the playoffs.
The series winner advances to
the Campbell Conference finals
against the Edmonton Oilers, who
are resting after sweeping the Los
Angeles Kings.
"I believe we can go home and
win. I expect us to win," Sutter

said. "I believe we will be playing
game No. 7 here" next Monday.
Sutter refused to blame goalie
Vincent Riendeau for the loss.
"It wasn't that Vinnie wasn't
sharp," he said. "Nobody saw the
puck go up and into the nets."
Sutter was talking about the goal
by Murray. when he emerged from
a scramble in front of the net and
lifted the puck off Riendeau's helmet and into the goal.
"It hit my helmet and I didn't
see it," Riendeau said.
He did sec the other two.
"The goal by Lemieux was a
strange one. I didn't think he was
going to shoot, so he surprised me.
I saw Thomas' shot and if I had
stopped it, we'd still be playing. It
bounced off my glove.
"It's a tough loss but everybody
knows we can come back and win
the next two games," he said.
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Major League Baseball

Actions& Reactions
MURRAY — A unique scoring system which permits the defense to score as often
as the ottense will be employed this evening at Murray State's annual Blue-Gold
Scrimmage, which kicks off at 7 p m. at Roy Stewart Stadium Instead of two
teams squaring off, the traditional format of the game, the lack of enough players
to fill out two rosters created a situation where the offense will oppose the defense,
with each unit gaining points for (offense) completing a drive or (defense) stopping
it.
•The amount of points earned by the successful unit is determined by where play
is begun for each series For example, it the offense marches from its own 5 to a
score, points earned for a touchdown (8) or field goal (5) are greater because of
the distance driven. If the defense stops the drive, it will recieve one point because
of increased opportunities to stop the offense during the drive However, in a drive
which begins al the defensive 5, the defense's point total increases to ten points,
while the offense will receive the standard six points for TD or three for a field goal.
•The Blue-Gold Scrimmage is being held for the benefit of NeedLine of Murray this
spring Admission to the game is a canned food item or an appropriate monetary
donation to Needline, a social service agency which assists the less-fortunate of
Murray and Calloway County.

Soccer — local
MURRAY— The under-14 girls Chiefs lost 4-0 to the under-12 boys' Terminators
Thursday, with Royce Newton kicking in three goals for the Terminators while
Ryan Pickens added the fourth score. Greg Miller had three assists and Brandon
McCoy another. Defensive credit for the Chiefs went to Leah Stuart and Kellie Williams, while Scott Earwood, Stephen Crouch and Harley Gamble were noted for
their defensive work on the Terminators. Ross Clark made eight saves in goal for
the Terminators, while Allison Cantrell grabbed ten saves for the Chiefs

Football
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NEW YORK — The defending champion San Francisco 49ers will open the 1990s
where they finished the 1980s — the Louisiana Superdome — as the NFL begins a
revised schedule that gives every team a week off during the regular season. The
49ers, who beat Denver in January's Super Bowl at the Superdome, start their
search for a third straight title at New Orleans in a Monday night game Sept. 10.
The Broncos open Sept. 9 at the Raiders, who may or may not be playing their
final season in Los Angeles. That night, TNT begins its first season of NFL coverage with the Philadelphia-New York Giants game at the Meadowlands.
•With the addition of TNT, Ted Turner's newest network, the NFL will be televised
by a record five networks this season. CBS will broadcast NFC games and NBC
will cover the AFC, while ABC will continue its Monday night telecasts and ESPN
will split the Sunday night package with TNT.
• . •
SAN DIEGO — Jim McMahon, who led the Chicago Bears to the Super Bowl
championship in 1986, was released by the San Diego Chargers. The team cited
the possbility of drawn-out contract negotiations for the move. San Diego acquired
the 30-year-old quarterback from the Bears on Aug 18 for a second-round draft
pick. McMahon was ineffective most of the year, passing for 2,132 yards with 10
touchdowns and 10 interceptions.
•The Chargers also traded running back Napolean McCallum to the Los Angeles
Raiders for an undisclosed draft choice. San Diego acquired the rights to McCallum and tackle John Clay from the Raiders in 1988 in exchange for all-pro tackle
Jim Lachey, whom the Raiders subsequently sent to Washington for quarterback
Jay Schroeder. McCallum, 26, a Navy Lt j.g., didn't play for the Chargers last season, however, because they released him during training camp and placed him on
the reserve military list The Naval Academy graduate received permission from
Navy officials last May to play professional football as long as it didn't interfere with
his duties as an officer recruiter at the San Diego Navy Recruiting District at Point
Loma
• S •
JACKSONVILLE, Fla. — The Gator Bowl will become the eighth game played on
New Year's Day, beginning next year. It will be broadcast on ESPN and be the first
game of the day starting at 11 30 a m.
• • •
LARAMIE, Wyo. — Five members of Wyoming's football team were arrested
Thursday and charged with taking indecent, immoral or immodest liberties with a
minor, according to Albany County and university officials. Deputy County Attorney
Tom Barb said the five, who were not identified because of the nature of the felony
charges, were arrested after a two-week investigation into an incident that allegedly occurred April 7 in a university dormitory. The incident allegedly involved an
18-year-old girl who reported the incident on April 8. University police reported
Thursday that the five were being held in the Albany County Jail pending the posting of $10.000 bonds

Golf
NEW ORLEANS — Steve Elkington made a 50-foot birdie putt as he shot a 69 and
was part of a four-way tie for the first-round lead in the USF&G Classic. Elkington
won his first-ever tournament last week at Greensboro Brian Tennyson, Mark
O'Meara and Fred Funk were also- tied for the lead

Baseball
LOS ANGELES — Orel Hershiser, who won the 1988 National League Cy Young
Award and MVP awards in the playoffs and World Series, will undergo surgery on
his right shoulder Friday and will likely miss the rest of the season. Team physician
Dr. Frank Jobe, who will perform the surgery, said he didn't believe Hershiser's
career was threatened Hershiser pitched 6 1-3 innings Wednesday night in a 5-1
loss to the St. Louis Cardinals
• • .
ANAHEIM, Calif. — Pitcher Bert Blyleven, who has 271 victories, 60 shutouts and
3,566 strikeouts as a big-leaguer, received a contract extension from the'California
Angels on Thursday. Blyleven, 17-5 with a 2.73 earned run average last year in his
first season with the Angels, signed a guaranteed contract for 1991 with two option
years after that. The 39-year-old right-hander will earn more than $2 million next
year His 1990 contract is worth $1175 million. Blyleven is 0-2 with a 9.00 ERA
this season.

Basketball
COLORADO SPRINGS, Colo. — Four starters from national champion UNLV were
among 66 players invited to the national men's team trials by USA Basketball. The
12 players selected from the trials, to be held May 17-22 at the Olympic Training
Cen,ter, will represent the United States in both the Goodwill Games and the World
Championships this summer Anderson Hunt, Greg Anthony, Stacey Augmon and
Larry Johnson were invited from the Runnin' Rebels; Duke's Bobby Hurley and
Christian Laettner were chosen as were Lee Mayberry and Todd Day of Arkansas
and Kenny Anderson and Dennis Scott of Georgia Tech.
• • •
SAL ONICA, Greece — Mike Jones, who plays for one of Greece's top basketball
teams, was ordered kept in jail Thursday pending trial on drug charges. Jones, a
former Auburn player, was charged Wednesday with buying, possessing and using
drugs alter narcotics customs officials said they found 31 grams of hashish in his
home

ARLINGTON, Texas (AP) — Nolan Ryan has a major league-record
five no-hitters and what happened to him against the Chicago White Sox
is a perfect example of why he's still looking for No. 6.
Ryan missed a no-hitter on a check-swing single by Ron Kittle on a
curve outside the strike zone in the second inning. The ball fell just outside the reach of first baseman Rafael Palmeiro who stumbled trying to
catch the Texas leaguer.
"The thing about a no-hitter is that everything has to fall in place,"
said the world expert on the subject. "Tonight is an example of why
they're so hard to get."
Ryan set a club record with 16 strikeouts and tied Bob Feller's major
league record with his 12th one-hitter Thursday night as the Texas Rangers beat the White Sox 1-0.
Ryan said Kittle hit a bad pitch that should have been worse.
"I tried to get him to chase a bad curve in the dirt but I didn't make it
bad enough," Ryan said after his 58th career shutout.
It was his most strikeouts in a game since Sept. 9, 1987 when he fanned
16 San Francisco Giants.
At 4-0, Ryan has matched the best start of his major league career and
is only seven victories short of the magic 300 plateau.
"I'm looking forward to that day (No. 300)," Ryan said.
Ryan said his 95 mph fastball was good but his out pitch was his curve.
"When I throw a high percentage of my curves for strikes, then I have
a high percentage of strikeouts," Ryan said. "I had great stuff tonight.
The one hit was just a fluke but that's the way it goes."
Palmeiro blamed himself for not making the catch on Kittle's blooper.
"I just tripped going back. It's as simple as that," Palmeiro said. "It
was a routine play. I went back to my left, turned to the right, and
I just
tripped.
"I saw the replay after the game. I almost killed myself but I decided
not to.'"
Ryan didn't blame Palmeiro.
"The ground was soft out there from all the rain," Ryan said. "That's
why he tripped."
"I was trying to hit the ball up the middle and it just shot off the other
way with a little luck," Kittle said. "Ryan had a great curve."
White Sox manager Jeff Torborg, the catcher for Ryan's first no-hitter
17 years ago with the California Angels, said the 43-year-old right-hander
should be credited with a no-hitter for what he did Thursday night.
"That was greatness," Torborg said. "I shouldn't be amazed by him.
He is a better pitcher now than he was 17 years ago when I caught him.
'He has better control, better mechanics and better breaking stuff. In
the first inning, I said, 'He has no-no stuff.' It was a no-no. That hit was a
fluke. You have to be lucky to get a no-hitter."
It was the 200th time Ryan had struck out 10 or more hitters in a game
and the 24th time he's fanned 15 or more. It was the 11th 1-0 victory' of
his career.
*In other American League action, Cleveland defeated Toronto
4-3, Milwaukee edged Kansas City 3-2, Seattle downed New York 6-2, Oakland
beat Baltimore 6-4, and Boston slipped past California 5-4.

Cards crush Dodgers
LOS ANGELES (AP) — If the
Los Angeles Dodgers didn't hit
rock-bottom emotionally after
learning that ace pitcher Orel Hershiser may be through for the year,
they certainly self-destructed on
the field.
A few hours after Hershiser held
a news conference to discuss the
arthroscopic surgery on his right
shoulder planned for today, his
teammates fell apart in a 7-1 loss
to the St. Louis Cardinals Thursday
night.
"You think about it, but I had a
job to do," losing pitcher Tim Belcher said. "I had to go out and
pitch. It wasn't on my mind during
the game, and it wasn't on my
mind as early as 45 minutes before
the game, because I was preparing
for the game.
"Orel's injury had nothing to do
with what I tried to accomplish out
there or what I didn't accomplish."
Belcher (1-2) surrendered four
singles and two runs before he
retired a batter. He stumbled and
fell going after Ozzie Smith's dribbling hit to the left of the mound,
setting the stage for run-scoring
hits by Willie McGee and exDodger Pedro Guerrero.
Belcher allowed the third run on
a pair of two-out singles and a wild
pitch in the second inning and
allowed nine hits through the first
four innings. Even winning pitcher
Jose DeLeon, a .094 career hitter,
got a single off Belcher, who
allowed 11 hits over 6 1-3 innings.
"I was hoping it wouldn't have
an effect on him," Dodger manager Tom Lasorda said. "I don't
know why it would affect him."
Guerrero drove in five runs and
hit his first two home runs against

his former teammates since he was
traded to the Cardinals in August
1988 for John Tudor. Tudor
became a free agent at the end of
last season and signed with St.
Louis.
Guerrero hit a three-run homer
in the seventh to chase Belcher and
a solo homer in the ninth against
Tim Crews.
DeLeon (2-0), coming off a
strained back, pitched seven
innings of seven-hit ball. He struck
out seven and walked none.
Guerrero, Vince Coleman and
Ozzie Smith had three hits each.
Eddie Murray and Mike Scioscia
had three hits apiece for the
Dodgers.
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Pittsburgh 2 San Franosoo 1
Chicago 3. San Diego 1
Houston 3, Atlanta 0
St Loxes 7. Los Angeles 1
Only games scheduled
Fdday's Games
Montreal (Smith 2-1) at Cinonnat (Browning
2 Ir)id
i6
a2p anLi
co(ok 2-0; a1 Atlanta (Clary 0-1),
640 pm
Neer York (Viola 3-0) at HcasSon (Po(tugal 1-2)
7 35 p m
Pittsburgh (Heaton 3-0) at San Diego (Show 0-21.
906 pm
Chicago (Nurwiz 1-1) at Los Angsies (Valenzuela
0-2). 9 35 p rn

St Louis (Mathes% 0-21 at San Francisco ;Hammaker 1-1). 935 pm
Saturday. Games
Montreal at Ononnal 1 15 pm
St. Louis at San F ranosoo. 235 pm
Philadelphia at Atlanta 610 pm
New York sit liouslon 706 p m
Chicago at Los Anries. 905 pm
Plisturgh at San Dego, 905 p m
Slu ode 's Games
Philadelphia at Atlanta. 1 10 p m
Montreal at Cincinnati. 1 15 p m
Now York at Houston, 1 35 p m
St Louis at San Francisco. 235 pm
Pinsturgh at San Dago 306 p m
Chicago at Los Angeim 705 pm
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Thursday's G101011
Cleveland 4, Toronto 3
iAlwaukeie 3, Kansas cry 2
Seattle 6. New York 2
Oakland 6, Balerrors 4
Boseon 5. Calfornia 4
Texas 1, Chicago 0
Only games scheduled
Friday's Games
California (13)0Ww 0-2) at New York (Leary 1-1)
630 pm
Seattie IHanson 1-01 at Baltimore (Ballard 0-21
6 35 p m
Oakland (Sanderson 2-11 at Boston (Kieckeir
0-0), 635 pm
lAnnesota (West 1-2) at Cleveland (Bled'
1-01
635 pm
Milwaukee (Navarro 0-01 at Detroit (Morris 2-1),
6 35 p m
Toronto (Cismiat • 21 It Chcagc ;Hibbard 1 - 1 .

705 pm
Texas tHough 1 1; at Kansas Oh iGordon I01
7 35 p rn
Setunley's Games
Oakland at Boston 1206 pm
California at New York. 12 30 pm
hemmed. at Clerreiend. 12 35 pm
Texas at Kansas City. 135 pm
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tAlwaulue al Detroit. 6.35 p rn
Toronto at Chicago, 705 pm
Sunday's Games
Oakland at Boston. 12 05 pm
California at New York, 12 30 pm
Mimosas at Cleveland, 12 35 p
Mlwaukee at Dente 12 35 p
Seattle at Bellmore. 1 35 pm
Toronto at Chicago 135 pm
Texas r k amain Ca. '
—

Jane Rogers Insurance
305 N. 12th (Next To Century 21)

753-9627

Budweiser
Bud Light & Bud Dry

In other National League action,
Pittsburgh edged San Francisco
2-1, Chicago defeated San Diego
3-1 and Houston shut out Atlanta
3-0.
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Breds' upset...
(Cont'd from page 10)
Kim Sexton topped Laura Mossy
8-0, Katherine Oakley beat Polly
Adams 8-2 and Candi Manis
blanked Michelle Spcca 8-0.
Christian forfeited the No. 6 singles set.
In doubles play, Manis and
Catherine Hurt defeated AllenDetherage 8-6 and Kaylin
Haverstock-Shannon Wilkins beat
Mossy-Adams 8-5. Christian forfeited the No. 3 doubles set.
In boys' action, the Tigers were
beaten at No. 1 and No. 3 singles,
with Russ Adkins falling 8-6 to
Greg Prince while Chris Dill lost,
also 8-6, to David Montgomery.
The rest of the slate belonged to
Murray, with Josh Johnson defeating Lee Moore 8-5, Aaron Whitaker downing Brent Palmer 8-2,
Brent Keller defeating Chris Casey
8-4 and Dusty Rader taking an 8-5
win over Todd Haynes.
In doubles play, JohnsonWhitaker edged Moore Montgomery 9-8 (9-7), Dill-Adkins
got Casey-Prince 8-4 and KellerDamon Cohoon defeated PalmerHaynes 8-4.

•

• •

Calloway and Murray's tennis
teams meet for the second time in a

week on Monday, with girls' play'
at Murray High and boys' action at
Calloway.

TUCK'S

DISCOUNT PANELING & SUPPLY

Your Building Supply Value Warehouse
Prices Good Thru 413010

FOR YOUR KITCHEN
SINCE 1938
"QUALITY CONCRETE-ON -TIME"

Serving the
Murray & Calloway Co. Area
Per

•CONCRETE BLOCKS .CEMENT .SAND
•GRAVEL •CRUSHED STONE
.MASONRY CEMENT •LANDSCAPING PEA-GRAVEL

FEDERAL MATERIALS CO.
C.C. Lowry
Rd., Murray

753-3355

5' Kitchen Cabinet Base
6" Stainless Steel Sink
Kitchen Faucet-Twin Handle
Vinyl Flooring

$96.00
$29.00
$21.99
$2.50 sq. yd.

FOR YOUR BATHROOM
17"x19" Vanity wTop
32" Fiberglas Shower Unit
Whirlpool Tub
Lavatory Faucet - Chrome
ShowerTub Enclosure Doors

$29.00
$115.00
$450.00 & Up
$18.99
$39.00 & Up

FOR YOUR HOME
512" Paneling
$2 50
1 4" Paneling
$3.99
Steel Entry Door Units
$55.00
Wallpaper - New Shipment Single Roll

& Up
& Up
& Up
$3.50

FOR YOUR BUILDING NEEDS
Vinyl Siding (white)
Masonite Siding
4'x8' Panel
12"16' Lap
3.4" Birch 12
Treated Lattice

$41 00 sq
$899 & Up
$450

$29.00
$7.99

CHECK WITH TUCK'S FOR YOUR CONSTRUCTION NEEDS
Located On Hwy. 45E • One Mile South of Downtown • Martin, TN. • Phone: 901-587-3000
Hours: Mon. thru Fri. 7.30-5:30 • Sat 7:30-3:00
Now Accepting VisaMasterCard & American Express

I.
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State court reinstates Warford's libel case
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — A libel case
stemming from a Pulitzer Prize-winning series
on impropneties in college athletics was reinstated Thursday against the Lexington Herald Leader by the Kentucky Supreme Court.
The court ruled that Reggie Warlord, a former
assistant basketball coach at the University of
Pittsburgh who was accused in the articles of
offering money to a recruit, was not a public
figure and did not have to prove the newspaper
printed the story maliciously.
Warford, who played college basketball at the
University of Kentucky, has been out of coaching since the series was published, according to
his attorney.
"He's tried, but the stigma that has been
attached to him, it's almost like a blackball in
his profession," attorney Larry Roberts said
Thursday.
Warlord, who sued the newspaper and Editor
John Carroll for unspecified damages, has held a

series of part-time jobs in the Pittsburgh area,
including a juvenile probation officer and in a
sporting goods store, Roberts said.
Carroll said he disagreed with the court's niling and feared it would have a chilling effect on
freedom of speech in Kentucky. Carroll said the
newspaper would likely ask for a review of the
ruling, possibly by the U.S. Supreme Court.
The newspaper reported that Warlord offered
to split an expected raise with Steve Miller, a
highly sought after high school player in Lexington, if Miller would attend Pitt. Miller
enrolled at Western Kentucky.
The allegation was first published in the fall
of 1985 and again in 1986 in a special edition
entitled "1985: A Year of Crisis in College Athletics." It is the reprint, which was sent to all
NCAA member schools and coaches, that is at
the heart of the libel action.
Miller retracted his statement after the first
publication, but the retraction was not included

in the reprint, the court ruling said. Warlord's
denial of any improper offer was included in the
reports.
Lambert said "conclusive evidence" was
offered during the first trial that little attempt
was made to verify Miller's story.
During appeal, the newspaper said there was
an ongoing public debate about recruiting violations in college athletics and Warlord's position
as an assistant coach and recruiter made him a
public figure, which would require him to meet
a higher standard of proof that he was defamed.
The court, though, said there was no particular controversy at Pittsburgh at the time that
would have thrust Warlord into the public
spotlight.
"We agree ... that the heart of the issue
before us is whether (Warlord's) employment
was such that he accepted or assumed the risk of
public scrutiny. We conclude that he did not,"
Lambert said.

Americas' Cup

Ruling says catamaran was legal
SAN DIEGO (AP) — The San
Diego Yacht Club has now quashed
Michael Fay's America's Cup challenge on the water and in the
CO11111'00111.

SF
SUMMER
DURING THE
MONTH OF MAY
's.S Lo-s vs San [leg° S.
S' Los vs karta 7X z S b s vs Cc al 6
S Los vs anc--,a• •
5. Lo.:s vs karta 630
S' Lo-s vs Ata-ta 630
S' Ls vs Los Angeses 7 pm

Catch These Cardinal
Games On Murray
Cablevision, Channel 34
Sponsored by:
WKYO • Dwain Taylor
Cnevrolet. GEO
"erry's Paint 8. Decorating
-,eas Lumber Do-it Center
Murray Appliance
Cans AMC Jeep Eagle

But while it took three years and
a final ruling Thursday by New
York's highest court for Fay to
admit defeat, the New Zealand
merchant banker said he's not
through with the San Diego Yacht
Club yet.
"Tell them we can have another
lunch," Fay said from Auckland,
declaring his intention to start a
new, albeit more conventional,
challenge for the Cup.
It was in July 1987, over lunch
with then-San Diego Yacht Club

commodore Dr. Fred Frye, that Fay
lodged the unorthodox challenge
resulting in the legal fray.
San Diego initially rejected
Fay's challenge, prompting the
New Zealander's first trip to court,
where the challenge was validated
in November 1987.
The yacht club responded with
its twin-hulled catamaran defender,
which easily swept the best-of-3
series against 'Fay's lumbering
133-foot single-hulled sloop in
September 1988. The event off San
Diego was so one-sided it has
become known as "The Coma off
Point Loma."
In a 5-2 decision, the New York
Court of Appeal said SDYC's

Greenfield Parker...
(Coned from page 10)
coach Jim Harrell, with Greenfield
averaging 4.5 assists and 15.4
points per game while Parker
pushed in 19.9 points and hauled
down 5.4 rebounds per contest
their senior season.
She won the team's Most Steals
award three times and was a fourtime winner of the Most Assists
award.
Parker connected on 80% of her
tries from the free throw line, 53%
from field goal range and 40%
from 3-point range while Greenfield's numbers were 68% from the
line and 42% from the field.
Greenfield was voted All-Fourth
District; Parker was All-Fourth

District and All-Jackson Purchase.
Parker won the team's Best Field
Goal and Best Free Throw percentage awards for three straight years.
The two, who are best of friends
on and off the court, pursued excellence in their activities off the
court as well. Parker was a member
of the Student Council, F.H.A. and
was French Club Historian as well
as a three-year member of the softball and track teams at MHS.
Greenfield was the school's
Homecoming Queen for 1989 and
won the KHSAA IA state title in
the long jump. She played softball
for two years and is a five-year
veteran of the track team.

Inside/Outside Sale
April 27 & 28th

Outside
the store in the
parking lot

Dennison-Hunt's
Annual Garage
Sale
-- Closeouts
-- Discontinued
Items
-- Odd Sizes

Inside
the store

20%
OFF

Everything
All Items
Throughout
Way Below
The Store!
Cost!

DENNISON-HUNT
1203
Chestnut
Street

SPO(FerTilpappODS

Murray
Kentucky
753-8844

"EVERYTHING FOR THAT SPORT IN YOUR LIFE"

unprecedented use of a catamaran
to defend the Cup was within the
rules and that the issues of fairness
raised by Fay weren't a matter for
the court to decide.
Under the Deed of Gift, the
century-old document governing
Cup competition, New York's
Court of Appeal is the final arbiter
of Cup disputes.
"Obviously, we have to rest our
case," Fay said. "There was
nowhere else to take it and perhaps
people have had enough of it. San
Diego has come out on top.
They've prevailed. We start anew
for the America's Cup from square
one."
He said he expected to be in San
Diego within two weeks to formally present a fresh challenge.
The court ruling brought order to
the event after months of uncertainty. It cleared the way for San
Diego to stage the next America's
Cup in the Pacific Ocean off Point
Loma in May 1992 and reap the
anticipated multimillion-dollar economic bonanza arising from the
regatta.
Fay had complained that by
using the inherently faster catamaran, San Diego made a farce of the
race and broke rules of sportsmanship because of the refusal to meet
him in a "like and similar" craft.
San Diego defenders responded
that no such wording exists in the
Deed of Gift, which imposes two
basic requirements on participants
when the sides can't agree on race
terms: that the vessel fall within
certain length restrictions and that
it be sail-powered.
Appellate Judge Fritz Alexander
Jr., writing for the court majority,
said the court confined itself to legal issues.
'Questions of sportsmanship
and 'fairness' with respect to sporting contests depend largely upon
the rules of the particular sport and
the expertise of those knowledgeable in that sport," Alexander
WOW.

•

Lady Racer volleyball award winners (from left to right): Kim Koehler, offensive player of the year and recipient of the Olympic Sports
Academic Scholarship Award; Amy Rhodes, Gold Award; coach
Oscar Segovia; and Lea Ann Allen, defensive player of the year and
most valuable player.
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Athletic Director's Character Award winners Leigh Golden and Deena Wigger, with MSU athletic director Michael D. Strickland.

Rifle award winners from Murray State's Olympic Sports Banquet,
held earlier this week (from left to right): Chris Curtis, coach's
award; Deena Wigger, most valuable shooter; Karen flarbaugh, most
improved shooter; and coach Elvis Green.

Great Style At ROT Prices!
Winners
Cypress
L.J. Het

y
1987 Cadillac was $13,900
Reduced$11,900

1988 Bonneville SSE was $15900
Reduced$14,400

GM Pro ram Cars
E. Ma

1989 Sedan Devi le was $23 900
Reduced$21,900

1989 Sunbird was $14900
Reduced$13,900

These arejust afew of the beautiful buys you
will find. We have over 20 1989 & 1990 GM
Program Cars. Visit our lot today and let us help
you drive away in the car you've always
dreamed of

PURDOM MOTORS, INC
"Satisfied Customers are Our Main Concern"

OLDSMOBILE-PONTIAC-CADILLAC-BUICK-CENTURY BOATS

1300 Hwy. 121 Bypass

Murray

753-5315

•
•
•
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Weather turns beautiful out on lakes as
fish start feeding and begin spawning
This week has been a beautiful
one as far as the weather and the
fish did a little better after the
water settled.
Most of our gamefish are spawning or trying to. Some of the gamefish are spawning or trying to.
Some of the older mature females
have complete their cycle and are
ready to eat_ We have ssen ones
spilling eggs and others wherre the
sacs were hollow in the middle.
The shorelines are clearing,
which will cause many of the
spawning fish to move out into
deeper water.
We have takled to local and

and after, but not during the actual
dropping. We know that all of the
fish do not spawn at the same time
and you can find them deep as well
as shallow. I hope, under normal
conditions, this will last a week or
more so a few slabs can be caught.
The water temperature has
climbed from 59 to 68 degreees in
a very short time and these fish
must make adjustments like we do.
Some seem to just pack up and
move away.
The bass are more active than
the crappie and have been all apring. More folks are catching bass
now than ever before and some are
bigs ones, too.

FISHING
LINE
By Jerry Maupin
Columnist
tourist anglers who are catching
crappie on minnows and jigs working slowly over and around brush
and deadfalls. Spawning crappie
are much more shallow than one
suspects providing the water or
shade is good.
They feed pretty heavy before

There is lots of trash still on the
surface because of the rise in elevation but a good wind will clear it
away. Some of the log jams and
trash piles however are good fool
holding bass on Barkley and Kentucky Lakes.
Good things should be happening this week and next if everything continues on schedule. I
expect to see a lot more fish caught
on both lakes even though the
spawning is going on.
The strong barometric changes
are causing our problems so as the
moon changes into another phase,
the fishing will improve.
Happy Fishing
If

A good bait can be free if anglers return to
using the old standard nightcrawling worm

Junior fishing tourney set
The 15th annual Junior Boys and Girls Fishing Tournament is scheduled at Duncan Lake in TVA's Land Between the Lakes national
recreation area, Saturday, May 5, from 9:30 a.m. to 11 a.m.
The bank fishing tournament is cosponsored by the Murray Bass
Club, the Murray Optimist Club, and LBL, and is open to children
from 6 to 12. Prizes will be awarded in each age group and will be
based on the number of fish caught Participants must be accompaned
by an adult, but must land their own fish without assistance.
Members of the bass club, and TVA/LBL staff will be on site to
offer advice, teach fishing techniques, and help the youngsters improve
their fishing skills.
Registration is from 8:30 a.m. to 9:15 a.m. at Duncan Lake, which is
one mile west of the Trace on LBL Road 132. There is no entry fee.
Participants must furnish their own tackle and bait, but shad minnows
and goldfish are prohibited and sponsors reserve the right to inspect
bait buckets prio to competition. Worms, crickets, and artificial lures
are recommended baits. For more imformation, call 924-5602, extension 213, between 7 a.m. and 3:30 p.m. Monday through Friday.
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Winners from the Murray Bass Club tournament held recently at
Cypress Springs Resort (from left to right): Heath Ryan, first place;
L.J. Hendon, second; and Gary Marquardt, third.

Holland Tire Co.
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"Your Full Service
Tire Dealer"
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Pittman Wheel
Alignment

Tires, Wheels & Accessories
Car, Truck, Tractor Tires
410 N. 4th
753-8346-753-6779
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not see you beating un a stick in
your front yard, you can try a more
sophisticated, and quietel.. means.
The method employs two thin
metal rods driven into the ground a
couple of feet apart Each rod is
attached to a post of a car battery,
causing direct current to flow
between them, tingling the worms
to the surface. Maybe.
It is not considered good form to
grasp both the wired rods at the
same time yourself, especially if
the ground is damp.
Nightcrawlers can be kept indefinitely if they're cool and have
something to eat. Soil would seem
to be the best medium, but dry
leaves or sphagnum moss is better.

ALLENTOWN, Pa. (AP) —
Spring cleaning may be for the
birds but it's the order of the day.
People who expect to entice
birds to nest in their backyard or to
maintain feeding operations during
the spring through fall months need
to clean up their acts to get any
attention from the feathered visitors now arriving on the scene.
If my nest boxes are any indication, the lice, mice, spiders, gypsy
moths and other squatters that
adopted the wren and titmouse
houses over the winter will discourage any nester seeking a spring
nursery.
Debris left from last year's nesters will also have to be removal.
Birds may seem messy, and
some are, yet most will refuse to
use a nest built last year. Perhaps
instinct, or past experience, tells
them that they and their offspring
will find increased chances of parasite infestations and other troubles
should their furnishings be leftovers from a previous year.
Some people go so far as slipping plastic covers over the nest
houses in the fall or plugging the
holes so that white-footed mice and
other intruders won't gain access.
Personally, I enjoy flipping open
the hinged roofs in winter to see
the little deer mice that always take
up residence. Last winter I even
dropped birdseed at the nest box to
help the mice make it through the
season. But when the family
leaves, out comes the nesting
material and the entire box gets a
scrubbing
You may also have to attend to
cleaning duties throughout the nesting season. The wrens that inhabit
my apartments have the nasty habit
of starting two or three beds before
the finicky female finally makes a
choice.
Once eggs are discovered in one
house I always clear out the debris
from the others to entice another
pair of wrens or some other cavity
nester that may choose to take up
residence.
•••••••*****11••••••

getakeorkr iMonday, AprIl 30 through Sunday, May 6
DEER LP CLOSE Woodlands Nature Center 9 15 am Join us for a compansion of LI3L's two
kinds of deer, fallow and white-taied
Iron Industry- The Homeplace 1850. 10:30 am. and 110 pm A 12-minute audiovisual presentation about Stewart County's rich but often overlooked past
EAGLES UP CLOSE. Woodlands Nature Center 2 p in See these mastic birds and discover
how our national symbol has returned to LK to nest
Monday, April 30 through Sunday, May 6

By now, birdfeeders are in need
SEVEN WONDERS OF THE UNIVERSE Golden Pond Planetanum Shown daily at 10, 12, 2
of some serious scrubbing. House
arid 3. See a 20-minute show that includes a total eclipse of the sun, the Grand Canyon of
Mars: the nngs of Saturn. the ice cliffs of Miran& the dynamic atmosphere of Jupiter; the volcafinches, nuthatches, chickadees,
noes of lo, and the earth in all its natural beauty Following is a 15-minute star show about what
doves, titmice, red-bellied and
there is to see that night over LBL.
Monday, April 30 and Tuesday, May 1
downy woodpeckers and other
birds still patronize the half-dozen
SHEEP SHEARING. Empire Farm 9.30 am to 2.30 p m Expenence the annual sheep shearing event arid learn about the process of spinning and weaving wool
feeders set up around our house.
Tuesday, May 1
Recent weeks have also found
Domestic
Firewood
Permits
sale
on
flying squirrels plucking sunflower
Friday, May 4 through Sunday, May 6
seeds at one feeder, always in the
CARPOREE TOURNAMENT Energy Lake Campground 7 a.m. to 3:30 p.m. The tournament is
cosponsored by United Bowhunters of Kentucky and LBL Awards will be given in eacti
midnight hours. Therefore, I intend
A team money tournament will be conducted in conjunction with this Carporee Fee
to continue a reduced bird feeding
Saturday, May
STARGAZING. Golden Pond Visitor Center. 8 30 p in Weather permitting. Join us for a tour of
program throughout the spring and
the heavens in LBL's public observatory.
summer months.
EVENING AT THE HOMERACE 1E60. 7 p.m. Jon the Horneplace staff as they recreate an
evening of old fashioned socializing. Conversation, storytelling, and music provided PrereAgain, warm weather and rain
gistration and fee
bring new considerations to mainBUTTERMAKING The Homepkic,e 1850 2 p.m Learn about the process of making butter for
home use and maybe lend a hand pumping the dash
taining seed-filled feeders or trays
JUNIOR BOYS NC GIRLS FISHING TOURNAMENT 930 am.-11:30 pin Duncan Lake
and suet bags.
Tournament designed for bys and gwls ages 6 through 12. Prizes will be award for each age
group Registration 8.30 to 9 15 a m No fee
Food spoils more quickly as
MUZZLELOADING RIFLE MATCH The Horneplace 1850 130 p.m Come out and join in or
temperatures rise and April showwatch target shooting matches and loam about the firearms used in the 1850-era
GOODNESS
SNAKES Woodlands Nature Center I p m Learn to distinguish poisonous
ers may cause the seeds to germisnakes from nonpoisonous snakes
nate. There's also the possibility of
Saturday, May 5 and Sunday, May
WAGON RIDES Empire Farm. 110 p.m and 230 pm
salmonella infestations which can,
GAS AND STEAM ENGINE WEEKEND. Empire Farm 10 arm to 330 pm Return to the early
and have, caused deaths in birds.
days of engine power and see the beauty of these restored work horses of yesterday
Sunday, May 6
Remember, too, that droppings on
GIANT CANADA GEESE Woodlands Nature Center. 3 p.m Discover how the return of the
the feeders will encourage a rapid
geese °owed during a 15-minute film and hike along a 34 mile trail to see nesting geese and
goslings
bacterial growth and possible
disease-causing conditions.
TENNESSEE VALLEY AUTHORITY ••"4.14•00.44•01.16
"--The best bet is to clean all the
feeders you plan to leave in place
at the time you're tidying up the
birdhouses. A cleansing with soap
and water, followed by a thorough
rinsing and drying, will go a long
•
way toward getting the spring •
chore off to a healthy start. Of •
•
course, feeders that will be stored •
POLARIS'
should also be soaked and •
scrubbed.
Keith's Lawn & Tractor Center
If you continue to offer suet,
"i imp In
hang it in a shaded spot and keep •
▪ industrial Rd.
iapOut T59-963I
tabs on it I've not had trouble with
suet spoilage but the supplies are
usually gone by the time June heat
arrives. Woodpeckers, nuthatches
and others will continue to peck
away at the animal fat until it's
Where "Service Is Our Business"
gone, regardless of weather
conditions.
Another benefit of spring and
summer feeding is the possibility
of parents bringing their youngsters •
to the feeder or birds such as gold- • Hwy.
finches — regulars in the winter — •
641
hanging around as their plumages • South
Your U-Haul Headquarters
753-9131
change from a dull gold to brilliant •
•
lid
yellow.

•I Just add fun.
MU, yi

•

•
•

641 Super Shell

•
•

Something Fun :
For Everyone!

Only In A Jeep.

•
•

Auto Supply

Supw Products,

Th• UcCture's

Supor Ocitts•

Happy Holiday Travel, Inc.
1 1/2 MI on Hwy 94E

•

A supply of either in a wooden box
or wash tub in the basement is ideal. The material should be sprayed
very lightly with water daily; a
pump bottle is good for that.
For the first few days, before
you spray the bedding material,
check it and remove any dead
worms. Some will be injured in
collection and soon go to their
reward. After that, the survivors
will be fine if they have leaves or
moss and a little wazer.
The nightcrawler is a pretty solid
citizen. When he isn't catching
fish, he's enriching your lawn and
feeding the robins.
Even the fanciest artificial bait
can't do that.

Explore:

Bird watchers need to give
boxes a spring cleaning

"Your Complete
Automotive
Headquarters"
_ We Install Automotive Glass —

D&

when the lawn is damp from rain,
dew or watering. Armed with a
flashlight and a coffee can, you can
usually harvest all you need.
Since the worms are sensitive to
both strong light and ground vibrations, it is smart to cover the flashlight lens with red or yellow cellophane and to tread lightly in soft
shoes.
This sensitivity to ground vibration makes the critters vulnerable
to a couple of more dramatic
approaches, too.
At least a few hours before you
plan to go fishing, drive a 3-foot
wooden stake about a foot deep
into the ground in a likely spot.
When you're ready to go, beat on
the side of the stake with a stick;
the vibrating stake sends shock
waves through the surrounding soil
and usually drives worms topside.
If you prefer that your neighbors

•

LBL's annual Junior Fishing Tournament is set for May 5.

HENDERSON, Ky. (AP) —
Wouldn't it be great to have a fish
bait that is free, easy to get and
keep, which will catch just about
everything from bluegill to
walleye?
The lowly nightcrawler matches
this description and is undoubtedly
the most widely used bait in the
country. They are successfully used
for almost all fish species except
members of the pike family.
The worms consistently account
for good catches of trout and are
hard to beat for smallmouth bass in
deep water. Nightcrawlers, coupled
with a spinner, also attract early
season walleye.
For all catfish varieties, a wad of
worms has no superior and a nightcrawl3r or a piece of one, is standard for panfish.
Nightcrawlers partially emerge
from their holes on mild evenings

Murray, Ky 753-6116
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Louisville girl shoots alleged kidnapper, rapist

'
"t

HODGENVILLE, Ky.(AP) — A
15-year-old Louisville girl told
authorities she was held against her
will for three weeks, chained to a
tree and raped repeatedly before
killing her captor, Kentucky State
Police said.
The girl, who was released to her
father Thursday, told police she
look a shotgun while the man slept
in a tent and killed him with a
single shot to the head.
Phillip E. Clopton, 39, whose

last known address was in Jefferson County, apparently died about
11:15 a.m. Thursday, LaRue County Coroner George Bertram said.
Police said the girl and Clopton
were acquaintances.
State police found Clopton's
body after they received a call from
the Nelson County sheriff's office
at 12:50 p.m. saying that a girl had
called from Howardstown Liquor
Store in LaRue County and said
she had been raped.

Lions Club donates air cleaner

"She said she had been raped
and kidnapped and asked me to call
the police, and I did," said Terry
Cecil, a clerk at the store.

Stock Market
Report
Prices

198

as of 10 00 AM

;
.

Dwain Taylor Chevrolet-Geo, Inc.
Introducing

KELLY STEELY!
Kelly is from Murray. He graduated from Murray High
School and is attending Murray
State University with a major in marketing. Kelly is
22 years old and enjoys sports.
641 South

753-2617

)

Announcing
the CENTURY 21®
Open House Weekend.
(

Sunday, April 29th 2-4 p.m.

#

Hal Kemp, left, co-owner of Holland Medical, and Steve Sexton, right, Murray Lions
Club president,
present an Enriracare air cleaner to Brett Harris, 14, Route 3, Murray. Brett is
an asthma patient and
requires the air cleaner to help him breathe. The Lions Club donated the cleaner and
purchased it at cost
from Holland Medical.

State launches environment watch program
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — The
state on Thursday launched a prograrn to mobilize citizen volunteers
to keep a watchful eye on the
environment.

Its many facets would include
training people to monitor landfills,
encouraging tree-planting campaigns, recycling and stream cleanups and staging community work-

OBITUARIES

cs.

Additional Information Available
Upon Request.

2108 Edinborough
Large 4 bedroom in Gatesborough...must see to appreciate size and
decor - easy to see at Open House come by and have a cup of cofTee with
-9•11ftabitiM,AraniQii&?

Industrial Average
•13.2
Previous Close
1676.58 5
Air Products
SI%
A.T.C.-Class A ........33% B 34A
AT&T
40'/. -V.
7
Bank of Murray -.117/
1
2 B 150A
Bell South
53% +%
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2
Chrysler
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32 +%
Dean Foods
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Exxon
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Kmart
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Ky. Utilities
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1
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Mrs. Altie A. Elkins
C-7
c-7
414 Main St.
Murray, Ky
753-3366

ILLIARD

Loretta Jobs
Realtors
303 N. 12th St.
Murray, Ky 24071
502-753-1492
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\
3
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\
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is you.
Member No.., Y or k, &rrar and Mrdwrit %oar
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Graveside services for Mrs. Altic
A. Elkins were today at 10:30 a.m.
at Murray City Cemetery. John
Dale officiated.
Pallbearers were Den-el Wilson,
Ronnie Ray, Edwin Greenfield,
Louie Greenfield and Kelly Woods,
nephews. Miller Funeral Home of
Murray was in charge of
arrangements.
The family requests that expressions of sympathy be in the form of
donations to Am'erican Cancer

Society.
Mrs. Elkins, widow of Edgar
Elkins, died Wednesday at 6:30
p.m. at Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
She is survived by one son, Pat
Elkins and wife, Jackie, RL 8, Murray; one sister, Mrs. Essie Jones,
and one brother, Ogie Greenfield
and wife, Lacy, all of Murray; two
grandsons, Terry Elkins, San
Diego, Calif., and Michael Elkins,
Memphis, Tenn.

Hog market

Bring the good life home.
95
•No cash deposit
•No credit hassles
•No long-term obligation
•Call now and well deliver today

as low as

$9

per
week*

FederelStsu %Jute Sews Service Aprl 27, Ira Kentucky Purchase Ars /4 Markel Report bicludes 5 &ryes( Stations Receipts Art NA FA 425
11077wi E Gili
31-75 biewr, Sows sUady-1.10 kelpIetr.
US 1-2 724-2411 be
53700-5735
US 1-2 2011-221 14
535.01-57.00
US 2-3 224254 Es
5.54.51-571111
US 3-4 250-2711 is
$55.50-9154
Sows
US 1-2 271-3511 Its
RU100-51-00
US 1-3 3/8400 Its
/41.011-54.00
US 1-3 4114-52S Is
54100-51.14
US 1-3 25 and up
$.50.4053.1
US 2-3 311-54111 14_
$471141-49.04
Daus /45.1047111

shops on air quality, officials said
in a news conference.
The program, Environmental
Watch, is to be an expansion of the
Water Watch program started by
the Natural Resources Cabinet in
1985, said Art Williams, the
cabinet's environmental protection
commissioner.
Under Water Watch, more than
22,000 volunteers were trained in
water-quality monitoring, community education and organization, and
it must now be broadened, Williams said.
Volunteers from across Kentucky will be invited to the capital next
month for a conference on specific
implementation of the new program, Williams said. Training and
support materials are to be ready
by July, with the program in full
swing by October, he said.
An example of volunteer action
would be citizens, armed with
copies of operating permits, monitoring waste dump trucks at landfills, Williams said.
The cabinet had a lengthy list of
suggested program components,
including:
—Air — Volunteer monitoring
of open burning and smokestacks;
air quality workshops and education programs in schools; tree
planting; establishment of vehicleemissions testing programs; support for passage of open-burning
ordinances.
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HEY, G
OwNE,

Super Special
Friday & Saturday
Only!

Rent a 19" Home Entertainment
Center For Only '16" And Get A
VCR or CD Player at No Extra Charge!

Two Medium Pizzas $i999
Original Crust • Up To 10 Items

YOU '
IF Ti
MILl
WAS
RIC

Two Large Pizzas
Original Crust • Up To 10 Items $16
"

Welcome Alumni!
1

This Weekend
Only!

Full Size Whirlpool
Washer/Dryer Pairs
Starting at $1495
per week

TN • VIDEO • AUDIO)- Ft

RNITI RI • APPI I AlsiCt-S

Rent-to-Own Today, Call:

Stop by and visit with us
and enjoy our famous
Mr. Gatti's All-You-Can-Eat
Pizza & SpaGatti Buffet!

&eta
Gela
GaltiA

Spec al Good
Thru
Apni 30, 1990

MR PIT
SEE 'IC

Dine-In, Pick-Up
or FREE Delivery
Offer Not Good
With Any
Other Special

408 N. 12th Street
Murray
759-4487
Chestnut St.

753-6656
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By Abigail
Van Buren

kfh' DAD CAN HIT A V I KNOW M.ue DAD
GOLF BALL FARTHER STILL CUTS ACROSS
711AN ',OUR DAD.
HIS TEE SHOTS

Son Who Bought Trouble May
Be Able to Profit by Mistake

MY DAD CAN
I KNOW *I DAD
BOWL TTER THAN 511u. HASN T LEARNED
ID GIVE THAT BALL
YOUR DAD
ANY REAL LIFT

t.,* I-6•

11

MY DAD
CAN

OAT A MINUTE DON T SAY
ANY MORE JUST CatE WiTH ME
SOMETHiN6
I WANT TO SHOW

SEE THIS? THIS iS MY DADS 13ARBER
SHOP HE WORKS IN THERE ALL DAY LONG
HE HAS TO DEAL IL/ITH Au.SORTS C*
PEOPLE. SOME CC THEM GET KIND
BUT YOu 04010 WHAT ?

11,
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I CAN GJ IN THERE ANYTIME. AND NO
MATTER HOW BUSY HE IS HE LL ALWAYS
STOP AND GIVE ME A BI6 SMILE AND YOU
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One of the most heartwarming of experiences is observing by people in the
twelve-step program the tolerance of
other people's higher power. Catholic
and Jew, Protestant and Muslim, Atheist
and Buddhist—all must learn to tolerate
the beliefs of others.
When we look at the history of the
world, it is painful to note how much human suffering is the result of other people's unwillingness to tolerate other people's religions.
"Believe the way I do or you will be
expelled or killed." How foolish!

Among small children we can 'hear,
"My father can lick your father!"
Wouldn't it be wonderful if, as adults, we
really grew up and let others be happy
with their father?
Violet defends her fragile self-esteem
with an attitude of superiority. She extends this defense to include her father,
who must be greater than other fathers.

Charlie Brown is not threatened by
this. He has a good father. He knows his
father loves him and provides for him,
and that is all that counts. So what if
someone can find some imperfection in
his father'?
If Charlie Brown had challenged Violet, a holy war would have erupted.
Charlie Brown's response totally disarms
Violet, who must concede that they both
have good fathers.
We can have God as we understand
Him and others can have God as they understand Him

Excerpted from "Waking
Up Just In Time" by
Abraham J. Twerski, M.D.
With PEANUTS illustrations by
Charles M. Schulz.
(Topper Books) Text copyright 1990 Abraham J. Twerski.

DEAR ABBY: I have a favor to
ask of you and your readers, if you
would be so kind. I am the mother of
a son who,through poorjudgment,is
now facing a possible felony conviction for buying some electronic equipment that turned out to be stolen. He
is over 21 and should have known
better, but the "bargain" was more
than he could resist, and now he's in
deep trouble.
He thinks ifhe is convicted his life
will be ruined and he will be branded
as a failure for the rest of his life. He
sees no point in finishing his college
education because "nobody hires a
felon."
I've tried to tell him that there is
life after mistakes — that he can
turn his mistake into a positive learning experience and become a better
person afterward. He won't listen.
Abby, I am sure there are many
who have been in a spot like this and
managed to rise above it. Please ask
your readers for any success stories.
Are there any felons who have turned
their lives around and gone on to
become respected members of society? Would they please write and tell
how they turned their lives around?
Are there some fields that are more
forgiving?
Thank you and your readers for
their efforts. I hope it helps.
CONCERNED MOTHER

DEAR SISTER: All younger
sisters and brothers ofoutstanding students and athletes have
been saddled with this problem.
Unfortunately, there's no way
one can control the expectations
or behavior of others.
I'm printing your letter, however,to remind teachers and kids
to judge each person individually irrespective of his or her
siblings' accomplishments.

DEAR ABBY:My husband thinks
the piano is too feminine an instrument for boys,so he refuses to let our
son take piano lessons as our daughter does. My husband is afraid that if
our son takes piano, he will grow up
to be gay or sissy, because when you
play piano, your hand movements
have to be graceful — not stiff.
He thinks guitar is a better instrument for boys. I disagree. Our
son is 8 years old and he likes music.
Please advise me.
PIANO LOVER

CommIsaloner's Sale
The Commonwealth of Kentucky, Calloway Circuit Court Bright Mortgage
Company plaintiff, versus Donald H. Snyder, et. al. Defendant.

NOTICE OF SALE
By virtue of a judgment and order of sale of the Calloway Circuit Court rendered

February 9 Term thereof 1990, in the above cause, for the sum of twenty-nine
thousand six hundred sixteen and 68/100 (S29,616.68) Dollars„with interest at
the
rate of 11.5% per annum from April 1, 1988 until February 9, 1990 and twelve
per
cent per annum from the 9th day of February 1990, until paid and its cost therein
I
shall proceed to offer for sale at the Court House door in the County of
Calloway
Kentucky, to the highest bidder, at public auction on the 7th day of May 1990,
at
I 0:00 o'clock a.m.,or thereabout, upon a credit of$2.500 cash with balance to
be paid
in 60 days the following described property, to-wit:
A 0.289 acre tract of land as surveyed by Allgood Surveying Services
of Murray,
Kentucky, located at 213 South Eleventh Street in the City of Murray, Calloway
County, Kentucky, and being more particularly 'described as follows:
Beginning at the Southwest corner of the herein described tract of
land and the
Northwest corner of the Helen Hounshell Property, Deed Book 160, Card
1722, said
point being an existing iron pipe 20.00 feet East of the centerline of South
Eleventh
Street and 262.50+/- feet North of the centerline of Vine Street;
thence, North 1
degree 00' 00" West - 87.52 feet with the East side of South Eleventh
Street to an
existing iron pipe at the Northwest corner of the herein described tract of
land; thence.
North 89 degrees 07'01" East - 143.69 feet with the Marland Harris South
Property
Line, Deed Book 161, Card 201, to a 44 Re-bar set at the Northeast
corner of the
herein described tract of land; thence,South I degree 07'33" East - 87.50
feet with the
Edward McKeel West Property Line, Deed Book 117, Page 602. to an
existing iron
pipe at the Southeast corner of the herein described tract of land; thence,
South 89
degrees 06' 27" West - 143.88 feet with the Helen Hounshell North
Property Line,
Deed Book 160, Card 1722, to the point of beginning.

Call Gene at 753-2617
Plus Tax Tine & License
36 Mo Closed End Lease

wing
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$5.000 GOLD CARD No
turndowns' No deposit
needed Cash advances'
Also fast, easy VISA/MC
no deposit! Free info'
1(800)677-5103, anytime

Request For
Bids
Sealed bids for upkeep of Temple Hill
Cemetery will be
accepted thru Saturday, May 5. Bids
may be given to
Bob Nanney, Leon
Duncan,
Larry
Roberts or Mrs.
Kenton Woodall
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Answer to Previous Puzzle

Crete
31 Airline into.
32 Blackbirds
35 Squanders
38 Son of Adam
39 Article
41 Milk in Paris
42 Island in
Aegean Sea
43 Animal life
45 Diocese
46 Greek letter •
47 Flag
49 Tantalum
symbol
50 Trapped
52 Sounded a
horn
54 Acts
55 Finished

1 Perch
6 Tree of
forgetfulness
11 Shade of
brown
12 Makes
suitable
14 Equally
15 One guilty
of treason
17 Concerning
18 Music as
written
20 Chemical
compound
21 Prohibit
22 Fixed period
of time
24 19th letter
of alphabet
25 Musical
organization
26 Mistakes
28 Inclinations
30 Mountain on
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Legal
Notice

Legli
*Ca

DEAR PIANO LOVER: Has
your son expressed a preference
for any particular instrument?
If he has, perhaps that's the instrument he should study. If he
has no preference, you make the
choice. The piano is an excellent Being the same property
conveyed to Defendant, Donald H. Snyder, by deed dated
DEAR MOTHER:I'm printing instrument for a child to learn
your letter. I, too, hope it helps. the basics of music. Then, if he June 14, 1985. and record-'d on microfilm in Book 167, Card 88. in the office of the
Clerk of County Court of Calloway County, Kentucky.
Readers?
wants to take guitar, drums,
For the purchase price, the purchaser must execute bond,
with approved securities,
trumpet, violin or any other inbearing legal interest from the day of sale, until paid, and
*5*
having the force and effect
strument — fine. But first, the
piano. As for piano lessons af- of a judgment. Bidders will be prepared to comply promptly with these terms.
DEAR ABBY: I am 12 and have fecting a child's sexual orientastarted at the junior high my older tion — that's sheer nonsense!
Jean Miller
sisterjust graduated from."Holly"is
Master Commissioner Calloway Circuit Court
very pretty, smart and a great athlete,so you can imagine that she was
n20
020
very popular.
*5*
No one ever remembers my name.
Notice
Notice
I go through school with teachers
and kids calling me "Holly's sister."
Lease For Less at
I am not a miracle of a girl like my
Key MiniPUBLIC NOTICE
DWAIN TAYLOR
Everybody has a problem. What's yours?
A public hearing will
sister, and I wish people would stop
Warehou
ses
it off your chest by writing to: Dear
CHEVROLET
expecting so much from me. What Get
be held by Calloway
Hwy. 121 South
Abby, P.O. Box 69440, Los Angeles, Calif.
1990
Beretta
GT loaded
can I do?
County at the court90069. For a personal reply, please enclose
Sizes from 5x10 to 10x30
$314.86 mo'
HOLLY'S SISTER a stamped, self-addressed envelope.
house on May 8,1990
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11 Class of
society
13 Dispatches
16 Possessive
pronoun
19 Comes on the
scene
21 Yellow
fruits
23 Pattern
25 Climbing
species of
pepper
27 Hurried
29 Corded cloth
32 Claude
33 Be prevalent
34 Remains
erect
35 Lawmaking
body
36 Ate to lose
weight
37 Advantage,
service
40 Attila the
43 Give food to
44 Soon.
presently
47 Before
prefix
48 Bushy clump
51 Diphthong
53 Tellurium
symbol

at 1:00 p.m. in the
office of the county
judge/executive for
the purpose of obtaining written or oral
comments from citizens regarding Calloway County's proposed budget for fiscal
year 1990-91.
George H. Weaks
Calloway County
Judge/Exec.

LAST Clikg
Sunday, April 29
9 a.m.-8 p.m.

753-5562 it no answer:
753-6078, 753-0996

CUSTOM
DOOR SHOP
In

144ry 451 mule w

Pieces $299
Regular or
Hot 'n Spirj
—1

Jr.

Food
Mart
4th & Chestnut
Open 24 Hours
CARPETS Dirty" Rent
Host 'Dry' Carpet Cleaner
Black's Decorating Center.
701 S 4th St. Murray

WANT
TO BUY
Large Safe
60" to 70" Tall
Will move it.

Call 492-8566
after 5 p.m.
GRANDMA Milers Bake
Shop at Rolling Hills
Nursery on North 121h St
Open Tuesday through Saturday
9-5 3 Opm
759-9536

Retail Space
1
Available In
Bel-Air Center

Muss

587-3000

VANITIES 8. Cabinets at
Sedalia, Ky has teniporarily moved to old fork lift
building at Sedalia Sorry
for any inconvenience Call
328-8030 after 5 30pm

FACE BRICK
Prices Start Az

Creole
Fried Chicken

8

operation at

TUCK'S

$1310,?.,
VOWELL &
SON INC.

SU
=I
Martin, TN-587-3821 MU
INIIIII.
AIM
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MMUS,
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VIDEO DATING Including
Murray. Paducah, Benton
Mayfield
Confidensal.
names exchanged only via
mutual consent For details
send self-addressed
stamped envelope to Per
sonalized Video Systems
PO Box 1911, Murray Ky
42071

SON OR DAUGHTER
AGE
Unless still in School
or
College, their
family group hospital
insurance may have
expired due to age.
Our most popular Major Medical Policy offers comprehensive
benefits at reasonable
rates. For free information call:
Jerry McConnell
Insurance 753-4199
'tam local clam servIce-

(125
Personale
•

Call 7534751
After 5 p.m 753-9439
PASSPORT Photos Instant passport photos tweeab4e at Allmon Photography, 753-8809

Want to lease dark
fired or burley tobacco base. Mark
Paschall.

753-5265

i
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$300 A DAY Taking phone
orders, people call you
1 217 844 2260 ext 1.2
ANNOUNCER/Reporter
kit 100.000 waft NPR affiliate Ni Western Ky Local
host toe Morning Edition.
report news, produce features work with students
and volunteers Bachelors
degree, experience in news
reporong and feature production, interviewing and
production skills, good on
air delivery Salary
$14,000-$18 000, salary
commensurate with quake
cations Screening to begin
May 18 or until filled Send
resume, writing samples,
audition tape, references
to Search, WKMS, Box
2018 Univ Station Murray.
Ky
42071
Equal
Opportunity/Affirmative Action Employer

270

Hslo
Wooled

Articles
For Sale

INTELLIGENT hard working medical assatant ler
busy physicians office
Send resume to PO Box
1040H Murray, Ky 42071

ROLLINS Leasing Corp , a
national truck-leasing company, a looking for an honest, hard-working individual kit an entry level truck
maintenance position, as a
truck haelerwasher Please
ask for Rollins DCS at
753-5986 for an interview
Compensation includes
medical, pension, and in
surance benefits

5'ri hp RIDING mower
36in cut with trailer $600
after 5pm, 492 8254

MAID for weekend work
and occasonal weekdays
Must have home phone
Experience preferred
Apply Eagle Inn. 753-6706
MAINTENANCE-Janitorial
position Apply in person at
McQonalds Part tune positions available also day
shift
NURSES aide PRN Work
as needed Various shifts
Prefer experience Apply in
person Fern Terrace
Lodge, 1505 Stadium View
Dr EOE

OFFICE expenence computer, filing, typing Trucking related background
helpful Call Edwina at Di'FINANCIAL FREEDOM' rect Connection Truck
Earn $200-$500 weekly Lines Inc 1-800-523-4932
mailing mothers day and
fathers day cards For more ORGANIST needed for
information send a local church by audibon
stamped addressed enve- Please call after 6pm to
arrange an appointment
lope to Holiday Greeting
Cards INC P 0 Box 753-3673
65748 Washington DC PUNCHING the time-clock
20035 5748
got you down/ Call
314 539-9765 Dept 121
GREENHOUSE attendaeti for the answer 24 Hours
cashier and delivery person Applications available SALES representative.
pail-time for local Christian
Shirley Florist 500 N 4th St
newspaper Looking for
No Phone Calls'
Christian person with extra
HELP Wanted Workers tor time on their hands Must
a professional maid ser be willing to work hard For
ince C&C Maid Service interview. contact Darvin
753-MAID Don/Roy Co- Stom at 354-9144 after
thran Owners
5pm
HOMEMAKER'S DREAM
DECOR AND MORE is
now hiring for the 1990
season ii Work from your
home, weekly Paychecks,
Bonus Trips, FREE Training. FREE $300 sample kit
NO INVESTMENT! Call
collect or direct
(502)685-2614 for rnore exciting details1

eal

Hat)
Wanted

SMALL fleet leased to large
nationwide carrier needs
OTR drivers
Call
502-753-2215 Purchase
Equipment Company
Murray

IMMEDIATE opening for
kitchen help at Big Apple
Cate 'Must be 21 • Apptyin
person
or
call
901 217 5798
13 IMMEDIATE OPENINGS NEED a lob/ A
GED/ Hope for the future/
You may qualify if You do
eot have your GED or high
school diploma You we
between the ages of 16 &
21 We are an E 0 E The
protect a funded by the
Western Kentucky Prrvate
Industry Council- J TP A
CaIIJTPA Out Of School
7 5 3 - 9 3 7 8 ,
84 m -11 30a m

Drivers
What's brown and gold
and makes more money?
The J.B. Hunt driver.
frs no secret that J B Hunt
rimers get trier share cr teas
irg in the truck slops
Trey wear uniforms in a fieid
where the T-shin and wan °X
earn are the usual attire
Brit who gets the last laugh?
They do
.113 Hunt pays the best
saltines in the buseess - and
prov:des a Ialt range at corn
any pad benefits
you ware to see the color 3!
our money - cat
1430-641-3331
J.B. Hunt
Where the rimer matters
Subject to drug scrum
An equal opporturity angler/sr

NOTICE
OFFICE SPACE FOR RENT
If you are a one person operation and you need office
space Look No Further
Six indeidual office spaces with utilities furnished will be
available from $190 to $240 per month

TO GOOD TO BE TRUE? THERE'S MORE...
For This eiasonabie money rate youll get
Secretarial Help
(4) Receptions!
2, Copy Service
(5) Fax
3; Teleprione Answeeng (6) Excellent Location
Service
(7) Plenty of Parking

INTERESTED? CALL 753-7307

HELP WANTED
Kentucky Fried Chicken is looking for help. If
you are energetic, enthusiastic and like people,
we would like to meet you.
Positions available are:
er Manager Trainees er Food Service Workers
Customer Service Workers
Good Salary
Good Benefits
Apply in person at the Murray Kentucky Fried
Chicken restaurant, E0E/7.4/F

Rntucky Fried Chicken@

SALES position - new car
dealership, pay unlimited.
Excellent working conditions Send resume to: PO
Box 1040L. Murray, Ky.
42071

CUSTOM tilling with Troybolt tiller Any size garden
$20 and up 436-5259
DEPENDABLE lawn mowing and trimming
753-7639
GENERAL house and office cleaning References
supplied 753-4897 or
753-6737
MINI HOME for the elderly
room for 2 elderly ladies,
complete 24 hour care, excellent conditions, like being at home 435-4167

LEARN TO DRIVE
0
TRACTOR-TRAILER
ALLIANCE
roucroixruanin laill1111111.
LILL ft.PM=
14300-334-1203

ANTIQUES by the piece or
collections Call 753-9433
after 5pm
BUYING aluminum cans,
battery scrap metal, copper and Junk cars KGA
Recycling 492-8183 days.
498-8785 nights
FURNITURE, appliances.
glassware One item or a
houseful
Days
502-492-8175, nights
901-247-5518
GOOD used, outdoor
trampoline 753-7743

NEW HOSPITAL INSURANCE
PLAN FOR 1990

Federal
Savings Building
7th at Main, Murray, Kentucky

DISC player with 15 movies, gas grill, almost new,
used 3 times motorcycle
for parts 437-4669, if no
answer, leave message
Will return call
ELECTRIC E Z go golf cart
Everest-Jennings traveler
wheel chair 901-642-1550

200
Sports
EquiPm•fli
E -Z-GO Golf Carts
Electric, 753-1152, at Sue
van's Par 3 golf course
210

WANT to buy a 2-3 bath. 4
bedroom home, acreage,
and proximity to Murray on
Ky Lake required Can be
reached at 216-825-8285
WANT to buy an electric
chain saw Call James at
435-4425

Amilances
30 GALLON, single element hot water heater, $50
11,030BTU, 110 air conditioner, $50 753-4013, after
4pm
GE's best dehumidifier, like
new No basement since
moving New 13,500 BTU
carrier, 3-speed air conditioner Never installed
753-5593
USED refrigerator $175
753-6069(days) 489-2440
(nights)
160
Homo
Furnishings
5-PIECE cherry bedroom
suite Also full size solid
brass bed with mattresses
759-9546
5 PIECE oak bedroom suite
in excellent condibon, triple
mirror $550 00 753-3720
MATCHING couch and
chair. 1 odd chair Good
condition (work)753-4175,
(home) 489-2454.
NEW and used furniture for
sale, 'cheap.' Call
753-2922 and ask for Neal
TWIN bed with mattress
and box springs Like new
492-8261 after 5pm
WAVELESS Beauty Rest
Waterbed by Simmons
Queensize, used only a
short time Excellent condibon Cal 753-5902, days,
753-2416, nights

A FIREWOOD for sale
437-4667
WOOD for sale 436 5481

1987 3 AXLE trailer
6'4•x164', drop ramps To
see, call 753 4352
1989 WOODS cornrnerael
mower with 241 hours on it
Has Kubota diesel engine
and 61' mower deck
437-4171
1 EUROTAN suntanning
bed.$2000 1 1985 Big Fled
Honda 3-wheeler $900
753-0432

6 YEAR old Registered red
Angus bull Never a calving
problem $1200 firm
901-364-2667 Dresden If
no answer, leave message
on machine

oi in Tennessee 83 in the
United States For sales of
the Si Home Sob in the
United States, •FleehvoodNow in Paris Keith Baker
Homes Lake Hwy 'We
will not be undersold'
1 800-748 9170
EASTER SPECIAL - 14x80
North River 3BR, 2 bath,
super nice $18.995 00.
1-800- 748 9170 ask for
JR

220
Muskal
GOING Out Of Business
Sale - Entire stock markdown beginning May 1st.
Pianos, organs, band in
struments, guitars, amplifiers, strings, boom-boxes,
Walkman sheet music,
player pianos, grand ()lance, practice pianos, cassettes, records, 8-track
tapes, miaophones, public
address systems, antique
pump organs, civil war rifles, much more Lonardo
Piano Co., next to Penneys, Paris, Tenn.
PV Guitar and amp $375
Saxaphone $100
753-8615 after 5pm

1JKE new Applel I C computer, monitor 753-0492
OUR good grade 8x12 sto
age buildings on sale for
$795 Acree Portable Buildings 1-247-7831
PRINTED caps 12 dozen
$2 each, 6 dozen $250
each, at Faye's 753-7743

PRIVATE Investigator with
22 years city and state investigation experience
'Accident 'Criminal 'Civil
•Personal or Corporate
•Missing Persons Your
needs, our speaalty Call
Confidential Investigations,
(502)753-2641
270
Male
Homes For Sale
10x55 HOUSE trailer /Of
storage Of fix-up $700
Can see at 1st trailer on
right on Forrest Coleman
Rd in Penny community
ARE you looking ex a
beautiful home that a easily
affordable and built to last/
Call 1800-748-9170 locally call 644-0012 ask for
Ed Amery
CHECK us out! Huge
selection of repo s and preowned homes! Only $500
down and low monthly installments Pre owned
homes starting at $1900
Many new homes at super
low prices, Volunteer
Homes Hwy 79E Paris
Tenn 931 642-4466
COME see us
'The
Largest Inventory in the
area • Keith Baker Homes,
Inc Lake Hwy Pans, Tn
14 16 24 28 wide homes
1 8 00 7 4 8 9 1 7 0
Fleetwood North River
Franklin full sales-Service
tree set up 'We will not be
undersold'

!MINIMUM'

Call 753-7566

QUARTER horse mare and
filly, 8 weeks old Out of
paint stud No papers
$700 436-5634

Pete
& Supplies

BEAUTIFUL registered
%Met:eller pups 7 weeks
old Male and female for
sale $400 each Call
436-5634

280
Mobile
Homes For Rent

2 OR 3 bedroom, furnished
or unfurnished Some new
furniture, natural gaselectric, air conditioned
Shady Oaks 753-5209

PUPPIES for sale Black,
half Cocker, half Chow/
Husky mix $10 Call
753-6171
REMODELED & New
Hours Peg's Dog Grooming 753-2915

410
Public
Sole

320
Apartments
For Rent
1BR apartment nice, can
tral H/A, utilities paid References and deposit re
quired, 641S $250 per
month. Call 492-8634
1BR duplex, near unrver
say $175/mo. 753-3630
1BR unfurnished apartment, $160/mo No pets
Water paid. 753-5980

2BR, 2 bath, apartment
central HA, W/D hookup
No pets References required 753-3949
28R furnished apartment
$200/mo. 1BR unfurnished
apartment, $160/mo. No
pets
Water paid
753-5980
BRICK 2BR duplex, 3 miles
east Water furnished
$225 plus deposit
753-1513 after 4pm
FURNISHED apartment
with paid utilities Available
May 1st Near downtown
location 436-2755 after
4pm
LARGE and very nice 2BR
apartments Central H/A,
appliances furnished,
decks on back Coleman
RE 753-9898
NEW 2BR house size
apartment Low utilities,
central gas heat/air, appliances furnished Deposit
required
$375/mo.
753-8828.
NICE duplex 2BR,
$375/mo Townhouse duplex 2BR, $450/mo No
pets Lease, deposit required 753-3343
NICELY furnished 1, 2,
3BR apartment. 1-3BR
house. 1-4BR house, both
near MSU Days 753-6111,
after 4 30pm, 753-0606.
TWO bedroom apartment,
113 South 13th Street,
available May 7, 1990
Rent $275 month with one
years lease, Deposit $275.
Call 753-3488 for an
application

3 Family
Yard Sale
307 S. 13th St.
8-1 p.m.
Sat., April 28
Household items,
golf clubs, fishing
equip., lots of clothing,
ladies,
mens, boys &
some baby.

Garage
Sale
Sat., April 28
1609 Sycamore
St.
7-?
GARAGE
SALE
Sat., April 28
7-Noon
1522 Beckett Dr.
(Canterbury)
Recliner, lamp, sewing
machine, books, craft
supplies, auto & bike
pails, many, many items
for home, yard & garage.

Yard Sale
(Four Member)
Fri. & Sat.
1913 Westwood
Dr.
(Off N 16e Wiswell Rd )
Household items, new
microwave,
dishes,
couch, tables, lamps,
new half bed with complete set, chairs, end
tables, coffee tables,
curtains

140
Houses
For Reed
3BR. 1 bath 6 TINOS North
west Call after 8pm,
753-6825
38R house, 4 miles south
Deposit and references required 753-6753
FOR sale or rent 38R, 2
bath brick house in country,
very quiet, large yard and
garden $275 per mo , deposit and references re
oared 901-247-5635
2 BEDROOM new duplex,
garage plus opener, on
Northwood Dr Deposit plus
$450/rno Days, 753-7688
nights 759-4703

365
For Sale
Or lases
28R, 2 bath 12x65 mobile
home. 2 miles from Allergy
on N leith Ext 759-9921

110

Public
Sole

Pubis
Sale

5 Family
Yard Sale

MOVING Sale Complete
satellite system, rowing
machine Stereo, 25 inch
console TV 753-9302

Hwy. 121 North at
Graves-Calloway
County Lino • Signs.
Early till Dark
Fri. & Sat.
Fantastic Elvis collection,
antique
glass, home interior
- haft price, V.W.
transmission,
V.C.R. - excellent
shape, twin beds,
prom dress size 6,
new feather pillows,
toys, baby - mans boys - womens
clothes. Too much
to list.

360

USE your deed for no cash
down payment 'a acre &
up Keith Baker Homes
Lake hwy 79, Paris
1-800-748-9170

NICE 2BR house and also
a 11313 apartment Both re
candy remodeled Lease
required 7534109
LOVINGLY CARED FOR
1 BR, I 'h bath brick on Wwwell Road Lrving morn, family
room, ruin kitchen, large uulity room built in apphances,
central heal 4 air, fenced backyard, fruit trees abundant
storage, landscaped, freshly plunged Reduced to $62,5011

INTRODUCING to limited
booking Registered Arabian Stud Also genes well
cared for Arabian's for sale
Call Spring Creek Farm
753-6825 after 8pm

AKC German Shepherd
pups, 8 weeks, black/tan,
shots and wormed
492-8745

2 BEDROOM duplex with
carport, washer/dryer hookup $325/mo plus deposit.
No pets 753-4487
100amp SERVICE pole
with 75ft of underground
wire, $75 Small washer/
dryer, $50 759-4416 before 2 30pm , atter 2 30pm,
759-1079

7/8 YEAR old Arabian
gelded. 15 hands, solid
while Very gentle $500
436-5677

northern insulation, payments only $153 81 Free
delivery and setup! Volunteer Homes Hwy 79E Paris,
Twin 901-642-4466

28R trailer for rent No pets
753-9866

150
Midis
Fee Sob

12x60 mobile home for
sale Call 753-9853 after
6pm

firewood

INSTRUCTION

MOVING, cleaning out
house or sheds, used or
antique furniture, glass,
tools, quilts One piece or
house full 642-6290,
492 8594 after 6pm

Hophintiville

(Hazel), Old Tobacco
Towne (Mayfield) and Mercantile (Aurora) Blue Door
Antiques (Hazel) otters our
foreign coins and paper
money We appraise estates and actively buy
coins 753-4161

tin

Livestock
I Supplies

EXTRA NION- 1981 mobile
home 2BR, all electric
$6,895 00
Call
offer Call James at (901)644.0012 Ask for
435-4425
Larry
MASSEY-FERGUSON 50 Newl 3BR
home only
Good condition Call $12,9951 With plywood
492-8566 after 5pm
floors storm windows,

lac

4‘,

Jack Marshall Franchise

McConnell Insurance Agency
753-4199

1 ROW tobacco setter, like
new $400 436 5255 after

AMANA microwave range
$75, roll away bed $30, 5pm
sword and bayonet collection $300 753-6521 (day). FORD 8N tractor, good
condition 489 2894 after
435-4567 (evening)
5 30pm
CHRISTOPHER'S COINS
is expanding. See our
coins sever dollars, proof
sets and hobby supplies at
the Home Run Hobby
Shop, 603 S 4th St We
also have a full selection of
coins at the Treasure FOUR row
John Deere
House (Murray), Ox Yoke planter,
fair condition Best

FOR Sale Patio furniture,
umbrella and table, 4
QUALITY Home Daycare chairs, and 4 loungers Aluminum with baked-on
soon to be state licensed
Now has openings for 2 enamel Also, man's fur
wicket, racoon, like new,
children ages 3 5, Mon-Fn
Call after 5 30pm. 40/42 Call 753-5950
759 1758
MOWER blades over 400
SOCIAL Worker with B S sizes in stock 30in Snapdegree seeking employ- per blade $699, Snapper
ment Willing to relocate 68in. belt $5 99, Snapper
drive disc $4 49 Wallin
753 1844
Hardware Downtown Pare
WANTED yards to mow in
MARINE starting batteries
town 759-9912
85amp, $39 99, Marine
WILL babysa 11pm-7am
trolling batteries 105amp
$1 per hour Call 436-2903 $4999 Wallin Hardware
Downtown Parts, TN Open
WILL do house cleaning
all day Saturday's
Call 753-7041, leave mes
sage if not home
NEW 12hp Roper, 38in
at, kit sale 753-8690
WILL mow lawns
759-4809
PROM dress royal blue
Lame' (Day) 753-7733, afWILL set with children
weekdays or nights in my ter 6pm, 492 8844
home
References
TILLERS, 5hp Briggs &
753-9783 for more Stratton engine, chain
information
drive $299 99. Wallin
Hardware Downtown Pare
Open all day Saturdays
100
Business
TRAILER electric pole
Opportunity
200emPs. $200, central air
COKE PEPSI Local routes condition 3 ton for trailer,
for sale 800-7496000
$100, 1974 Pacer runs
good $200,floor model steEXCELLENT BUSINESS
reo good condition, $100
OPPORTUNITY. 3-sub- 437-4823 after
6pm
marine sandwich/yogurt
shops, fully equipped and UTIUTY trailer, chest type
operating Ready to be freezer, steel air -gate
franchised Located in Mur- (blue) for Toyota pickup
ray, Paducah, Lone Oak
After 5 30pm, 435-44-54
Call for appointment
WATER heater round
618-524-3388
electric 30 or 40gal
$129 99 Wallin Hardware
110
Downtown Parts Open all
day Saturdays
instructbn

LOOK in the attic basement, closets for 12' G I
Joes, Barbies Top prices
paid 436-5608

We may be able to save you 30 to 40% on
your Major Medical Insurance premium. Our
ICH Company, Union Bankers, has designed a
Major Hospital Surgical Plan due to the rising
cost of all Major Medical plans on the market
today If you are in good health, rarely go to the
doctor, have not been in the hospital in several
years and do not take any prescription medi
cine, this may be the policy for you. It does not
pay for prescription medicine or office calls but
does cover outpatient surgery and unlimited
hospital confinement benefits. Our most popular plan has a $250 deductible and offers a
I 5% non-smoker discount. The current non
smoker rate at age 60 is $90 per month per
person and even less at younger ages
For a price quote call Sharon McConnell at

5a8 TILT trailer See 711
Sycamore $400

1 ROW Ford corn poker
Always stored inside $350
firm 901 364 2667 Dres
den If no answer, leave
message on machine

370

Mobile
Homes For Sale

Yard
Sale
Sat.

8 a.m.
701 Vine
Maternity & women's
clothes,
baby
furniture,
baby clothes, dishes & furniture.

Yard Sale
and
Car Wash
Saturday
8:00 - Noon
1601 Main St.
First Presbyterian
Church Youth
Proceeds for
Habitat For
Humanity

Huge
Yard Sale
Sat., April 28
6:30 a.m.
Behind theaters
across from New
City Park.
Sponsored by
Temple Hill
Masonic Lodge

•

Yard
Sale

Fi
8:C
22(

Sat., April 28
8 a.m.-?
613 Broad

Lots

Lots of stuff'

Yard Sale
Sat., April 28
522 S. 6th St.
8 a.m.-2 p.m.
No Early Sales
Cancelled If rain
Children's toys, size 9
formal, men's, women's,
children's
clothes
Baseball
cards, books, lots of
misc

Garage Sale
Rain or Shine

3 Family
Garage
Sale

Fri., April 27
Sat., April 28
506 Blair
(off Sycamore near
Murray High School)

Sat., April 28
2225 Edinborough
7 a.m.-11 a.m.
Many items available.

Clothes, glassware, used
ledger binders, wood chins,
dolls, cookie Jars, shot glasses, all Ky post cards &
much more.

Order of
Eastern Star
Yard Sale

Yard
Sale
Wiswell

1600

Rd.
Sat., April 28
8 am.-?
Misc.
items,
lamps, some furniture, etc.

Sat., April 28
7 a.m.-4 p.m.
Highway 121 at
the
Masonic
Lodge Building.

Yard Sale

Garage
Sale

Sat., April 28th
721 Poplar
7:00 am.-?

1305 South 16th St.
(Across from Fox Meadows Trailer Park)
7:30 a.m.
Sal 4-28-90
Dishes, area rug, lots of
small boys clothes,
couch & chair, bedspreads, and lots of miscellaneous

Boys clothes size 6-7.
8-10-12, boys leans
size 12-14 like new,
infant clothes girls size
0-24 mo., baby swing,
stroller, TV stand, baskets, nursing uniforms, toys, antique
pictures and much
much more

Church
Rummage Sale

Yard
Sale

St. John's
Episcopal Church
1620 W. Main St.
Sat, April 28
7 a.m.-2 p.m.

1802 Monroe

(Indoor Sale)

18th St.)

Household
items
clothes, books, bike,
fireplace set, some furniture collectibles

8 a.m. - ?
Sat., April 28
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AUCTION
Saturday, May 5, at 10:00 A.M.
'Dozer 'Tractors 'Trucks 'Farm Equipment
In Lyon County at Guess Pay Lakes. From 1-24 Exit 40
take Hwy. 62 West 1(2 mile to Hwy. 93N. Then go north
on 93 1 mile and turn nght onto Hwy. 819 end go 12
mile to sale. Watch for signs. .
-Cat. 05 dozer, hydraulic lift and tilt blade, less tnan 500
hrs, since complete new undercarnage and details. White
2-1e5 tractor, with cab. duals, and front weights, 2800 hrs.
•Ford 7710 tractor, with dual power, load monitor, roll bar
and canopy 1800 hrs. "77 Ford F-600 truck, custom built,
double frame. 361 extra heavy duty eng dual host, with 16'
Parkhurst bed, tip tops and cattle racks Nice 30,000 miles
.72 Ford F-9000 Road Tractor, single axle, 534 eng
+teen 25 ton Low Boy Trailer, dual axle, new bed 'New
Holland 320 sq baler, commercial grade, exc. condition
'New Holland 256 hay rake, with dolly, great shape. -White
271 18' disc, hydraulic Flexfold, with all cylinders .Ford 6
'ow No-Till planter with monitor -White 12' chisel plow,
nigh clearance, 3 gang, with gage wh. *Walsh 500 gal
sprayer, 8 row boom 'Bush Hog 7 shank V Ripper with root
Roterra 131/2'. -Ford 1425 btm.
cutters and gage wh
16' semi mount plow 'Heston 7020 Chopper 2 row 30'
'read 'Archway 325 Mixer/Grinder with swing away
acing auger -Fertilizer Spreader with hydraulic chain and
fan, high floatation tires.
ke Guess bought this farm equipment new. It is well
maintained arid has been shedded. Since becoming more
involved in catfish farming, he no longer needs this
machinery Here is your thence to get ;coca field ready
equipment at your price No small items in this sale
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370
Homes
For Sale

513 London Dr 38R, 2
bath brick ranch Privacy
fence, deck, many extras
$89,900 753-5703

Yard
Sale

3500sq ft 1 -story brick at
1306 Doran Rd , liv., din ,
den w/vault cad & wd.
burn tp , 3 full baths, 3
bdrms wickess area, exercise & iactizzi rm 7 closets
1g kit & breakfast area
w/pantry, laund rm , ig 2
car garage, lg attractive
beck & quarry tile patio, Ig
lot (150'x225') phone
753-0335 after 600 P

Fri. & Sat.
8:00 to 3:00
220 So. 12th
St.
Lots of stutf

3BR, 2 bath brick, 1 owner
home with walkout basement, large family room
with wood burning stove,
nioe tiled patio, gourmet
kitchen 2250sq ft living
area on nice quiet street in
convenient location Low
utilities. 753-2206.

Garage
Sale
1501 Belmont
Sat., April 28
7 a.m.-2 p.m.

3BR, 2 bath brick, large
family room with Franklin
stove, walkout basement,
24x24 carport, 12x24 deck,
2 8 acres on 94E Call
753-6114

Household items,
baby items, furniture & misc.

507 WHITNELL Ave 3BR,
1 bath, fenced backyard,
newt), decorated Reduced
to $39,900 Call owner
753-4801

1L.

6+ ACRES located on
Highway 121N about 4
miles from town Several
lovely building sites, fenced
area for horses, and 2 large
barns with electricity and
water Contact Kopperud
Realty, 753-1222

BEAUTIFUL 3BR home in
Canterbury Estates Central heat and air, all appliances, all curtains
custom-made, exquisite
landscaping Backyard
fenced, automatic lawn
sprinkler Excellent condition. Priced to sell Call
owner 759-1073

BOB Haley Real Estate
sales and appraisals
Roberts Realty 753-1651.
489-2266
GROCERY store in good
location on So 121 6011
unfinished but livable ranch
home Private lake 5 acres
land, will consider accepting recreation vehicle or
late model car or small
house as part payment
436-2506
IMMACULATE 2-3 bedroom in ground home with
Florida room and attached
garage Situated on lovely
and private 13 acre wooded
tract Includes barn and
fenced area for horses Offered in the $50's through
Kopperud Realty,
753-1222

BEAUTIFUL 1'A story
house in Woodgate Subdivision. 3BR, 2 baths, den
and dining room, kitchen
and utility room Extra large
walk-in closets, breezeway
and 2 car garage Priced in
the $90's Call 753-4449.
HOUSE and 33 acres 3BR
brick, 2 bath, workshop,
barn with 2 side sheds attached, tractor and tool
shed 5 miles west of Benton on Hwy
1311
1-527-8963
PRICE REDUCED!
Older home with 4+ bedrooms, 2 modern baths
eat in kitchen, formal dining, sun porch and much
more Phone Coleman
Real Estate 753-9898

KOPPERUD REALTY offers a complete range of
Real Estate services with a
wide selection of quality NEW three bedroom 2 bath
homes, all prices_ home with all extras Excel753-1222, toll free lent floor plan Must see to
1 -800-251-HOME Ext. appreciate Quality and de711L.
sign Call 753-3903 or
753-3104

21 ACRE hill 10 mile view of
tree tops (triangle bounded
by 3 roads) center of Marshall County Look down on
Benton's fights! Deer and
wild turkey $62,500 Joe
W Nanney, 753-9622
LARGE lot, 49 acres, located at caner of Mockingbird and Whippoorwill in
one of Murray's nicest subdivisions 3 trees on lot
753-8686

NICE 3BR, 17, stay home
remodeled with gas heat
and window A/C Priced to
sell 753-2703
SPACIOUS 2-story, 4 bedroom brick located on large
lot in Canterbury Estates.
L.R., DR., Den wAvood
burning fireplace, breakfast, Lg foyer, 271 baths, 2
car garage Owner anxious
to sell Phone 753-8050
between 9 and 4 or
753-0914 after 6 p.m
SPACIOUS 4BR, 2 bath
home Double lot, gas heat,
owner financing $59,900.
1613 Farmer. 753-5703.

1975 CHEVY pickup,$750
436-2506

1978 HONDA CX 500 motorcycle with windshield
Good condition Call
753-3114, atter 5pm

1978 FORD,excellent condition, $1800 Full size
brown pickup topper, $50
753-6521 (day), 435-4567
(evening)

1985 HONDA Shadow 700
Excellent condition, 7,000
miles $1500 753-7976
1985 YAMAHA 250 Tn-Z
Excellent condition $550
753 3648

We can make
your car look
like new.
Hand
Only

Washed

Auto

$10

Other

$12

Hand
wash,
clean interior &
dress tires

$19.95
Hand
washed
and waxed,complete cleanup inside and out

$39.95
Call 24 Hours We Come To
You!

LOU'S
AUTO
WORKS
753-6427
390
Used
Cats
1974 CHEVY convertible
high performance engine,
$850, 1977 Buick 4 door,
full power, $600 436-2506.
1974 PLYMOUTH Duster.
753-6519

$aoo

1975 CHEVROLET Monte
Carlo, swivel bucket seats,
automatic, air, AM/FM cassette Good mechanical
condition $750 753-1556
before 3pm

Kopperud Realty
711 Main

753-1222

Too Busy to Clean?
Let Us Do It for You!

C&C MAID SERVICE
Professional Maid Service With A Difference
Daily, Semi Weekly, Weekly or
Monthly Maid Service
Tailored to Your Specific Needs
Dependably Serving Clients With Security
Claseked and Bonded Employees
House Cleaning Office Cleaning, Apartment &
Commercial Cleaning • Carpet Shampooing

C&C MAID SERVICE
Free Estimates
753-N1%11)
yaw.

lhon-Rii,

othran-Ouncr.

CARS • TRUCKS
VANS

1979 CHEVROLET Silverado Nice 474-8808 after
&Pm

Financing On The Spot

1981 DODGE pookup 6 cylinder, automatic, power
steering, 21,000 miles on
rebuilt engine Call
437-4714 after 4pm

YES
Everything
We Sell Is Under
Five Thousand Dollars

CARS
'88 Pont. 6000
'4987
'88 Dodge Aries Wgn '4987
'88 Ford Festiva L._ '3387
'87 Ford Taurus V6
'4987
'87 Chevy Celebrity
P3987
'87 PlyM. Horizon
'3987
'86 IsuZu I Mark
'3,987
'86 Mustang .......
'4987
136 Cavalier Wgn.
'3487
'95 Mercury Lynx GS Wgn '4487
'85 Nissan Stanza
'4987
'82 AMC Eagle
'2987
'81 Toyota Corolla_ '1987
TRUCKS
'86 Chevy. Astro Van '4987
36 Fad Rngr XLT Ex C413_4987
'84 Ply. Voyager Van '4987
'84 Chevy 510.........
'4987
'84 GMC S15 ...........
'84 Dodge Van
'3987
'82 Ford Van
'3987
'81 Ford 350
'3987
'81 Ford Van
:3987
'77 Chevy Van
'2487
Have You Been Turned
Down Elsewhere?
Credit Problems V OK
No Credit V OK
Divorce V OK
We sell dapandabla,
affordable cars to people
who want to establish or
re-establish their credit.
Low Weekly Payments
Other Locations:
Mayfield Paducah

See Sammy Bradshaw
or Jim Irby
• 1 1 1 3 Sycamore
Murray
759-4999

1979 CORVETTE black
with white leather interior,
Can be seen at Lee Marine
on 94E $6,900 Call Jeff at
753-4408
1979 SPIRIT 2 door, hatch
back Power steering,
brakes, air and automatic
$650 753-7475
1980 FORD Crown Victoria 4 door, 302 engine,
good condition 753-9181,
753-8124

1983 MID-SIZE Mercury
Marquis Broughm automatic. over dove, power, stereo cassette, cruise, tilt
wheel, previous one
owner 753-6911 even.ng
1983 Z-28 dark blue, second owner, 63,000 miles,
t-tops, excellent condition
753-7975 or 759-9404
1984 GRAND Prix, white,
extra nice, best offer
753-6520 after 6pm or
753-8648 days
1984 PONTIAC Sunbird
new Wes, A/C, automatic. 4
door Priced to sell $2250
Cal 753-1921
1984 RENAULT Mame,
1980 Toyota pickup
492-8392
1986 BUICK 2 door, red on
rod, power, ear, Olt. cruise,
AM-FIA cassette, 4 cylinder. 5-speed. 6900 mies,
will trade for pickup
753-7549

1984 FORD Ranger 4 cylinder, 4 speed vitae with
red interior, excellent body
Good tires, bed liner and
rails $1795 Call Robert
after Com, 753-8165
1986 BLAZER 4-wheel
drive, 56,000 miles, loaded
Extra nice $11,500
759-4734

Inc.
1987 MAZDA RX7 GXL
blue, sunroof, new tares,
$11,000 Call 753-2068 after 5pm

Chet 4 Dr. V-6,
air
automatic,
cord , root rack,
OR
stereo, tilt, spcke
wheels, red in
color A real nice
434 tor the tamly
42 MonOur
tax Down
13.9 APR Tat, Lit Extra 00.0

Cain's
Hwy. 641 No
Murray. 753-6448

17

pkg , W L Tfittires
A local lady drkier
unN that has to be
seen.
lox OMNI
41 Months
120 APR Tax, Uc. Eita 0.A.0

Cain's
Hwy 641 No
Murray, 753-6448

mi.st see, V-6,

aao.

810,900

topers,
rear wper & del ,
PW.
3rd seat
try the large tarTOT
nice van
10% Down
54 Month
110 APR TA% Lk, Eats O.A.C.
MAC en

s101,0

Cain's
,
1974 FORD van/camper,
raised roof, auto, pa, air,
stereo Very good for
transportation/recreation
$2000 753-2590 after
5Pm
1980 CHEVY van, 1 Ion
heavy duty 1-527-8163.
1983 WAG Star-craft conversion van 67xxx miles,
$7803 Sharp. 753-4710

1985 Chevy
Astro Van CL
Local, 1 owner, all
options, nice.
753-9181 of 753-8124
5101

Used
Trucks

1986 CAMARO V-6 fuel 1966 FORD WI ton pickup
inpected, excellent oondi 6 cylinder. straight shdt,
bon 753-2056 Can be re-built engine
$750,
seen at Sirloin Stockade
753-9181. 753-8124

530

Boats
& Malan
1984 HYDRASPORTS 17*
bass boat. GT 150 OB,
trailer, excellent condition
$6,000 Negotiate or trade
for 4-wheel dove vehicle
753-3648
1986 20' CITATION ski
boat Low hours, excellent
condition 1-328-8604
530
SiffiC4111

Offered
ACE Video camera opera
tor B S degree, VHS format RCA equipment, free
estimates PVS 759-1901
A-1 TREE Service and
Stump Removal Spraying
and feeding Also free estimates 35 years experience Glen Joiner owner
753-0906
APPLIANCE SERVICE
Kenmore, Westinghouse
Whirlpool 30 years experience Used Appliances
Bobby Hopper, 436 5848

BUILDERS, homes additions,decks patios, framing, garages, barns,
fences also backhoe work
Twin Lakes Builders
759-1039 or 753-0563
CARPENTRY, home improvements, repairs, and
additions Carports, decks,
and etc No ob too small
Experienced with references Quality work, reasonable prices Free estimates
753-4220,
10am-5pm, or 753-5145 atter 5pm

MUST SELL 1989 Ford
Ranger XLT; Excellent
Condition; LWB; Blue & DUNCAN S Landscaping &
Silver; 15,xxx miles; 4 cyl
Lawn Service - Does your
Auto.; Bedliner; 'Super lawn need mowing? Or is
Nice Truck." 753-1916, Ask landscaping what you
for Greg
need? Call 759 9706 for
TERRIFIC TOYOTA free estimate
TRUCK! 1986 Toyota 4 LICENSED for electric,
wheel drive, blue interior gas, refrigeration Installaand exterior, air condi- tion and repair Free estitioner, AM/FM cassette. mates 753-7203
Cal 753-3114 after 5pm
BUILDING Contractor
Home improvements, pole
barns portable buildings,
'87 WRANGLER
decks gazebos Customer
Laredo hardtop,
satisfaction guaranteed
258-6, 5 speed,
Free estimates L E Wilair cool, Akt,M
cassette, chrome
hams 489-2663

1988 FORD Festiva LX
sin
low miles, AC, AM/FM cassette stereo, tilt, aluminum
Campers
wheels, 5-speed manual,
1511 CAMPER Call afte
up to 45mpg Like new
Home 436-2196, office Sam, 753-6250
762-2499.
1974 WINNEBAGO motor
1988 SABLE GS, 32,003 home 24ft on a Dodge
miles 1988 Taurus GL wa- motor. Roof air, 4KW
gon. 46,000 miles Both generator 437-4428
loaded $7950 each
1979 PROWLER camper
437-4723
2611 with roof air and awn
MUST sell 1986 Nissan ing $5500 759-4734
Sentura CaN 759-9535
FOUR-person camper
trailer, fair condition make
145
an offer. Call James at
435-4425
Vans
520
Boats
'88 Plymout
& Motors

Voyager
ma ore a loaded.

520

BACKHOE Service - ROY
HILL Junior Thorn, opera1989 DODGE D50: A/C, tor 30 years experience
PS, 5 speed, 50000 miles. Septic system, drive-ways
759-4887
hauling, foundations, etc
DELTA metal cross box 759-4664
and 2 sideboxes for small BLOCK & brick & concrete
pickup 1 year old $150 finishing Driveways, por753-0444
ches, new foundations and
chimney and repair work
753-5476.
'86 CHEROKEE

$22611.0

1978 MALIBU, not pretty
but runs well $350 503
Olive 753-7639
1978 PLYMOUTH Fury
Good condition, 4 door
$795 762-2758

1983 FORD XLT, fully
loaded with truck tool box
Excellent condition
753-1932

Price & Ptyment Displayed
On Each Vehicle

1978 DODGE Omni with
59,000 actual miles $600
Phone 753-6245

1982 OLDSMOBILE Cutlass Navy, 1°4,4/Pend runs
good See at 405S 8th ST
Call 753-3584

IT'S A WINNER
Spotless, like new home in Martin Heights
Subdivision. Sunken living room, kitchen-den
with fireplace, tastefully decorated throughout.
Just Reduced to $99,900.

Used
Trucks

1975 HONDA GL 1,000
Gal:hiring Extra nice Call
after 5 30pm, 759-4505

VERY NICE 3 bedroom, 2
'OPERATING Horse Farm
bath brick on an acre M/L 1980 HONDA Prelude,
on 30 level acres Large
lot near the lake This spa- $1600 436-5375
new barn - metal exterior,
cious home has very law 1981 PONTIAC Grand
Oak interior, tack room,
utility bills, cable, and mun- Prix Good condition
complete washing area
iciple water Owner will 753-9181, 753-8124.
Haylofts, 2 fenced paseven leave the lawn
tures. riding ring. 3 bedmower Call Roberts Realty 1981 PONTIAC Phoenix,
room 2 bath residence.
at 753-1651 or after hours 84,000 miles 4-speed, 4
Land sowed down in alfalfa. cal
door, A/C $995 753-8780
435-4510
Move right in and get
started. $69,900
Ruth WALK to the lake from this 1982 HONDA GL500 waRyan,
Realtors home 3BR, 1A bath for ter cooled, shaft drive. 5500
502-354-8871. Home 8538 only $25,000 Call MTG at M418S, excellent condition
Rt. 1, Box 461, Aurora, Ky. 753-4000 for more informa- $1000 Call after 5pm,
527-0047
42048.
tion on this home

=IL

Nit

Used
Cars

1981 MX Yamaha 175,
$400 492-8548

PACE
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FENCE sales at Sears
now Call Sears 753-2310
for free estimate for your
needs
FOR gravel, white rock, fill sand, dirt or rip-rap, call
474-2779

Se Mc**
Offered
GENERAL Repair plumb- NEED work done? We do
ing, roofing, tree work repair on buildings or
436-2642
houses, build decks or privacy fences Hauling or
GUTTERING By Sears
Sears residential and com- cleaning and carpentry
Call and ask We can do it
mercial continuous gutters
installed for your specifica- References 7536420 at
ter 4pm
tions Call Sews 753-2310
for free estimate,
ROCKY COLSON Home
Repair Roofing siding,
HANDYMAN - Carpentry,
painting, plumbing, conplumbing, eiectrical, macrete Free estimates Call
sonry. roofing Large or
474-2307
small obs Quality work at
good prices Free esti ROGER Hudson rock haulmates
753-1550, ing and services 753-4545
evenings
or 753-6763
HAULING yard work, tree
removal, mowing Free estimates 759-16.83
HOME additions complete
remodeling and repair, concrete work, home inspections all work guaranteed
15 years experience L D
Hood Construction
753-7192
INBOARD/Outboard repair Service calls
502-436 2502
INSULATION Blown In By
Sears TVA approved
Save on those high heating
and cooling bills Call Sears
753-2310 for free estimate

ROOFING, plumbing, tree
removal yard mowing,
driveway sealing Call
753-2869 or 436-5895
SHEETROCK finishing,
new or repair 436-2811
STEWART S Upholstery
Large selection of material
Free pickup and (Joinery
and tree estimates 10%
discount on fabric and labor
on all items through May
31
4 36 5 2 36 and
436-5280
WILL do plumbing and light
hauling 435-4169

SURE WAY Tree & Stump
Remove/ Insured with full
line of equipment including
6011 aerial trucks and brush
chipper To assure a safer
operation at a lower corn
petitive wet Free esti
mates without obligation
Day or nee, 753-5484
TREE trimming and brush
removal Also handyman
work, dock repair and
inboard/outboard repair
Service calls 436-2502
VCR REPAIR Wood VCR
Service Genie( cleaningsennang $15 most repairs
$35, all brands 3rd Street,
Almo, Open 9-12 1-5,
Mon -Fri. 753-0530
WILL break and disk gar
den also landscape level
driveway, bushhog Free
estimate 436-5430
WILL mow yards
Smith 753-8981

Lewis

FREE kittens
436-2507

Call

JOES Lawncare Residential & Commercial Mowing
and Trimming 345-2312
CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINE-TS
CUSTOM WOODWORKING
All Types CM

LICENSED electrician
James Gallirnore electrical
service Commercial and
residential Fast, courteous
service 759-1835

Custom Woodworking

MASON with 3 years ex
penence seeks employ
ment Call 435-4161

Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
•

'Drop by & see our showroom

NEED your lawn mowed?
Windows and screens
washed? Gutter cleaned?
Call us at 759-4438
PAINTING, quality workmanship Free estimates
References Call Craig
436-5245

One Price
Clothing Store $o

PAUL'S Painting Service
15 years experience interior and exterior Reasonable rates Free estimates
Also other small fobs done
Call now 492-8545

COME GROW WITH ONE OF THE SOUTH S FASTEST
GROWING CHAIN OF WOMEN S CLOTHING STORES
WE WILL BE INTERVIEWING FOR OUR NEW STORE IN
MURRAY. KENTUCKY
.STORE MANAGER
•ASSISTANT MANAGER
•PART-T1ME SALES
MANAGEMENT APPLICANTS MUST HAVE PREVIOUS
RETAIL MANAGEMENT EXPERIENCE, PREFERABLY IN
WOMENS CLOTHING PLEASE BRING RESUME
NO PHONE CALLS PLEASE - INTERVIEWS ON
TUESDAY, MAY le 10 m
pm AT
ONE PRICE CLOTHING
CHESTNUT HILLS
641 - 121 Intersection Murray, Ky

PLUMBING/24 hr
emergency service Free
estimates Reasonable
rates Same day service
All work guaranteed
753-4200
PLUMBING repairman with
same day service Call
436-5255
PROFESSIONAL clean
commercial and residential carpet cleaning
window cleaning etc
753-7533 or 753-7617

WE WANT DRIVERS
AND TRAINEES NOW!

QUALITY Construction
Alteration & remodeling
Porch & deck specialist
436-2617 or 753-1126

Roberts Carrier Corp of Nashville, TN will hold a
'Truck Driver Seminar' for the purpose of hiring
experienced drivers and recruiting trainees to be
domiciled at their Calvert City, KY terminal

We Have An Immediate
Opening For City

The recruiting seminar will be held at JR's Executive
Inn 1 Executive Blvd In Paducah, KY, Representatives from major truck driving school will be present
to aid with training questions

Carriers
Please apply at

Roberts Carrier Corp offers an excellent employment package with above average pay for qualified
drivers If you want to know more about Roberts
Carriers and how to qualiti, please attend the
seminar at•

The Murray
Ledger & Times

JR'S EXECUTIVE INN
Tues., May 1 at 6-00 pm.
•

15'h ft GLASTRON runab
out, 85hp Johnson motor
Must seel Life ackets and
skis 753-6684
1976 TRI HULL, 40hp
Johnson, Minkota 65. ask
ing $850 435-4299
1978 22' CATALINA sail
boat with trailer, 9 9hp
electric-start Evinrude mo
br, 'galley, port a head,
and three sails $4,500 firm
Cal 753-4681 after 7pm
1988 19ft CHEETAH Runabout 165hp I/O $11.000
Days 753-7688, nights
759-4703
1989 ProCraft 178' fish
and ski with trailer 115
Yarnaha MAIN 2 depth fin
data. Afinkota meg 40 troll
irig motor $11.800 Call
753-7307 or can be seen at
602 Main St.
LONESTAR aluminum
1411 35hp ful electric outboard motor. $500 19ft.
fiberglas cruiser, $500.
436-2506
MUST sell 161t ski boat
with 115hp outboard,
power trim, ski pylon, law
new seat, carpet, AINFM
stereo, runs greet, drive on
trailer, $1700 firm
436 2882
PONTOON boat slips for
rent Also, pontoon boats
for rent For more information cal, Cypress Bay Resort, 901-2328221

Now that we are entering our "garage "sale season"
we want you to be informed on our policies.
We do work 2 days in advance to better serve
YOU. Deadlines are 313.M. Mon.-Fri. and 10A.M.
on Sat. Yard sales do have to be paid in advance
and are $7.50 per day.
For assistance call, 753-1916 or come by
NIit-rray
Ledger & Times

classified department.
•
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TENT

SALE

046„
oletA '

COME SEE IN OUR
SHOWROOM
OFFICIAL

1990 BERETTA INDY
"PACE CAR"
HOTTEST TRUCK
1990 SS 454
LIMITED PRODUCTION
1990 ZR-1
CORVETTE
AU Rebates &
LoNi
va
llra2ter9VOnd
HURRY!

huutlyri

'All Prices Exclude tax & license and have rebates deducted.
"All Payments based on sale price with $1,000 down payment,
exclude tax & license, contract term 60 months On 12.75% A.P.R.
Stock 03842

1990 C-1500 FULL SIZE "SILVERADO"

1990 GEO PRIZM 4 DOOR SEDAN

$10,302.00
-2,302.86

List
Royal Oaks

OR

Discount/Rebate

Stock 05243

4.3 V4,5 speed,chrome step bumper,P235 RWL tires, air, tilt wheel, cruise
control, power windows, power locks, AM/FM stereo cassette with graphic
equalizer, auxiliary lighting, sliding rear window, stainless steel mirrors.
custom cloth split bench, Rally wheels.

$10**
Utj Per month

List

$1
244..
:4
6.0
2
11:7
128
0
007
0

$238*per*month

:1
Y
$3:110,2 m:R
Save
.0

Mfg.'s Discount Rebatun
Royal Oaks Discount

$11948993*

Stock 05239

1990 GEO METRO 2 DOOR HATCHBACK COUPE
Air & AM/FM stereo.

$72:
0

List

OR

Stock 05192

$139*a

After Rebate

1990 C-1500 FULL SIZE "SCOTTSDALE"LOADED

month

4.3 V-6, 5 speed, air, chrome step bumper, P235 RWL tires, Rally wheels, tilt
wheel, cruise control, AM/FM stereo cassette clock, auxiliary lighting, sliding
rear window.

."
'

$14,108.00 You Save
Mfg.'s Discount
1,336.00 $3,350.40
Ronal Oaks EtIseeant & Rebate °2 014.40
OR
List

per month
$222**

$1O,75760*z,

1990 CAVALIER "VL"COUPE
Air & AM/FM cassette.
AFTER REBATE

'8

$169**

per month

"1991" S-10"EL"PICK—UP

$169/$187

With Air
Conditioning

per mooth

eing On A 41IMMO

GM
Parts

